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Abstract
In recent years, we observe a growing interest in large-scale distributed systems based on
the distributed hash table algorithm (DHT). A DHT is a distributed system storing large amount
of information in a way allowing efficient lookup for the information being stored. DHT
systems are used to store key-value pairs, similarly to a hash table. However, the key-value
pairs set is stored in a distributed manner and is shared among the nodes of the distributed hash
table. Every node in the DHT maintains a list of references to other nodes in the system - a
routing table. The routing table allows decreasing the distance left to the destination node in
each lookup step (the distance between node identifiers, according to the chosen metric). The
structure of the routing table, the choice of the metric defining logical distances between nodes,
and the lookup algorithm have fundamental influence on the path lengths between nodes and
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the resilience of the system to node failures. The use of the one-dimensional model (placing
the nodes logically on a ring) allows the nodes to maintain (in addition to neighbors providing
efficient lookup) sets of “sequential neighbors” - certain numbers of neighbors that are the
closest existing nodes in both directions on the ring. Such a model yields a very high level of
resilience to node failures.
This thesis presents a novel model of a distributed hash table based on a hierarchical
hypercube geometry. The presented approach employs a variable multi-dimensional metric
adopting the Steinhaus transform. It is shown that the new approach allows reaching a higher
level of resilience to node failures, as well as a shorter average lookup path length than with
the use of the sequential neighbors sets. The thesis describes the new DHT architecture and the
processes of determining optimal solutions. Novel routing and lookup algorithms are discussed,
as well as DHT resource management algorithms, routing table nodes selection algorithms,
maintenance and recovery procedures, and solutions increasing security in the system. The
work also presents the architecture of the implemented DHT library and the simulator that was
used to evaluate the presented solutions. Individual design decisions are supported by results
of extensive simulations and compared to the existing solutions.

Keywords: distributed hash table, routing, lookup, resilience.

Streszczenie
W ostatnich latach wyjatkow
˛
a˛ popularność zyskały systemy oparte na algorytmie
rozproszonej tablicy mieszajacej
˛
(ang.

distributed hash table - DHT). Rozproszona

tablica mieszajaca
˛ jest rozproszonym systemem przechowujacym
˛
duże ilości informacji w
sposób zapewniajacy
˛ ich efektywne wyszukiwanie.

W systemach DHT przechowywane

sa˛ pary klucz-wartość, podobnie do tablicy mieszajacej,
˛
jednak zbiór par klucz-wartość
przechowywany jest w sposób rozproszony i jest rozdzielony pomi˛edzy w˛ezły rozproszonej
tablicy mieszajacej.
˛
Każdy w˛ezeł przechowuje list˛e referencji do innych w˛ezłów - tablic˛e
routingu, utworzona˛ w taki sposób, aby w każdym kroku wyszukiwania istniała możliwość
zmniejszenia pozostałej odległości do w˛ezła docelowego (odległość mi˛edzy identyfikatorami
w˛ezłów, zgodnie z przyj˛eta˛ metryka).
˛

Struktura tablicy routingu, przyj˛eta metryka oraz
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algorytm wyznaczania w˛ezłów w kolejnych krokach wyszukiwania maja˛ zasadniczy wpływ
na długości tras pomi˛edzy w˛ezłami oraz odporność systemu na awarie w˛ezłów. Zastosowanie
modelu jednowymiarowego (logiczne rozmieszczenie w˛ezłów na pierścieniu) pozwala na
przechowywanie przez w˛ezły (poza referencjami zapewniajacymi
˛
efektywne wyszukiwanie)
tzw. zbiorów sekwencyjnych sasiadów
˛
- pewnej ilości w˛ezłów najbliższych do w˛ezła w obu
kierunkach na pierścieniu. Taki model zapewnia bardzo wysoki poziom odporności systemu
na awarie w˛ezłów.
Rozprawa prezentuje innowacyjny model rozproszonej tablicy mieszajacej
˛
opartej na
strukturze hierarchicznego hipersześcianu.

Zaproponowane rozwiazanie
˛
wykorzystuje

zmienna˛ wielowymiarowa˛ metryk˛e oparta˛ na przekształceniu Steinhausa.

Przedstawione

podejście umożliwia osiagni˛
˛ ecie wi˛ekszej odporności na awarie w˛ezłów oraz mniejszej
średniej długości trasy niż przy zastosowaniu zbiorów sekwencyjnych sasiadów.
˛

Praca

przedstawia poszczególne elementy architektury systemu oraz procesy wyznaczania
optymalnych rozwiazań.
˛

Omówione zostały i przeanalizowane innowacyjne algorytmy

routingu, wyszukiwania, algorytmy zarzadzania
˛
zasobami, algorytmy doboru w˛ezłów do
tablic routingu, utrzymania sieci oraz rozwiazania
˛
zwi˛ekszajace
˛ poziom bezpieczeństwa.
W pracy została również przedstawiona architektura zaimplementowanej biblioteki oraz
wykorzystanego do badań symulatora. Poszczególne rozwiazania
˛
zostały poparte wynikami
badań symulacyjnych i porównane z istniejacymi
˛
rozwiazaniami.
˛

Słowa kluczowe: rozproszona tablica mieszajaca,
˛ routing, wyszukiwanie, odporność.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, we observe a growing interest in large-scale distributed peer-to-peer systems
based on the distributed hash table algorithm (DHT). A DHT is a distributed system capable of
storing large amount of information in a way allowing efficient lookup for the information
being stored. DHT systems are used to store key-value pairs, similarly to a hash table.
However, the key-value pairs set is stored in a distributed manner and is shared among the
nodes of the distributed hash table (computers connected to the DHT network). Distributed
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hash tables provide efficient resource location, are extremely scalable and have a lot of possible
applications - storing resources in a distributed way, communication, Internet telephony, live
data streaming, distributed computing platforms and many other. DHT systems are also widely
utilized for accomplishing efficient resource discovery for grid computing systems.
The fundamental functionality provided by distributed hash tables is efficient node/resource
location - routing, lookup and search. In DHT systems, every node is assigned a unique
identifier, used to locate the node in the virtual ID space, and resources are usually stored
by nodes which are determined based on resource keys. The resource key is typically a result
of a hash function on the resource. Because of the dynamic nature of DHT systems and the
stored key set changing continuously, most DHTs use some variant of consistent hashing1 to
map keys to nodes. Most often, the node ID space is isomorphic with the resource key space,
and nodes responsible for resources (nodes in which the resources are stored) are those whose
identifiers are the closest to the resource keys (among all nodes in the DHT), according to
a DHT-specific metric defining logical distances between nodes. Thus, the resource lookup
comes down to lookup for the node(s) closest to the resource key, and DHT systems provide
efficient node lookup and routing messages between nodes. Even in very large systems, every

1

Consistent hashing is a hashing technique such that removing or adding one node (a hash table slot) does

not significantly influence the key distribution among other nodes. Usually changes are required only in the closest
neighborhood. In traditional approaches, usually adding or removing a hash table slot would cause the hashing
algorithms to remap all the keys.

9

DHT node should be able to route messages to any other node (recursive routing), or find the
node responsible for any resource (lookup - iterative routing) in a small number of steps.
To support the lookup/routing, every node in a distributed hash table maintains a list of
references to other nodes in the system - a routing table. The routing table is built in a way that
allows locating a node that is closer (than the current node) to any arbitrarily chosen node in the
DHT, which consequently, allows decreasing the distance left to the destination node in each
routing/lookup step. Although being founded on a common concept, individual distributed hash
table designs are based on different overlay network geometries: tree, hypercube, ring, . . . (the
overlay network is a virtual network formed by the connections between DHT nodes, and the
geometry determines the connection graph structure - constraints defining between which pairs
of nodes connections may be established).
Individual geometries, routing and lookup algorithms, as well as the chosen metric
Pobrano z http://repo.pw.edu.pl / Downloaded from Repository of Warsaw University of Technology 2023-01-08

defining logical distances between nodes (and resource keys), yield different resulting system
properties: efficiency (routing path length/number of lookup steps), the level of flexibility in
the next hop selection (to how many nodes in the routing table a message may be routed in
each routing/lookup step, preserving the routing convergence - decreasing the distance left),
flexibility in the neighbor selection (choosing routing table nodes), resilience to node failures
(ability of the system to deliver messages in the presence of node failures), and the ability of
the system to recover good routing properties after node failures.
One of the most crucial characteristics of DHT systems is static resilience - the ability of
the system to deliver messages in the presence of node failures, with the recovery mechanisms
switched off. A node failure is understood as a situation when the node suddenly becomes
unresponsive (not responding to requests being sent to it). Static resilience characterizes the
network tolerance to failures in static conditions without the use of any maintenance/recovery
mechanisms. However, it also directly translates to the behavior of the system under churn (the
process of nodes joining and leaving the system - connecting to and disconnecting from the
DHT), like efficiency, ability to deliver messages, lookup accuracy, data availability and many
other, because it usually takes some time for the recovery and replication processes to react to
topology changes.
In [38], the authors discuss the influence of the geometry of distributed hash tables on their
static resilience and average path length. Different geometries provide different degrees of
flexibility in route selection (the number of nodes to which messages may be routed in each

10

routing step). The authors prove that the flexibility in next hop selection is a crucial factor
influencing the static resilience of the system. The flexibility determines how many other
options remain for the next hop (preserving routing convergence to the destination), when the
best next hop is down for any reason. If there are few of them (or none in some cases), the
routing is very likely to fail very often under high failure rates.
Certain DHT architectures support the use of sequential neighbors sets - usually, sequential
neighbors are some number of successors and the same number of predecessors of a node
on a logical one-dimensional ring (which requires single global ordering of the nodes).
Sequential neighbors, as an addition to the DHT-specific routing table nodes (providing
effective routing/lookup), provide a very high level of flexibility in the next hop selection,
as half of the sequential neighbors are able to route any message in either direction on the ring.
That means that even under a high rate of node failures, every node is able to route any message,
Pobrano z http://repo.pw.edu.pl / Downloaded from Repository of Warsaw University of Technology 2023-01-08

decreasing the distance left to the destination, unless all successors/predecessors fail. Some
DHTs naturally support the existence of sequential neighbors, and other do not. Due to many
advantages of maintaining such sets, the DHT designs not supporting this concept naturally,
are often modified to include the support for sequential neighbors. Introducing sequential
neighbors sets dramatically increases the degree of flexibility in route (next hop) selection,
making such systems highly resistant to node failures, attacks, as well as improving efficiency
of maintenance and recovery mechanisms. These factors indirectly influence many other DHT
characteristics, making them extremely important for large-scale DHT systems. Although such
a one-dimensional model yields a high level of resilience to node failures, it may lead to path
length increases in the presence of failures of many nodes. As the number of failed nodes
increases, next hops are more often found only in the sequential neighbors sets, and at one
extreme (routing using only sequential neighbors), the expected path length is proportional to
the number of the nodes in the system. The use of a multidimensional routing metric may
significantly decrease the expected path length when routing using only the closest neighbors
sets. However, by using a multidimensional metric, the system loses the properties connected
with the existence of sequential neighbors.
Based on the performed study, the author formulated the following thesis:
It is possible to achieve a higher level of efficiency and resilience of routing and lookup
algorithms in a distributed hash table than with the use of sequential neighbors sets, while
preserving the same routing table size and other distributed hash table characteristics.
11

The aim and the scope of the work
The aim of the presented work was a study of distributed hash table designs, their drawbacks
and possible improvements, especially in terms of efficiency and resilience to node failures.
The thesis addresses some open issues related to DHTs and presents a complete architecture
of a distributed hash table called HyCube, as well as the processes of determining optimal
solutions. The presented model is based on a hierarchical hypercube geometry (a multiple-level
nested hypercube, where vertices are lower-level hypercubes) and employs a variable (modified
by nodes on the route) multi-dimensional metric adopting the Steinhaus transform [57]. Novel
routing, lookup and search algorithms are discussed, as well as DHT resource management
algorithms, routing table nodes selection algorithms, maintenance and recovery procedures,
and solutions increasing security in the system. Individual design decisions were supported by
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results obtained during extensive simulations. HyCube is scalable, efficient and significantly
outperforms the state-of-the-art solutions in respect of resilience, routing and lookup efficiency
under dynamically changing conditions, despite not using the sequential neighbors concept.
The work also presents the architecture of the implemented HyCube DHT library and the
specialized simulator application that was used to evaluate the solutions being researched. The
library and the simulator (including the documentation), the protocol specification, as well as
necessary mathematical calculations, can be found on the CD attached to the thesis. Part of the
material presented in the thesis has already been published in [64] and [65].
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 briefly introduces the peer-to-peer technology,
presenting the most significant existing peer-to-peer systems, including the most important
distributed hash table architectures. Chapter 3 discusses main problems and open issues
regarding distributed hash tables. In Chapter 4, the proposed routing architecture of HyCube is
presented, as well as a study leading to improvement of the routing performance and resilience.
The study is supported by experimental results obtained during simulations. Chapter 5 presents
two original algorithms used for locating nodes in the distributed hash table - lookup and search,
which are crucial elements of the DHT design. Self-organization, maintenance and recovery
algorithms are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 contains a detailed description and
evaluation of the resource management techniques used. The security mechanisms adopted
by HyCube are presented in Chapter 8, including the implemented node anonymity features.
Chapter 9 concludes the study. Appendix A describes the architecture of the created HyCube
library and simulator, and Appendix B lists the contents of the CD attached to the thesis.

2. Peer-to-peer technology
A peer-to-peer (P2P) network is a distributed network communication model, in which
the nodes (workstations) are both, clients (consumers) and servers (suppliers) of resources, as
opposed to the client-server model, where the function of the server and the client are separated.
The main concept of peer-to-peer networks is the use of the computing power, disk space and
network bandwidth of individual nodes without the need of any central authority (servers),
eliminating the single point of failure.
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Initially, the peer-to-peer technology was popularized by the P2P systems used for file
sharing, such as Napster [62], [75] - a music-sharing application, which allowed millions
of Internet users to connect directly to each other. The file-sharing systems are still the
most common application for peer-to-peer networking. However, more and more large-scale
distributed systems use the peer-to-peer concept as a lower level layer for various purposes.
They may perform distributed calculations, store resources in a distributed way, they are used
for Internet telephony (Skype [82], [2]), live data streaming - sound, video (for example Spotify
[48] uses peer-to-peer network along with streaming servers to stream music). Bitcoin [61] is a
payment system working peer-to-peer without a central repository nor any single administering
authority, which has even led the US Treasury to call Bitcoin a decentralized virtual currency
[32]. P2P systems are also used for multicast transmissions [10], broadcasting [88], are used by
many resource-sharing, content-delivery, communication applications, distributed computing
platforms, distributed file systems [29], [50], and many other. Many peer-to-peer systems are
beings developed at scientific research centers, as well by telecommunications companies and
military agencies all over the world. DHT systems are also widely utilized for accomplishing
efficient resource discovery for grid computing systems [86], [12], [7], [69].
Although decentralization is one of the main concepts of peer-to-peer systems, very often, it
is not entirely followed. This is because centralized systems are much easier to manage, and, in
many cases, a central authority makes them more reliable and secure. Therefore, in many P2P
systems, despite their decentralized character, a function of super-nodes is introduced, which
might be either specially dedicated nodes, or this function might be assigned dynamically.
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Based on how nodes are linked to each other, peer-to-peer systems may be classified as
unstructured or structured, as described in [55]. In structured networks, the node connections
graph (overlay network) is built according to some algorithm, defining the geometry of the
system. The nodes are assigned identifiers, and, based on the identifiers, it is determined
between which pairs of nodes connections are made. However, there might be a certain level
of flexibility in finding appropriate nodes (connections). Resources are usually stored by the
nodes whose identifiers correspond to the resource identifiers, which allows other nodes to
determine the nodes responsible for individual resources. The geometry (structure) is supposed
to support the algorithm of finding those nodes in the system. In unstructured networks, on
the contrary, connections between nodes are usually random. Although algorithms tending to
reach uniform in/out degrees in the connections graph are often employed, the connections
are not bound by any restrictions for any individual nodes. Unstructured peer-to-peer systems
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usually use the flooding technique for resource lookup (every incoming lookup query is send
further through every outgoing link, except the one it arrived from), most often with a limited
range. Flooding causes a very high amount of traffic being generated in the network and
requires a lot of queries to be processed at the node level, while still not ensuring that the
result would be eventually found (no correlation between peers and the resources for which
they are responsible). Thus, in practice, unstructured systems are not scalable, compared
to systems maintaining a structured overlay. Unstructured systems are often supported by
super-nodes, mentioned before, which may make the lookups more efficient by, for example,
indexing resources or creating directories. In [55], the authors claim that the search algorithms
used by unstructured systems have however one great advantage over the structured systems
- they are capable of performing lookups based on the metadata of resources (semantics,
keywords, relationships). There are also systems in which the connections established between
nodes are influenced by the content the nodes are sharing [20]. The structured systems
naturally support resource lookups based on resource identifiers, while effective range search,
approximate search or keyword search are still open issues. Unstructured P2P systems usually
yield much less overhead under churn (nodes leaving and joining the system), due to less
restrictions on potential connections to be established. However, in respect of scalability and
lookup efficiency, the superiority of structured systems is indisputable, especially topologies
based on the distributed hash table concept. This chapter briefly describes the most important
unstructured and structured peer-to-peer architectures, including DHT-based systems.
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2.1. Unstructured peer-to-peer systems
In unstructured P2P systems, the connections between nodes are usually established
randomly, or are based on interactions between nodes. Although certain solutions employ
load-balancing or other techniques that may influence the connections being established, the
node connections graph is not built based on any specific structure. This section presents several
important unstructured P2P networks.
Gnutella
Gnutella [17], [75] was the first fully decentralized peer-to-peer system of its kind. To
join the system, new nodes should establish a connection with any existing peer. If the
peer’s connection limit is exceeded, it would return addresses of alternative peers. Every
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query (QUERY message) in pure Gnutella is sent to all the neighbors (the peers with which
the connections are established), the nodes then forward the query to their direct neighbors.
Queries are marked by unique identifiers, which prevent processing the same query by any
node multiple times. If any node receiving the QUERY message finds the resource in its own
storage, it returns a QUERY_HIT message to the lookup initiator. The QUERY_HIT message
is sent back via the nodes that routed the query - reverse path information is stored by the
nodes along the route. When the QUERY_HIT message is returned to the requesting node, the
requesting peer may decide to download the resource and connect directly to the QUERY_HIT
sender. However, if the node containing the resource is behind a firewall, the client may send a
so-called push request to the server, so that the server may initiate the connection to the client
instead (to push the resource). The push request is routed via the same nodes that routed the
QUERY and QUERY_HIT messages. If more than one copy of a resource is found, the lookup
initiator may proceed with so-called swarm download - downloading different fragments of
the file from different peers, which may result in faster downloads, not overloading individual
nodes.
The nodes participating in Gnutella store a certain number of backup hosts, to which they
don’t establish direct connections, but, in case of failure or disconnection of one or many direct
neighbors, they may establish connections with the backup nodes. The algorithm of gathering
the backup nodes is not within the scope of Gnutella protocol.
Pure Gnutella is not well scalable. Every query reaches all peers, so if the number of
participating peers is large, even a relatively small rate of queries causes a huge amount of
15

network traffic in the system. Introducing a hop limit (limitation for the path length for a
query) might limit the load, but at the same time, it causes that for any initiating node, only a
fragment of the system is searched for resources. However, a lot of scalability improvements
have been proposed, such as query results caches, differentiating functions of peers depending
on their bandwidth or automatic topology modifications [11], which allowed the network to
grow in popularity. For a long time, Gnutella was the most popular file sharing network on the
Internet.
Freenet
Freenet [15] is a fully decentralized peer-to-peer platform for data sharing. Resources (data)
in Freenet are not stored by inserting nodes (as opposed to many file-sharing systems). The
data is split into multiple small blocks and “inserted” to the network. There is no node that
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is responsible for the content. Instead, the fragments are replicated to many different peers.
Each peer allocates some amount of disk space to store the replicated data. The resources are
identified by the keys (hashes, no semantic information is contained within the key), and every
node is given a “location” (a number between 0 and 1). When a resource is requested, the
node receiving the request first checks if the resource is present in the local storage. If the
resource is not found, the request is routed to the node whose location is closest to the key.
This procedure continues until a certain maximum number of hops is exceeded. When the
resource is found, it is routed back along the same path along which the request was sent (every
routing node saves the information from which node the request was received), and the resource
might be cached by the intermediate nodes, which causes popular resources to be cached more
widely and moved to those areas of the network, where the interest in them is large. The same
procedure is used to insert resources to the network - the data is routed according to the key
and is stored in the nodes on the path.
Freenet supports two types of connections - Darknet and Opennet.

The Darknet

connections are established manually between peers that trust each other, and Opennet
connections are established automatically. Freenet assumes that the Darknet (a subset of the
network) is a small-world network (a type of graph in which most nodes can be reached from
every other node in a small number of routing hops) [45], and the peers constantly attempt
to swap locations in order to minimize the distances to their neighbors. The Freenet designers
claim that under these assumptions, any resources stored in Freenet should be found reasonably
quickly, which is, however, not guaranteed.
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The main Freenet’s goal is providing freedom of speech with a strong anonymity protection.
Freenet provides a high level of anonymity by storing fragments of resources, distributed
among the peers. Requests and the content are sent via the network, and the intermediate
nodes, passing messages, do not know whether the node sending the request/content is indeed
the requesting node, the provider of the content or just another routing peer - no node is aware
of the full request or insertion path. Moreover, the data sent through the system is encrypted.
The anonymity and data encryption provide a very high level of privacy and make the system
immune to any form of censorship (filtering, forcing peers to remove resources, tracing data
sources and requestors).
Although the system is claimed to be scalable, even for very large numbers of peers, an
assumption of a small-world network is made, and the security features of Freenet make it
very difficult (or even impossible) to accurately analyze the performance and scalability (even
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the network size is extremely difficult to determine). Moreover, due to the resources being
stored by many nodes and sending the data indirectly, the system introduces much overhead in
terms of bandwidth and disk space of nodes. In Freenet, the anonymity is the priority over the
effectiveness.
FastTrack
FastTrack (KaZaA) [54] is considered to be an effective and scalable peer-to-peer network
providing file-sharing functionality. It introduces the role of super-nodes, which improve the
network characteristics. It is capable of self-organizing - peers with more computing power and
wider network bandwidth are dynamically given the super-node role. The client application
stores addresses of certain number of super-nodes, which are used to connect to the system.
After establishing a connection with a working super-node, the connecting node sends the list
of the files shared by itself. This super-node is responsible for handling file requests based
on the file key (result of a hash function for the file name and its content). Upon receiving a
request, the super-node communicates with other super-nodes in the network and returns a list
of peers sharing the requested file. For the file download, a direct connection is established
between the peers, and the communication is made via HTTP protocol.
eDonkey2000 / ed2k
eDonkey2000 (eMule [30], [51] is a well-known alternative client to the eDonkey network)
is a file-sharing peer-to-peer system, very similar to FastTrack. However, it uses central servers
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instead of dynamically assigned super-nodes. The servers are responsible for indexing and
lookup of files shared by the clients. eDonkey servers communicate with each other, which
allows searching the whole system using any server. An important attribute of the eDonkey
system is the fact that the resources are split and shared in small fragments, and the sharing
node would not be overloaded even if the resource it shares becomes very popular. This is
because the requestors that already downloaded certain fragments become the new sources of
the files. This fact allows very fast spreading of popular resources (even very large files) at a
very low cost.
As the central servers were subject to heavy traffic and, consequently, were vulnerable
to attacks, the developer of the original eDonkey client developed the Overnet protocol (an
implementation of the Kademlia [58] protocol) as a successor of the eDonkey protocol. The
eMule project [30] also developed a decentralized network called Kad, implementing the
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Kademlia protocol. The Kademlia protocol will be described in detail in the Section 2.2.2.
BitTorrent
BitTorrent [19], [18] is one of the most popular file-sharing peer-to-peer protocols
nowadays. The protocol allows downloading one file by many peers without overloading the
server and its network connection. As in eDonkey protocol, BitTorrent allows downloading
files in fragments, and the files are downloaded from the peers that are downloading or already
downloaded the file earlier (swarm). In early versions of the protocol, to download a file,
the peer had to download a .torrent file containing information about the content, address
of the tracker (a server providing information about the peers downloading the file) and the
checksums. The peer then connected to the tracker to retrieve the list of peers from which
it downloaded the file. Current versions of the protocol support “trackerless” torrents. The
solution is based on an implementation of Kademlia [58] protocol (described in Section 2.2.2),
and the function of the trackers is distributed among the nodes, which makes the system fully
decentralized.

2.2. Structured peer-to-peer networks
In structured peer-to-peer networks, the overlay network is organized according to a specific
topology, which is usually exploited by algorithms providing efficient routing and lookup for
resources or nodes participating in the system.
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2.2.1. Non-DHT structured P2P systems

The most common type of structured P2P networks is a distributed hash table (Section 2.2.2
discusses the key DHT systems). However, there are also important examples of structured
peer-to-peer systems, not based on the DHT model.

HyperCuP

HyperCuP [76] is a structured P2P network, however, searching for resources is based on
broadcasting, no structure-exploiting algorithm is defined for resource discovery or determining
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paths between nodes. The structure supports broadcasting and ensures connection graph
balancing in terms of degrees of nodes (numbers of established connections). Nodes in
HyperCuP form a hypercube, in which nodes are identified by the numbers of the hypercube
vertices (the vertex number is built of bits representing positions in the hypercube in individual
dimensions). The number of dimensions of the hypercube depends on the number of nodes
participating in the system - the system tends to maintain nodes in a hypercube with the lowest
possible number of dimensions. A new dimension is introduced only if the current number
of dimensions is not sufficient. Connections are established between nodes whose identifiers
differ on exactly one bit, and are labeled by dimension numbers: 0, 1, . . .. A node may be
assigned more than one position in the hypercube. However, only one position is real, the other
are temporary.
A node joining the network (node A) connects to any existing node (node B). Node B then
looks for the first, numerically smallest not established connection (temporary positions of the
node are also considered) and connects to node A. If no connection is available for node A,
node B creates a new dimension and establishes a connection with A in the new dimension.
Subsequently, A establishes connections in all remaining dimensions. If there is no neighbor
at some neighboring position, a temporary connection is made by assigning both, node A and
another node (neighboring to this position) a temporary position (if such a node exists). If the
new node is connected on a temporary position assigned to some other node, these temporary
connections are broken. The system utilizes algorithms reorganizing the network so that the
number of dimensions does not exceed the smallest possible number of dimensions.
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2.2.2. Distributed hash tables
The distributed hash table concept was introduced in Chapter 1. This section discusses the
most important DHT designs, being based on different overlay geometries.
Chord
Chord [85] is a fully decentralized peer-to-peer distributed hash table developed at MIT.
Nodes in Chord are logically located on a ring with 2m positions. The node identifiers range
from 0 to 2m − 1. m determines the address space size. Every node stores a reference to its
successor and predecessor. The successor of a key k is an existing node closest to k in the
clockwise direction (the node with the ID S, such that (S − k) mod 2m is the smallest among
identifiers of all nodes in the system). Analogously, the predecessor is the node closest on
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the ring in the counter-clockwise direction (ID P such that (k − P ) mod 2m is the smallest
possible). Nodes also maintain a finger table f inger[], such that for a node with ID X,
f inger[k] is the successor of X + 2k mod 2m , for k = 1, . . . , m − 1. The node responsible
for a resource with the key id is the successor of id. That means that after joining/leaving the
system by nodes, data migration may occur. The listing below presents the algorithm of finding
the successor for the key id [85]:
node.FindSuccessor(id)
{
node = node.FindPredecessor(id);
return node.successor;
}

node.FindPredecessor(id)
{
m = node;
while (id not in (m, m.successor])
//route message
m = m.ClosestPrecedingFinger(id);
return m;
}

node.ClosestPrecedingFinger(id):
{
for i = m downto 1
if (finger[i] in (node, id))
return finger[i];
return node;
}
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Each lookup step decreases the remaining distance at least by half. The pessimistic path
length equals m, and the expected path length equals O(log N ), where N is the number of
nodes in the network.
Kademlia
Kademlia [58] is a distributed hash table protocol which bases its search algorithm on the
so-called XOR metric. The XOR metric defines the distance between any two nodes as a result
of the bit XOR operation on their identifiers (or a node identifier and a resource key). Kademlia
protocol specifies that both, node identifiers and resource keys are m-bit integer numbers, and
the result of the XOR operation is treated as a non-negative integer number. Every node in
the system maintains distances (XOR metric) between itself and the neighbors (nodes to which
direct connections are established). The neighbors are stored in structures called k-buckets.
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The number of k-buckets equals the number of identifier bits m, and i-th k-bucket stores at
most k nodes, whose distances are between 2i inclusive and 2i+1 exclusive. This means that
nodes that can be included in the i-th bucket must have a differing i-th bit from the node’s ID,
and the first i − 1 bits of the candidate ID must match those of the node’s ID.
The listing below presents the Kademlia lookup algorithm for k nodes closest to key
(equivalent to the algorithm presented in [58]):
FindClosest(key)
{
N = GetNodes(n0, key) //n0 is the searching node
while (closerNodeReturned)
{
//alpha closest nodes are requested for the closest nodes lists
for (ni : alpha closest in N)

//usually alpha=3

{
//actualize set N so that it contains k
//closest nodes from N and the nodes returned by ni
Actualize N with GetNodes(ni, key)
}
Actualize closerNodeReturned
}

//the end condition is not returning any closer node than any node in N

return k closest in N
}

GetNodes(n, key)
{
return k nodes closest to key from n (closest k-buckets to the key are searched)
}
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With the use of the XOR metric and k-buckets, the lookup procedure quickly converges to
the lookup key. The pessimistic number of lookup steps equals m, and the expected number of
steps is O(log N ), where N is the number of nodes in the system (i-th k-buckets for smaller
values of i are likely to be empty).
The resources in Kademlia are stored in k nodes closest to the resource key, so a node
performing a lookup for a resource searches for k closest nodes to the resource key. These
nodes should be able to provide the information where the resource being searched is stored (a
pointer only).
Plaxton Distributed Search Technique (Plaxton mesh)
Plaxton mesh [67], [68] is a distributed hash table based on the tree geometry. In Plaxton
mesh, identifiers of nodes consist of m d-bit groups. Every node maintains a routing table
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with multiple levels. For a given node A, the routing table level i represents node(s), which
share first i initial groups of bits of the identifier with A. The number of routing table slots
(routing table slots are positions in the routing table, containing references to nodes) at every
level equals 2d , and the j-th position stores a node sharing i initial identifier groups with A and
having the next group of bits equal to j. At each level, one routing table slot is always empty
(the slot for which the value j is equal to the value of (i + 1)-th group of the node’s identifier)
- the whole lower level of the routing table corresponds to this group.
Such a structure may be visualized as a tree, in which the tree vertices correspond to the
groups of bits of the ID. The root and every vertex at any level lower than m has 2d directed out
edges (corresponding to all possible values of bit groups). Thus, the leafs represent the DHT
nodes, and the labels of the vertices on paths from the root to any leaf form the node identifiers.
The routing table slots correspond to all maximal subtrees of the tree, which do not contain the
node itself.
In every routing step, the routing algorithm passes a message to a node, which shares a
longer prefix with the destination node (in terms of bit groups) than the current node. Each
routing step decreases the distance left, on average 2d times. Thus, under an assumption
that the routing tables are populated correctly (a routing table slot is never empty if a node
corresponding to it exists in the system), the pessimistic path length between two nodes equals
m = log2d Nmax , where Nmax = 2d·m is the maximum number of nodes in the network. The
expected path length equals log2d N , where N is the number of nodes participating in the
system.
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Pastry
Pastry [74] uses a routing algorithm based on the Plaxton mesh. In Pastry, node identifiers
are 128-bit unsigned integers, and d usually equals 4. The distance between pairs of nodes is
defined as a distance of identifiers on a ring - the smaller of the distances in either direction:
i
h
dist(ID1 , ID2 ) = min |ID1 − ID2 |, min(ID1 , ID2 ) + 2m·d − max(ID1 , ID2 )

(2.1)

The next hop selection is based on the Plaxton mesh routing algorithm. However, if a node
sharing a longer prefix with the destination node is not found, the message is routed to a node
sharing the same prefix length as with the current node (in terms of the number of bit groups),
but that is closer to the destination in terms of the metric defined above (ring).
In addition to the routing table, every node maintains a set of L closest nodes (L/2 closest
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nodes in either direction on the ring) - the leaf set. A set built in this way is often referred to
as a sequential neighbors set. The leaf set ensures that, with high probability, any message can
be routed by any node, decreasing the distance left to the destination, even if the corresponding
routing table slot is empty. In [38], authors present results of simulations showing that existence
of sequential neighbors significantly increases the probability of delivering a message to the
destination in the presence of node failures. This problem will be discussed further in Section
3.4. In Pastry, L usually equals 2d .
Every node also stores a so-called neighborhood set - a set containing M closest nodes
in respect of a metric, defining physical proximity of nodes (like a number physical routers
between two workstations, or is calculated based on the network connection bandwidth or the
round trip time (ping/pong) between nodes). This set is used when new nodes join the network
and aid the network recovery - connections are established to the nodes from the neighborhood
set. In addition, new nodes should use a physically close node as a bootstrap node when joining.
That would ensure that connections in the system are made between nodes that are physically
close to each other, decreasing the total time of routing messages (as stated in [74]). The value
of M is usually 2d .
Tapestry
Tapestry DHT [95], [94] is very similar to Pastry in terms of the routing architecture. The
basic routing algorithm is the same. However, nodes are not placed on a logical ring, and
the next hop selection is based only on the Plaxton mesh. Main differences concern methods
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of ensuring physical proximity of the routing table nodes, replication algorithms, as well as
joining, leaving, and network maintenance and recovery algorithms.
CAN
CAN (Content-Addressable Network) [70] is an example of a distributed hash table built on
a hypercube geometry. The CAN nodes are located in a d-dimensional hypercube (which in fact
is treated as a d-dimensional torus - a ring in every dimension). The hypercube is partitioned
into so-called zones, and messages are routed between the zones - in every routing step, a
message may be sent to a zone adjacent to the current zone. Each node in the system has a zone
assigned to it, the node manages its zone and routes messages to adjacent zones. When a new
node joins the system, one of the zones is split into two zones, whereas when a node leaves the
network, two zones are merged.
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The average path length between any two nodes equals

d
4

·

√
d
N , where N is the number of

the nodes in the system, and d is the number of dimensions.
Improvements of CAN
There have been several works regarding improvements of efficiency of CAN network.
One of the approaches, described in [66] introduces shortcut zones and additional routing table
nodes, corresponding to these zones - shortcut neighbors. The shortcut neighbors correspond to
coordinates between cdim + 2i−1 and cdim + 2i in each dimension for several values of i (cdim is
the coordinate of the node in the dimension being considered). The routing algorithm is similar
to the original CAN, but the shortcut nodes are also taken into consideration, and the closest
node is selected as the next hop.
In [91], another approach for improving the efficiency of CAN is presented, where the
hypercube is split into zones at many levels. The lowest-level zones correspond to the CAN
zones, and zones at higher levels are so-called expressway zones - routing using these zones
allows messages to be routed further than with the use of the regular CAN neighbors. The
higher the zone level, the larger is the zone range. Each node manages a CAN zone, and is a
member of expressway zones that contain its CAN zone. The routing table contains additional
references to nodes in the neighboring expressway zones at all levels. The expressway zones are
determined dynamically by nodes based on the estimated network size according to so-called
evolving snapshot algorithm. Introducing additional zones and the modification of the routing
algorithm decreases the average path length between nodes to O(log N )
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Viceroy
Another type of a DHT geometry is the “Butterfly” geometry. An example of such a design
is Viceroy [56]. In Viceroy, every node is randomly assigned one of m levels (1 . . . m), and a
unique ID - a real number from 0 (inclusive) to 1 (exclusive). Each node at level l maintains two
connections with nodes at level l + 1. For a given node A, the first connection is made with the
node with the closest ID to A at level l + 1 (like on a ring, all arithmetic is done modulo 1), and
the second connection is made with the node with the ID closest to A + 1/2l . In addition, nodes
at levels l > 1 maintain a connection to the closest node at level l − 1. The nodes also connect
to their successor and predecessor on their level-ring, as well as the successor and predecessor
on the ring formed by all nodes at all levels.
Routing proceeds in three phases. In the first phase, a message is sent up to the top level
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(level 1). In the second stage, the routing proceeds down using the down links. Moving from
level l to level l + 1, the first or the second link is used depending whether the destination
is at a distance smaller or greater than 1/2l . When the lowest level (level m) is reached (no
more down links available), the message is already close to the target with high probability,
and a “vicinity” search is performed using the ring and level-ring links until the destination is
reached. The expected number of steps is O(log N ), where N is the number of nodes in the
network.
DHTs based on degree-optimal graphs
The problem of degree-optimal graphs is formulated in [53]: “What is the maximum
number of nodes N that can be packed into a graph of fixed degree k and diameter D (maximum
distance between any two nodes in the graph)?”. The distance is the length of the shortest
path between the nodes (number of edges between vertices in the corresponding graph). A
well-known solution of this problem is Moore bound [5], [14]:
N <= 1 + k + k 2 + . . . + k D =

k D+1 − 1
= NM
k−1

(2.2)

However, Moore bound (value NM ) may be achieved only for a trivial graph (a graph with one
vertex). In general case, it is not known how close we can approach the upper bound NM .
Directed de Bruijn graphs [24], [25] are very close to the Moore bound and might be built of
N = k · D vertices [40], or even N = k · D + k · D − 1 vertices [71].
As far as peer-to-peer networks are concerned, the problem should be reformulated as
follows: “Given N nodes and a fixed degree k, what is the minimum diameter in any graph
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built on top of these N nodes?”. From Moore bound:
D >= dlogk (N (k − 1) + 1)e − 1 = DM

(2.3)

For de Bruijn graphs, the diameter achieved equals D = dlogk N e, which is at most DM + 1,
and, for larger values of k, these two diameters are asymptotically equal.
Another important attribute affecting the efficiency of DHT systems is the average distance
µd between pairs of nodes. The lower bound for µd in any k-regular graph equals the average
distance in the Moore graph, and it is also not achievable for non-trivial graphs:
µd >= DM −

k(k DM − 1)
1
DM
≈ DM −
+
2
N (k − 1)
N (k − 1)
k−1

(2.4)

In de Bruijn graphs, µd is also asymptotically equal to the Moore bound for large N and k.
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De Bruijn graphs are constant-degree directed graphs (let k denote the degree of the vertices
deg − (v) = deg + (v) = k). Assume that every vertex x has an identifier Hx , which is a sequence
of D symbols from alphabet Σ of size k, Hx = (hx1 , hx2 , . . . , hxD ). The de Bruijn graph
consists of N = k D vertices, and for every vertex, directed edges exist, pointing from it to
(hx2 , hx3 , . . . , hxD , α) for all possible values of α ∈ Σ. The diameter of such a graph equals
D = logk N , which is the maximum path length between nodes in the corresponding P2P
network.
Koorde
Koorde [42] is a distributed hash table based on Chord DHT and de Bruijn graphs. The
average path length between two nodes is O(log N ) if nodes maintain routing tables containing
only two nodes, and O(log N/ log log N ) for routing tables of size O(log N ), where N is the
total number of nodes. Identifiers of nodes and keys in Koorde are b-bit numbers. As in Chord,
the nodes responsible for resources are the successors of their keys on a ring (clockwise).
In the basic version (degree of the nodes equals 2), every node (let us denote by M its
identifier) stores a reference to nodes with identifiers 2 · M mod 2b and 2 · M + 1 mod 2b . In
other words, each node stores references to peers with identifiers that are the node’s ID shifted
left, with the most significant bit truncated, and the least significant bit given the values 0 and 1
respectively. If, for every possible ID value, a node corresponding to it exists, a message from
node M to node K, in each routing step, is routed to the node with ID equal to the current node
ID shifted left (with truncating the highest bit) and the lowest bit set to the value of the next bit
of K (in i-th routing step => i-th bit, i = 0, 1, . . .). The routing table structure allows finding
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such a node in each routing step. After the last shift, the message reaches the destination node.
The path length equals log N .
In practice, the condition N = 2b is usually not met, and only a relatively small number
of possible node identifiers are used - usually, b is given a large value to avoid conflicts of
identifiers. To make it possible to use de Bruijn graphs on a sparsely populated ring, every
node M stores information about two nodes - the successor, and the predecessor of node
B = 2 · M (de Bruijn node). There is no need for storing a reference to the second de Bruijn
node (2 · M + 1), because, if such a node exists, it may be assumed that it is the successor
of B. Routing proceeds by simulating the path in a complete de Bruijn graph by moving to
real predecessors of individual “virtual” nodes. It might happen that, in a certain step, the
node is not the closest predecessor of the “virtual” node. That is why nodes, in every step,
check whether the successor or the de Bruijn node is closer to the “virtual” node, and route the
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message to the closer node. With high probability, the number of steps in such a case equals
3b. By storing additionally a reference to the successor of B, we reach the expected path length
equal to 2b.
Because node M is the predecessor of all identifiers between itself and its successor,
the virtual path in the complete graph may start from any node located between M and its
successor. If the ring is sparsely populated, only most significant bits are important, and any
values may be set to the less significant bits. If the least significant bits are given the values of
the most significant bits of K, to reach node K, only j virtual nodes are left on the path, where
j is the number of the remaining significant bits of K. With high probability, the distance
from M to its successor exceeds 2b /N 2 , which means that any values may be assigned to
log(2b /N 2 ) = b − 2 log N bits. If these bits are given the values of the most significant bits of
K, only 2 log N routing steps are left, which makes the average path length equal to O(log N )
routing steps.
In the generalized version of the algorithm (with the node’s degree k), a node M maintains
connections to k neighbors with identifiers: kM, kM + 1, . . . , kM + (k − 1). Because in each
routing step, an equivalent of a bit shit is made on the ID (base k instead of 2), the diameter
equals logk N . This may be easily visualized if we operate on identifiers represented in the
base-k number system. In practice, when the ring is sparsely populated, nodes store references
to the predecessor of km and to its k successors. It can be shown that, when using this approach,
it is only necessary to route a message to a constant number of real nodes to simulate passing
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the message to a “virtual” node. Thus, the expected number of steps is O(logk N ), and when
k = log N , the expected path length is O(log N/ log log N )
After introducing several modifications (storing references to several additional nodes),
Koorde is resilient to node failures, while still preserving the node degree at the log N level, and
the expected path length between nodes O(log N/ log log N ). The path length is asymptotically
even better than in Plaxton mesh. However, the constant hidden within the “O” notation, and
a smaller logarithm base cause that Koorde’s efficiency exceeds Plaxton mesh only when the
number of nodes is very large, in reality, not possible to reach.

2.3. Chapter conclusion
This chapter presented several important peer-to-peer systems, including both, unstructured
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and structured designs. In structured peer-to-peer systems, the node connection graph is built
according to certain rules, forming an overlay network used for efficient routing and lookup.
It was clearly shown that the systems based on the distributed hash table concept present very
good performance in terms of the pessimistic and average routing path lengths. Individual DHT
designs employ different approaches for forming the overlay network, which results in different
routing properties, as well as different properties of the systems under dynamically changing
conditions. These properties, as well as several important open issues concerning DHT systems
are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

3. Distributed hash tables
Although most important distributed hash table architectures were designed many years
ago and are considered very efficient and scalable decentralized systems, many aspects of
distributed hash tables are still being constantly researched. This chapter discusses some of the
main problems concerning distributed hash tables and presents existing solutions. Section 3.1
introduces two main DHT characteristics being evaluated in the thesis - routing efficiency and
resilience to node failures. Section 3.2 explains DHT self-organization mechanisms. Section
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3.3 presents the most important security threats concerning DHT systems. The impact of
the DHT geometry (overlay network structure) on resilience of DHT systems is discussed in
Section 3.4. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 present the most important neighbor selection techniques and
their impact on resilience of DHT systems. Section 3.7 presents several solutions providing
uniform load distribution among DHT nodes, and Section 3.8 discusses the problem of
multidimensional range and metadata search in DHT systems.

3.1. Efficiency and resilience to node failures
Widely understood efficiency is the most crucial characteristic of distributed hash tables.
DHT systems are expected to deliver messages and provide resource lookup services in an
efficient way (the number of routing/lookup steps), while not causing considerable overhead
in terms of peers’ resources (memory, computing power, . . . ) and network traffic. Great
majority of the systems presented in Chapter 2 are very efficient in terms of routing and
search algorithms in static conditions. They however differ significantly from each other in real
conditions, when considering a dynamically changing network topology (new nodes joining,
nodes leaving the system, occurrences of node failures), physical network anomalies, existence
of malicious nodes etc.
Another important characteristic of DHT systems is static resilience - the ability of the
system to deliver messages in the presence of node failures, with the recovery mechanisms
switched off. Static resilience is usually measured as a percentage of successful/failed routes
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and the average path length increase (the number of routing steps) in the presence of a
given ratio of failed nodes - nodes that suddenly become unresponsive (do not respond to
requests sent to them).

A node failure might be caused by a node leaving the system

without proper communicating that fact, not allowing its neighbors to reestablish connections,
a network connection being broken, a node being overloaded and not processing messages,
or due to existence of malicious nodes not processing requests according to the protocol.
Although static resilience only characterizes the network tolerance to failures without the use
of any maintenance/recovery mechanisms, it is a very important measure, which also directly
translates to the behavior of the system under churn (the process of nodes joining and leaving
the system - connecting to and disconnecting from the DHT) - efficiency, ability to deliver
messages, lookup accuracy, data availability and many other, because it usually takes some
time for the recovery and replication processes to react to changes, especially in very dynamic
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systems, where this process takes place constantly. Static resilience also indirectly affects the
efficiency of the system maintenance and recovery mechanisms.

3.2. Self-organization, maintenance and recovery
Because of a dynamic nature of real DHT systems, self-organization is an essential element
of their architecture. Self-organization is understood as the ability of the network of adapting
to changing conditions, including procedures for joining and leaving the system, but also the
network topology adjustments to the underlying network conditions, taking into account nodes’
credibility (e.g. based on previous interactions), capacity (e.g. processing power or network
bandwidth), reputation (rating provided by other nodes), and many other. These processes
usually take place in the background, and the end user is not aware of their execution. Two
main categories of the background algorithms may be defined - maintenance algorithms and
recovery algorithms. Maintenance is a process of ensuring good system properties that takes
place continuously (for example ensuring the relevance of routing tables, updating additional
information about neighbors, like physical network proximity, etc. . . ). Recovery, on the other
hand, is a process of reparation of the network topology and propagating necessary information
over the network on account of the topology breakdown, node failures or an attack. The
recovery mechanisms might be either reactive (immediately reacting to failures) or scheduled
and run every specified time interval.
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Due to the decentralization of DHT systems, the self-organization processes may cause a
very heavy network traffic between nodes, especially under high levels of churn or failures
(propagating information about a large number of nodes to other nodes over the network). That
is why it is crucial that these algorithms be economical and scalable, while still preserving the
desired properties.

3.3. Security and privacy
Maintaining a high level of nodes’ security in fully-decentralized distributed systems
is a very difficult challenge.

Due to the lack of any centralized authority providing

authentication services, access control, or forcing nodes to follow the protocol, DHT systems
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have to implement security mechanisms in a distributed manner. These algorithms are often
application-specific and are based on specific assumptions and incentives (mechanisms that
encourage nodes to follow certain rules in order to obtain benefits). However, some security
issues are adequate to be addressed already at the DHT level. Most of the existing real-life
DHT networks do not put any restrictions on nodes being allowed to connect to them. Such
systems are exposed to many forms of attacks. Some of the security threats in peer-to-peer
systems were described in [87], [89] and [84].
One of the most common attacks is the “denial of service” (DoS) attack, where a malicious
node sends a large number of requests to another node, which eventually makes the node
unresponsive. In a distributed version of the DoS attack (DDoS), many nodes may flood a
node or some larger number of nodes, making the whole system paralyzed. Due to the lack of
a centralized authentication authority, DHT systems are also subject to the “man in the middle”
attack, where a malicious node may intercept the communication between two nodes. This type
of attack is often dealt with by introducing distributed certificate authorities, distributed trust
mechanisms and generating secure node identifiers (based on the nodes’ public keys), which
makes it difficult for anyone to take over another peer’s identity. Numerous attacks on routing
are also possible - malicious nodes may not route messages in accordance to the protocol or
propagate false update information about nodes over the network, which may cause peers to
improperly update their routing tables, making the whole system malfunction. Besides, because
great majority of the DHT systems are open and no access control mechanism is in force, they
are also vulnerable to so called “Sybil attacks” [28]. This attack is performed by a node (or a
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certain number of nodes) connecting to the system as multiple false entities, which may allow
a relatively small number of physical machines to take control over the whole system. Several
techniques limiting the vulnerability to Sybil attacks were described in [3], [27], [73] and [23].
Another type of threat concerning DHTs is the Eclipse attack. In the Eclipse attack scenario, a
set of malicious nodes make a correct node contact only members of the coalition. If successful,
the attacker can mediate most or all communication to and from the victim. The Eclipse attack
and possible defenses are presented in [81] and [80].
The open nature of peer-to-peer systems makes it very easy for attackers to spread malicious
content and false topology information. To prevent such behavior, as well as other malicious
activity, many P2P networks implement trust or reputation systems to allow rating peers based
on their behavior. The trust or reputation score could help peers to decide whether they should
collaborate with certain peers or not, naturally encouraging peers to behave according to the
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protocol, but at the same time, allowing nodes to filter malicious content. Different trust
and reputation systems are presented in [41] and [52]. Several possible implementations in
peer-to-peer systems are described in [31], [77] and [96].
Some peer-to-peer networks (e.g.

Freenet) place a heavy emphasis on privacy and

anonymity - that is, ensuring that the contents of communications, as well as identities of the
participants, are hidden from anyone that may access the data. While public key cryptography
can be used to provide encryption, data validation, and authentication, the anonymity in
distributed hash tables is usually not provided. This is because messages are routed based
on the node identifiers, it is easy to identify nodes responsible for individual resources (by
design), and physical network locations for individual nodes are publicly known in order to
maintain the DHT routing tables. The anonymity is very important in respect of privacy, but
also in respect of resilience to targeted node attacks.

3.4. Impact of the routing geometry on resilience of DHTs
In [38], the authors discuss the influence of the geometry of distributed hash tables on their
static resilience and average route length increase in the presence of node failures. It is shown
that different geometries result in different degrees of flexibility in route selection (the number
of possible routing table nodes to which messages may be routed in individual routing steps).
The authors prove that flexibility in next hop selection is a crucial factor influencing the static
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Hypercube

Ring

Butterfly

XOR

Hybrid

nlog n/2

Tree

1

nlog n/2

1

nlog n/2

nlog n/2

Next hop selection (optimal route)

1

c1 (log n)

c1 (log n)

1

1

1

Next hop selection (not optimal route)

-

-

2c2 (log n)

-

c2 (log n)

c2 (log n)

no

no

yes

no

no

no

Neighbor selection

Natural support for sequential neighbors

Table 3.1 Flexibility in neighbor selection and route selection of different DHT geometries [38].

resilience of the system. The flexibility determines how many other options remain for the next
hop (preserving routing convergence to the destination), when the best next hop is down for
any reason. If there are few of them (or none in some cases), the routing is very likely to fail
very often under high failure rates.
Certain DHT architectures support the use of sequential neighbors sets - some number of
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successors and the same number of predecessors of a node on a logical one-dimensional ring.
If the distance between nodes is defined as the distance between identifiers on the ring (single
global ordering of the nodes), sequential neighbors (as an addition to the DHT-specific routing
table nodes) provide a very high level of flexibility in the next hop selection, as half of the
sequential neighbors are able to route any message in either direction on the ring. That means
that even under high rates of node failures, every node is able to route any message, decreasing
the distance left to the destination, unless all successors/predecessors fail. Due to many
advantages of maintaining such sets, the DHT designs not supporting this concept naturally, are
often modified to include the support for sequential neighbors. The successors/predecessors in
Chord and the leaf set in Pastry are examples of sequential neighbors (see Section 2.2.2).
When considering recovery algorithms, flexibility in the neighbor selection (choosing
routing table nodes) is also of a great importance. The high degree of flexibility in neighbor
selection makes recovery algorithms more efficient, as it is easier (and requires less messages
to be exchanged between nodes) to find appropriate nodes for individual routing table slots
(possible routing table entries). Table 3.1 presents levels of flexibility in next hop selection and
neighbor selection for different DHT structures (as described in [38]).
A comparison of static resilience of different DHT designs (simulation results) presented
in [38] clearly shows that the geometries with a higher degree of flexibility in route selection
result in higher levels of static resilience. Pure Tree and Butterfly geometries present poor static
resilience due to no flexibility in next hop selection, whereas Ring and Hypercube geometries
present the best static resilience because of existence of many possible nodes to which messages
33
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Figure 3.1 Static resilience of different DHT geometries ([38]).

Figure 3.2 Static resilience of different DHT geometries using 16 sequential neighbors ([38]).

can be routed. Figure 3.1 presents the simulated static resilience ([38]) for different distributed
hash tables. The “Hybrid” geometry in this figure is a combination of the Tree and Ring
geometries (Tree geometry supported by sequential neighbors). The Butterfly geometry was
not included in the path length increase chart, because the increase was much higher than for
the other DHTs, reaching 700%, which would cause scaling of the y-axis and obscure the
figure.
Figure 3.2 presents the simulation results ([38]) comparing static resilience of different
DHT topologies with addition of sequential neighbors (all algorithms using 16 sequential
neighbors). The figure does not include the XOR metric geometry, because it does not support
sequential neighbors. As can be seen, when supported by 16 sequential neighbors, no route
failures (undelivered messages) were observed even when 30% of the nodes failed, which
confirms that the DHTs equipped with sequential neighbors are extremely resilient and can
successfully route messages even at high rates of node failures. That is why, usually, a certain
constant number of sequential neighbors are introduced for high node failure resilience, while
efficient routing is provided by the DHT-specific routing tables.
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3.5. Neighbor selection methods
In DHT systems, routing tables are built according to the criteria specific by individual DHT
designs. In some architectures, the choice of routing table nodes is purely deterministic (DNS
- deterministic node selection). However, for systems with a certain degree of flexibility in
neighbor selection, additional priorities may be applied to choose nodes, based on some other
criteria. The criteria might reflect physical network proximity of nodes, or be based on node
liveness characteristics (for how long the node has been connected to the system), bandwidth,
processing power etc. In [38], [98] and [13], different techniques of neighborhood selection
were presented. This section discusses the most important of them.
Proximity neighbor selection
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Many DHT systems exploit physical network topology information for building the overlay
network. In such systems, nodes tend to to improve the routing/lookup latencies by choosing
routing table nodes (among multiple routing table entry candidates) based on their physical
proximity. Individual systems significantly differ in the way they measure and use the network
proximity in the underlying Internet. The most important approaches (applicable to DHTs)
proposed in the literature include: proximity neighbor selection (PNS), geographic layout
and proximity routing (proximity route selection - PRS). These three techniques are briefly
discussed in [9].
PNS is one of the most commonly-used node selection techniques. The routing table nodes
are chosen based on their physical proximity in order to decrease latencies in communication
between connected nodes (and thus reducing the overall latencies on the routes). The proximity
may be calculated based on message delivery latencies (e.g. ping round trip time), the network
bandwidth or the number of physical routers between two nodes etc. However, it is not always
achievable to determine physical proximity between all pairs of nodes in advance. Determining
the proximity at the time the node is notified about a new routing table candidate is also not a
good solution, because the proximity value would be based on just one sample and would be
vulnerable to the temporariness of the current network conditions. That is why a lot of more
efficient techniques of estimating physical distances were proposed in the literature.
In [33] and [63], two approaches for efficient network distance prediction were presented
- IDMaps [33] and Global Network Positioning - GNP [63]. IDMaps is a system in which
special servers are deployed (trackers) that hold a topological map of the network as well as
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inter-host measurements and may be queried for a prediction of the distance between any two
nodes. The major drawback of IDMaps is the fact that it relies on trackers to be close enough to
hosts, so that a reasonably accurate distance prediction is calculated. This issue was ultimately
improved with Global Network Positioning. GNP approach models the Internet as a geometric
space and computes geometric coordinates to characterize the physical position of hosts. GNP
utilizes a set of reference points called “landmarks”. The ordinary hosts entering the network
use the landmark servers as references to calculate their own coordinates. The authors of [63]
prove that GNP can accurately and efficiently predict network distances. However, there is also
a deployment cost - it requires the fixed infrastructure of the landmark nodes.
Vivaldi [21] is a simple, lightweight, fully distributed algorithm that accurately predicts the
communication latencies between hosts. It assigns synthetic coordinates to hosts and requires
no fixed network infrastructure and no distinguished hosts. In Vivaldi, the peers hold and
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constantly update their own coordinates. The network latency to any node can be predicted
based on the coordinates stored locally by individual nodes. The authors show that despite
being fully decentralized, Vivaldi achieves competitive accuracy with that of GNP. However,
Vivaldi requires no fixed infrastructure and is extremely easy to deploy in existing applications.
A different approach for proximity-based node selection presented in [38] is PRS
(proximity route selection) - a concept similar to PNS, based on estimation of physical
proximity between nodes. However, it concerns next hop selection, not the routing table nodes
selection. In practice, such a technique also significantly improves overall path latencies. Even
when a message is being sent over a physically large distance, when using PNS or PRS, the
message is routed between nodes physically located close to each other (when possible), and
the number of physically distant hops is reduced to minimum.
The research results presented in [38] confirm the relevance of PNS and PRS. The
simulations prove that both, PNS and PRS successfully reduce the routing latency, with a slight
superiority of PNS. PRS as an addition to PNS introduces only little improvement.

Random neighbor selection
RNS (random neighbor selection) randomly chooses a node from multiple possible routing
table slot candidates. Such an approach ensures uniform distribution of in-degrees of nodes,
and also causes better overall system resistance to targeted attacks on individual nodes.
Additionally, when messages are routed to random nodes (among multiple possible next hops),
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in case a message is not delivered, it is possible to resend it via another path, increasing the
overall tolerance to individual node failures.
Liveness neighbor selection
Another node selection technique is LNS (liveness neighbor selection), which bases the
neighbor choice on node liveness information. The technique tends to populate the routing
tables with the nodes that are likely to stay alive for a long time, which would reduce the
bandwidth and processing power utilization for the routing table recovery process, as well as
improve the lookup performance under churn. Often, LNS implementations are based on the
assumption that nodes that were alive for a long time in the past will remain alive for a long
time in the future with high probability. Such an assumption is reasonable and is commonly
used in many other branches of computer science. In [75], it is experimentally proved that
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this assumption is in practice fulfilled for real peer-to-peer networks. The biggest concern is
gathering the nodes’ liveness information. In [98], a protocol and an algorithm are suggested,
which allow nodes to gather information about liveness of peers, and, based on that, estimate
probability of the peers remaining in the system.
Multiple-criteria neighbor selection techniques
Depending on the architecture of a distributed hash table and its application, a lot of
different algorithms might be employed for node selection. Furthermore, neighbor selection
algorithms are not limited to be based on just one criterion. There may be many different
combinations of simple functions. An example of such a combined algorithm is BRS (biased
route selection) presented in [98]. The algorithm is based on both, the neighbor’s liveness
probability and latencies. The BRS technique causes a node s to route messages to a neighbor
that has the largest value of the following equation: bi = qi /latency(s, ni ), where qi is the
liveness probability of node ni .

3.6. Impact of neighbor selection on static resilience
Theoretically, introducing additional criteria in node selection may affect resilience of the
system to node failures or increase the path lengths. It may even lead to forming groups of
nodes being tightly connected with each other and not having enough connections between
the groups, which would decrease the probability of message delivery, as well as decrease the
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level of resilience. However, the study presented in [98] shows that the most common neighbor
selection techniques (PNS, LNS, RNS) have little impact on the rate of failed paths in the
presence of random node failures. Nevertheless, some of the techniques may cause a more
skewed (not uniform) in-degree distribution among the nodes, which could possibly make the
system more vulnerable to targeted node attacks - attacking the nodes with high in-degrees
causes on average more failed paths. Still, addition of sufficient number of sequential nodes
dramatically increases the attack tolerance, and makes the problem a minor issue. Another
research regarding the influence of neighbor selection on resilience is presented in [13]. In the
paper, three neighbor selection functions are defined - Dist, Cap and CapDist. Dist chooses
neighbors physically closest to adapt to the underlying network topology, Cap chooses nodes
based on the processing delay, and CapDist is a combination of Cap and Dist - nodes are
selected based on the smallest combined latency. The simulation results ([13]) show that for
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Tapestry DHT, using Cap, Dist or CapDist, in practice, does not influence the resilience of
the network. However, significant negative influence on the system resilience of all three
techniques was observed during simulations of Chord DHT. Yet, increasing the number of
sequential neighbors was again confirmed to limit this effect. The authors of [13] also present
results of simulating attacks on nodes with the highest in-degree and show that targeted node
attacks affect network connectivity severely, and, because Cap and CapDist result in highly
skewed in-degree distribution, they cause the most negative effect. The research demonstrates
a fundamental trade-off between the system performance and its resistance to attacks, as well as
confirms a great importance of maintaining sequential neighbors sets, which make the system
more immune to attackers.

3.7. Load balancing
Load balancing in distributed hash tables is an important functionality to provide fair load
distribution among nodes. Consistent hashing mechanism itself provides a certain level of
load distribution - the responsibility for resources is distributed among nodes. However, as
the nodes responsible for resources are determined by the resource keys, usually, the load is
not uniformly distributed, as some resources may be extremely popular, while there might
be no interest in other resources at all. There are a lot of existing and proposed solutions
that are able to efficiently handle the workload skewness, which may also indirectly affect the
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system resilience in respect of data availability (overloaded nodes are more likely to fail, and
furthermore, failures of heavily loaded nodes causes more resources to become unavailable).
The most important models for load balancing include: virtual servers concept, controlling
object location, controlling node location, and address space balancing. One of the most
important DHT load balancing techniques is based on the virtual servers concept [85], [22],
[97]. The idea is to maintain multiple virtual nodes (overlay instances) by real nodes. The
number may be proportional to the node’s capacity. When a node becomes overloaded,
the node would pass some of its virtual servers to another nodes. A different approach
is based on controlling the object location.

The objects are located in several nodes,

and relocated/replicated whenever the load balancing is needed. Controlling node location
technique may relocate lightly loaded nodes to share the address space for which they are
responsible with the heavily overloaded nodes. A similar technique, address space balancing,
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dynamically balances the address space between nodes (the address space for which the nodes
are responsible). Some of the other techniques also make use of certain forms of incentives [37]
that would encourage peers to contribute resources to the system, making it more balanced.
Another study of making P2P networks “contribution-aware” was presented in [43].
Data redistribution algorithms based on randomized matching of heavily loaded nodes with
the light ones can deal with the dynamics of DHTs. However, although many of the designs
naturally take into account node capacity heterogeneity, at the same time, they often do not
consider the proximity of the nodes. Examples of proximity-aware load balancing methods are
presented in [97] and [78]. Besides, there are many other factors that might be considered by
load balancing algorithms, including also application-specific criteria.

3.8. Range and metadata search
Most existing DHTs are designed for exact-key searching. Although there have been an
increasing demand to share and search for multi-dimensional data in large-scale distributed
systems, the support for multidimensional range and metadata queries in DHTs is still a
difficult problem. The main challenge is to design a dimension-reducing scheme which can
map multi-dimensional metadata space to DHT nodes. There have been many works regarding
equipping distributed hash tables with range/metadata queries capabilities, for example [93],
[92], [34]. An infrastructure supporting rich queries on both, numerical and string attributes,
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was presented in [1]. Most of the designs are extensions to generic DHT designs and are built
on top of them, exploiting their routing and lookup functions. Although many solutions were
suggested, efficient multi-dimensional range and metadata search is still an open issue.

3.9. Chapter conclusion
This chapter discussed the main problems concerning DHT systems. The described issues
are addressed in the following chapters, presenting the architecture of the novel distributed
hash table HyCube.

The proposed approach concentrates on maintaining high levels of

routing efficiency and resilience (innovative routing/lookup/search and neighbor selection
algorithms presented in Chapters 4 and 5), employs reliable self-organization, maintenance
and recovery mechanisms (Chapter 6), provides efficient resource storage/location and load
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balancing (Chapter 7), and introduces mechanism providing a high level of security and attack
resilience (Chapter 8).

4. System architecture of HyCube - a distributed
hash table based on a variable metric
This chapter presents the designed routing architecture of HyCube - a distributed hash
table system based on a hierarchical hypercube geometry. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 introduce
the hierarchical hypercube concept and describe the structure of routing tables maintained
by nodes. Section 4.3 presents the basic routing algorithm proposed, which is analyzed in
detail and optimized in the subsequent sections. The proposed optimizations of the basic
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routing algorithm include the use of a variable routing metric (defining distances between
nodes) adopting Steinhaus transform (Section 4.8) - the routing metric is modified by nodes
on routes in a way resulting in a very high degree of flexibility in next hop selection, preserving
the routing efficiency of the basic algorithm. Even in comparison to schemes supported by
sequential neighbors, the presented approach allows achieving a very high level of static
resilience and a shorter average path length in the presence of node failures. The designed
solutions are supported by extensive simulation results and compared with Pastry DHT, being
based on a similar routing geometry and using the sequential neighbors concept.

4.1. Hierarchical hypercube geometry
The routing geometry of HyCube is a combination of the tree geometry and the hypercube
geometry. It is similar to Plaxton mesh [67], [68], but nodes are also logically located in
vertices of a d-dimensional hierarchical hypercube. A hierarchical hypercube is a hypercube
whose vertices are also (lower level) hypercubes. Vertices of the hypercubes at the lowest level
are positions which may be assigned to nodes.
Figure 4.1 presents the structure of an exemplary hierarchical hypercube with 3 dimensions
and 2 hierarchy levels. Node IDs are determined by their positions - the identifier of a node
is a string of d-bit groups determining positions of the node in hypercubes at individual levels
(starting with the hypercube at the highest level). The position in a hypercube at a particular
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Figure 4.1 A hierarchical hypercube (3 dimensions and 2 levels of hierarchy)

level is a number built of bits corresponding to the positions of the node in the hypercube
in individual dimensions. The length of the identifier equals d · l, where d is the number of
dimensions, and l is the number of levels.
The hierarchical hypercube and the tree geometries are isomorphic. However, visualizing
the structure as a hierarchical hypercube gives an idea of the spatial arrangement of nodes in
a d-dimensional space - the numbers formed from bits corresponding to individual dimensions
relate to the coordinates of the node in these dimensions in the system of coordinates with the
center in point 0. Thus, considering the ID space as a segment of Zd space (Z denotes the set of
integer numbers), the distance between nodes may be defined by any metric applicable to Zd , or
Rd (R - the set of real numbers) as Z is a subset of R. However, the geometry of HyCube should
be seen as a d-dimensional torus with the perimeter equal to 2l in each dimension (the set of
coordinates in each dimension is treated as on a ring). That means that after the point 2l − 1,
point 0 is located, and all arithmetic is done modulo 2l . This fact is important in determining
distances between nodes - in every dimension the distance is determined like on a ring - it is
the shorter of the distances in either direction.
In HyCube, the default number of dimensions is 4 and the number of levels is 32, resulting
in a 128-bit address space (which allows avoiding conflicts of identifiers in majority of
applications).
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Level 5

011033

-

231011

300232

Level 4

102223

-

121301

130001

Level 3

110113

111201

-

113302

Level 2

-

112101

112203

112312

Level 1

112003

-

112021
-

Level 0

Table 4.1 Exemplary primary routing table for node 112013 (for a 2-dimensional hierarchical hypercube with 6
hierarchy levels).

4.2. Routing tables

Primary routing table.
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The primary routing table has the same structure as in Plaxton mesh. It has l levels (the
number of hierarchy levels), and, at each level, there are 2d slots (d - the number of dimensions).
In the primary routing table of a node X, the slot j at level i (i ≥ 0) contains a reference to a
node that is located in the same hypercube at level i + 1 and in the hypercube corresponding to
the number j at level i (lower level). At each level i > 0, one slot corresponds to the hypercube
in which the node X is located - this slot is left empty, as the routing table contains a whole
level corresponding to this hypercube.
An exemplary primary routing table for a 2-dimensional hierarchical hypercube with 6
hierarchy levels for node X = 112013 is presented in Table 4.1. For clarity, groups of bits
are represented by quaternary digits (base-4 numeral system). The digits in bold represent
the sub-hypercube addresses corresponding to routing table slots at individual levels. The
underlined digits represent the hypercubes corresponding to the routing table slots matching
the hypercubes of node X at individual levels.
Secondary routing table.
The secondary routing table of a node X contains nodes from adjacent hypercubes to
the hypercube of node X in each dimension, in both directions, at each level. An adjacent
hypercube (at any level) is the one whose coordinate in one dimension is greater or smaller
by 1 than the coordinate of the same level hypercube of X (modulo 2l ), and coordinates in all
other dimensions are equal to those of X. The secondary routing table does not contain nodes
in slots at the highest level, as hypercubes corresponding to them are covered by the primary
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←

Dimension 1
→

←

→

Level 5

-

-

-

-

Level 4

01’00’01’01’00’11

00’00’10’01’10’10

11’11’10’01’00’11

01’11’00’10’10’01

Level 3

01’01’10’10’01’00

00’00’10’11’01’01

01’01’01’11’01’01

01’11’01’01’00’01

Level 2

01’01’10’01’11’10

01’01’11’01’01’01

01’01’01’10’01’10

01’01’11’10’10’00

01’01’11’01’00’10

01’01’01’10’11’00

01’01’11’00’11’10

Level 1
Level 0

Table 4.2 Exemplary secondary routing table for node 113012 (01’01’11’00’01’10) - for a 2-dimensional
hierarchical hypercube with 6 hierarchy levels.

routing table. Also, one of the adjacent hypercubes at each level in each dimension is covered
by a primary routing table slot.
The secondary routing table increases the level of flexibility in the next hop selection. If the
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distance between nodes is defined by a metric in Rd space, it is very likely that the secondary
routing table contains nodes that are closer to any arbitrarily chosen node. Furthermore, it
provides additional shortcut references when a message is routed to a node that is close in the
Rd space, but is not close in terms of the Plaxton mesh distance. With the use of the primary
routing table, routing a message between nodes sharing a short ID prefix would require many
steps of traversing the tree structure.
Table 4.2 presents an exemplary secondary routing table for node X = 113012 (binary
01’01’11’00’01’10) - for a 2-dimensional hierarchical hypercube with 6 hierarchy levels. For
clarity, in this example, the IDs are represented as binary numbers. Addresses of adjacent
hypercubes corresponding to the routing table slots are marked in bold, and bits of addresses
of adjacent hypercubes corresponding to the particular dimension are underlined - the numbers
built of these bits are larger by 1 or smaller by 1 than the numbers formed of the corresponding
bits of X. All other hypercube address bits (the remaining dimensions) are equal to the
corresponding ones of X.
Neighborhood set (closest neighbors set).
In addition to the routing tables described above, nodes maintain sets of closest to them
(according to the chosen metric) nodes existing in the system - called neighborhood sets.
These sets may allow finding a next hop (routing/lookup), decreasing the distance left to
the destination, even if there are no appropriate nodes in both routing tables. Based on the
same principle as sequential neighbors sets, the closest neighbors sets are expected to increase
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the probability of delivering messages in the presence of node failures. Furthermore, at one
extreme, when next hops are found only in the nodes’ neighborhood sets, the expected path
√
length is O( d N ) (N is the number of nodes in the DHT). For sequential neighbors, the path
length is proportional to N . Assuming the same probability of dropping a message by a single
node along the path, the overall probability of dropping a message is smaller when the number
of routing steps is smaller. If the probability of finding a next hop equals p, the probability of
successful routing a message by k nodes equals pk , which, for any p < 1 drops sharply for
larger numbers of routing steps (k). The neighborhood sets have also very good properties for
supporting joining and leaving procedures, as well as maintenance and recovery algorithms,
and they help to keep the DHT consistent. Moreover, their existence is crucial for searching
closest nodes for a given key, as well as for replicating resources, which will be discussed in
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detail in Chapters 5 and 7. In HyCube, the default size of the neighborhood set is 16.

4.3. Basic routing algorithm
Let us consider routing a message from node X to node Y . Every node R along the route
first checks if there is a reference to the destination node in its neighborhood set, in which case,
the message is sent directly to that node. Otherwise, the routing tables are searched for an
appropriate next hop - the node that shares at least one d-bit group longer prefix of ID with Y
(than with R) or shares the same number of d-bit groups of the ID but is closer to Y than R in
terms of the chosen routing metric. The routing metric of HyCube is discussed in Section 4.8.
For the time being, let us assume that routing converges according to the Euclidean metric. The
detailed algorithm is presented below:
1. Initially, the routing algorithm finds the slot in the primary routing table that corresponds to
nodes sharing at least one group of d bits longer prefix of ID with Y than with the current
node (R). In a hierarchical hypercube, this slot corresponds to a hypercube in which the
destination node is located, at a lower level than the lowest-level hypercube containing
both, the current and the destination node. If for the current node and Y , the common
prefix length equals i, and the next d-bit group of the ID of Y equals j, j-th routing table
slot at level l − 1 − i is used. If this slot is not empty, the message is routed to the node
found in the slot - increasing the common prefix length with the destination node Y by at
least one d-bit group.
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2. If no node is found in the appropriate primary routing table slot, nodes sharing the same
prefix length with Y as with R (in terms of the number of bit groups), but closer to Y in
terms of the chosen metric, are also considered - both routing tables and the neighborhood
set are checked. From the set of nodes found, the node sharing the longest prefix of the ID
with Y (number of d-bit groups) is chosen, and, if there are more than one such nodes, the
node closest to Y (according to the routing metric) is chosen for the next hop.
The primary routing table supports routing based on extending the ID prefix (in terms of
d-bit groups) - tree-based routing (Plaxton mesh), and the secondary routing table supports
finding a closer node in any dimension - such nodes are likely to be closer to the destination
node also in terms of the Euclidean metric. Both routing tables and the neighborhood set are
used for determining the best possible next hop, to which the message is routed.
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It can be shown that the expected route length equals dlog2d N e hops and, on average,
dlog2d N e · (2d − 1) slots are populated in the primary routing table and (dlog2d N e − 1) · d in
the secondary routing table (N is the number of nodes in the network)1 .
Message TTL
To limit the maximum number of hops for messages, every message contains the TTL
information (determining the maximum number of hops) and the number of hops that the
message already passed. The TTL value should be decremented, and the number of hops is
incremented by every node along the route (including the initiating node) before passing it to
the next hop. When the TTL falls below 0, after decrementing, the message should not be
routed any further and be dropped.
Acknowledging message delivery and detecting duplicates
Optionally, after receiving messages (DATA messages - sent at the application level),
depending on configuration, nodes may send acknowledgments (DATA_ACK messages)
confirming receiving of the messages (either directly to the sending node, or routed via the
system to the message sender). When the sending node receives the DATA_ACK message,
it knows that the original message was successfully received and processed, and, when
no acknowledgment is received (timeout), the node might resend the message (automatic
resending may also be configured - up to the defined maximum number of retries). In cases
1

Based on the assumption that nodes are uniformly distributed in the hierarchical hypercube
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when the acknowledgment mechanism is implemented at the application level (beyond the
scope of HyCube), the native HyCube mechanism may be switched off.
HyCube also implements message duplicate detection. In case of receiving a message
duplicate, the duplicate is dropped. Message duplicates may be received as a result of incorrect
routing or network problems, or an ACK message not being delivered. Duplicates are detected
based on the header of the message (the details are specified in the attached HyCube protocol
documentation).

4.4. Number of dimensions versus number of levels
The address (node identifiers) space should be large enough to prevent potential conflicts of
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identifiers (existence of two nodes with the same ID). The size of the address space in HyCube
equals:

Nmax = 2d·l

(4.1)

which means that increasing the number of dimensions or the number of hierarchy levels would
increase the number of possible identifiers that nodes may be assigned. However, the number
or dimensions and levels of the hierarchical hypercube influences the system characteristics.
Adding additional levels of hierarchy causes the address space to increase, but it also
proportionally increases the number of routing table slots that nodes maintain. Moreover,
the pessimistic route length would also increase, as in the pessimistic scenario, routing steps
correspond to individual routing table levels. Nevertheless, the expected route length remains
at the same level, because, on average, similar number of routing table slots would be populated
(with high probability the lower-level slots are empty).
Increasing the number of dimensions, on the other hand, has a very strong impact on routing
characteristics. Although the routing tables grow sharply with the increase of the number of
dimensions, the routing algorithm is more specific in selecting next hops - in each routing
step, the common prefix with the destination node ID is increased by a larger number of bits,
maintaining the same pessimistic path length and decreasing the average path length. As the
base of the logarithm (Equation 4.2) grows exponentially, the expected path length is inversely
proportional to the number of dimensions:
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log2d N =

1
log2 N
d

(4.2)

However, the maintenance cost is significant, as the primary routing table size grows
exponentially with the number of dimensions:

log2d N · (2d − 1) =

log2 N · (2d − 1)
d

(4.3)

At one extreme, when the number of dimensions is equal to the number of identifier bits (1
level of hierarchy), every node would maintain references to all other nodes in the system, and
the routing table slots would correspond to all possible values of node identifiers. Increasing the
number of dimensions may influence any algorithm used in the distributed hash table and may
require adjusting the parameter values for the specified number of dimensions. That is why it is
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crucial to determine a reasonable value for the number of dimensions that would ensure good
routing properties and reasonable sizes of the routing tables, while controlling the identifier
length should be done by increasing/decreasing the number of hierarchy levels. Whenever
the number of dimensions is changed, it should be verified again that the DHT algorithms
parameters still have their optimal values.

4.5. Routing table nodes selection
Section 3.5 discussed some of the common routing table node selection techniques, which
are useful for building topologies exploiting physical proximity between nodes, or taking into
account node liveness information and maintaining connections to nodes that are likely to
remain in the system for longer. The mechanism used in HyCube is a variant of the LNS
approach, which, at the same time, provides means to remove failed nodes from routing tables.
LNS (liveness node selection) in HyCube
HyCube uses a variant of LNS which bases the neighbor choice on node liveness
information discovered locally, working together with a background process checking node’s
responsiveness. However, the HyCube LNS implementation does not calculate the liveness
information based on the node’s join and leave times. Every node periodically sends keepalive
(PING) messages to all the nodes in its routing tables and updates the stored nodes’ liveness
values. The value is increased when the node responds to the PING message (sending a PONG
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message), and is decreased if the keepalive response is not received (timeout). The initial
liveness value (new nodes) is defined by the system parameter Linit , and the values are updated
as follows (author’s definition):

L = Lprev · p + (1 − p) · Lmax

(4.4)

if the keepalive confirmation (PONG message) was received, or:

L = Lprev · p

(4.5)

when the keepalive fails (no PONG message is returned). Lprev is the previous value of liveness,
L is the new, updated liveness value, Lmax and p are system parameters. When L falls below
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the threshold value Ldeactivate (system parameter), the node is marked as deactivated and is
not used in the routing procedure until L falls below the threshold value Lremove (parameter),
in which case the node is permanently removed from routing tables, or until L reaches above
Ldeactivate again. Whenever the value of L is below the value of the parameter Lreplace , when
possible, the current node in the routing table slot is replaced by a new node, whose value L
is then given the initial value Linit . The value of L for any node removed from the routing
table should however be stored by nodes for some time to prevent replacing new nodes that
temporarily fall below Lreplace with nodes that were permanently unresponsive. The values
0 < p < 1 (update coefficient), Ldeactivate , Lreplace and Lremove determine the sensitivity of the
algorithm, and Lmax defines the maximum value of L. This technique provides a good way to
keep long-living responsive nodes in routing tables and eliminate failed or overloaded nodes
that are not able to handle requests. Reasonable values of p, Ldeactivate , Lreplace and Lremove
should be chosen to prevent the algorithm from removing nodes from routing tables in case of
temporary delays in sending responses by nodes, but still, to be able to efficiently remove failed
nodes. If Lmax = 2, the values of Linit = 1.5, p = 0.5, Ldeactivate = 1, Lreplace = 0.5 and
Lremove = 0.05 are good defaults as they allow avoiding failed paths due to temporary nodes’
unresponsiveness, at the same time allowing unresponsive nodes to be replaced by new nodes.
Using these default values would cause deactivating nodes after a single failed keep-alive,
however, not replacing/removing them immediately. The parameter values (as well as the keep
alive interval) may be fine-tuned depending on the system characteristics. The flexibility in
next hop selection guaranteed by HyCube ensures that no significant increase in failed paths
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rate, nor the average path length, is observed even if large portions of nodes temporarily do not
respond to keep-alive messages and are deactivated.
HyCube mixed mode node selection
The LNS technique described above allows replacing a routing table node only when its
value of L drops below Lreplace (or when L reaches Lremove , in which case the node is removed).
In some cases, however, it would be desirable to take another criterion (or criteria) into account,
like for example proximity or any application specific measure. To achieve that, the condition
L < Lreplace may be relaxed, and the neighbor selection could be based on a function measuring
both factors - the liveness and the second factor (algorithm-specific). The author proposes the
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following definition of the liveness fulfillment factor:
L − Lreplace
F actL =
Lreplace

eL

· sgn(L − Lreplace )

(4.6)

where the exponent eL determines the exponential growth of F actL depending on the difference
L − Lreplace . Depending on the algorithm, this factor may be used to calculate overall criteria
fulfillment at a node level, improvement of the criteria fulfillment for a new node, relative to
current node(s), or may be used in calculating the quality function value for a set of nodes (for
example for the neighborhood set). An exemplary neighbor selection criterion at a node level
might be a weighted sum of two factors:

Q = α · F actL + β · F actX

(4.7)

where F actX may be any neighbor selection algorithm specific function.

4.6. Simulation methodology
To simulate the routing algorithm correctness, efficiency and resilience, an event-driven
distributed simulator (multiple simulator instances running nodes) was created. Although
a number of peer-to-peer simulators has been presented in the literature (for example [59],
[39], [47] and [35], a study of several existing peer-to-peer simulators was also presented
in [60]), a decision has been made to implement a dedicated simulator that uses the real
HyCube node library created by the author of the thesis, in which case there is no need for any
adjustments or modifications of the algorithms being used - only the default network (transport)
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layer (UDP/IP) was replaced by a communication model based on JMS queues maintained
by individual simulator instances. The created library and simulator were designed based on
several guidelines presented in [6] - processing events for individual nodes was performed by
only a certain number of threads on each simulator instance, which allowed simulations of very
large systems (even much larger than 100’000 nodes) to be preformed on a limited number of
physical machines. The architecture of the library and the simulator is described in detail in
Appendix A.
The simulation scenario consists of the following steps. First, a given number of nodes with
random identifiers are initialized, and each node joins the system by connecting to a randomly
chosen node already connected to the DHT. When the DHT system is initialized, for varying
numbers of failed nodes and for different system variants (algorithms used, parameter values),
a given number of test messages are sent between random pairs of nodes remaining in the
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system. A node failure means removing the node from the network and waiting for other nodes
to remove the reference from their routing tables (the mechanism described in Section 4.5).
During the simulation, the simulator registers the number of messages successfully delivered
to the destination, the number of failed routes, and calculates the average route length.
While simulating different network variants (comparisons), for all simulations run in a
batch, the same sets of generated nodes (IDs) are used. They are connected to the system in the
same sequence, using the same bootstrap nodes. Moreover, in order to eliminate differences in
the results caused by different random simulation runs and to allow proper comparison of the
simulated algorithms, the sets of nodes removed from the system (node failures), as well as the
pairs of nodes between which test messages are sent, are generated once and are used for all
simulations in the batch. When all DHT variants are simulated following the same scenario,
it is possible to conduct a detailed comparative study of individual algorithms and parameter
values.

4.7. Prefix mismatch heuristic
In the final part of a route, when the message is already relatively close to the destination
node, the routing algorithm may omit some nodes that are close to the destination, but do not
share the same long or longer prefix of ID with the destination node than with the current node.
This phenomenon becomes more significant when a multidimensional metric is used. That is
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why, like in [74], HyCube uses a heuristic switching to routing based only on the distance left,
when a message is already in vicinity of the destination. Nodes should therefore be able to
determine how close the message is to the destination in relation to the density of nodes in
the space. In HyCube, before choosing the next hop, each node checks if the distance to the
destination is shorter than the average distance to the nodes in the neighborhood set multiplied
by the factor λ:

ddest < avg(dneigh ) · λ

(4.8)

If this condition is satisfied, all further nodes on the route are chosen based only on their
distance to the destination node - they might not share the same long or longer prefix of the
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identifier. All nodes from both routing tables and the neighborhood set are checked and the
closest node is chosen for the next hop.
The prefix mismatch heuristic may be also enabled, when no next hop is found with routing
based on extending the common prefix length with the destination node. This behavior may be
configured by changing a system parameter value. In many cases, the number of neighborhood
set nodes matching the destination is much larger if the selection is based only on the distance.
Obeying the prefix condition is a much stronger constraint on the next hops, and may cause
more failed paths, especially in the presence of many node failures. Thus, although the path
length might increase, by default, HyCube switches to routing based only on the distance left
whenever no next hop is found. To maintain routing convergence, the prefix mismatch heuristic
is followed by all subsequent nodes along the path.
The greater is the value of λ, the longer parts of routes will be determined based only on the
distance left. The value should be large enough to ensure high probability of message delivery.
However, too large values of λ could cause an increase in path lengths. Figure 4.2 presents
the static resilience of HyCube consisting of 10’000 nodes, using the Euclidean metric, for
several values of the λ parameter2 . For better readability, the failed paths figure was scaled
and cropped - the most significant differences were observed below 70% of failed nodes. The
performed simulations indicated that the value λ = 1.5 ensures good static resilience, without
increasing the average routing path length.
2

The simulations were performed with forcing uniform distribution of neighborhood set nodes in terms of

directions (discussed in Section 4.10)
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Figure 4.2 Simulation results: static resilience of HyCube consisting of 10’000 nodes using Euclidean metric for
different values of the prefix mismatch heuristic factor λ.

4.8. Routing metric
In DHT systems, distances between pairs of nodes are defined by a certain metric, and the
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routing converges according to this metric.
Definition: A metric (or distance function) on a set X is any function D : X × X → R
satisfying the following conditions for any a, b, c ∈ X:
1. D(a, b) ≥ 0 (non-negativity)
2. D(a, b) = 0 ⇔ a = b (isolation)
3. D(a, b) = D(b, a) (symmetry)
4. D(a, b) ≤ D(a, c) + D(c, b) (triangle inequality)
The choice of the metric, i.e. how distances between nodes are determined, has a great
impact on the average route length and the probability of message delivery. Choosing a
one-dimensional metric allows the use of sequential neighbors, which has proved to greatly
improve the static resilience. If the number of sequential neighbors is s, half are predecessors
and half are successors of the node, any message would be dropped only if all s/2 nodes in the
appropriate direction failed. However, the use of sequential neighbors may cause a significant
increase in path lengths in the case of node failures, when many routing table slots are empty,
and a large number of nodes along the paths are found in the sequential neighbors sets. In
HyCube, nodes are organized in a d-dimensional space, which allows the use of any metric
applicable to Rd space. In comparison with sequential neighbors, the use of a multidimensional
metric significantly decreases the expected path length when routing using only neighborhood
√
sets. It can be shown that the expected path length is proportional to d N , while for sequential
neighbors, it is proportional to N (N - the number of nodes in the DHT). This fact becomes
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very important when considering network properties under churn or in the presence of node
failures. However, by using a multidimensional metric, the network loses some properties
connected with the existence of sequential neighbors. In a multi-dimensional space, it is not
trivial to ensure uniform distribution of the closest neighbors set, ensuring that certain subset of
these nodes would match any potential direction. For a ring topology (sequential neighbors),
there are only two possible directions, while for any number of dimensions larger than one, the
number of possible directions is infinite (directions of all possible vectors in the vector space).
As the neighborhood set nodes play a crucial role in maintaining high static resilience, the
metric should provide the highest possible level of flexibility in next hop selection within the
neighborhood set, which would directly translate to the overall resilience of the system. Let
us consider routing using only neighborhood sets and assume that in each step, next hops are
chosen only by the distance left to the destination (without ensuring the prefix condition). When
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a node chooses the next hop for a message, only a subset of the neighborhood set is closer to the
destination node than the current node. It is crucial that the number of such nodes be as large
as possible, so even in the case of many node failures, the message would not be dropped. The
expected ratio of the number of matching nodes to the number of all nodes in the neighborhood
set may be interpreted as the probability that a message may be routed to a single node in the
neighborhood set. The following sections present a study maximizing this probability.
4.8.1. Common metrics in Rd space
The most common metrics in Rd space are Minkowski distances, defined by the following
equation:
Lm (x, y) =

d−1
X

! m1
|xi − yi |m

,m ≥ 1

(4.9)

i=0

where xi and yi are i-th coordinates of x and y. In particular, L1 is so-called Manhattan
(or taxicab) distance, L2 is the Euclidean distance, and L∞ is the Chebyshev distance.
L1 defines the distance as a sum of distances in individual dimensions (absolute values of
differences of coordinates). The set of points located in a constant distance from any point
X, in 2-dimensional space, forms a square rotated by 45◦ , as presented in Figure 4.3. In
a 3-dimensional space, these points are located on an octahedron, and for spaces having
larger numbers of dimensions, the equal-distance points are located on a cross-polytope
(hyperoctahedron) having its center in the point corresponding to the node ID, and vertices
located on lines parallel to the coordinate axes, passing through point X. The L∞ metric is
54
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Figure 4.3 Sets of points located in a constant distance from a node (L1 , L2 and L∞ metrics).

so-called “maximum” metric. The distance between two points is defined as the maximum
of the distances in individual dimensions. In a 2-dimensional space, points being in equal
distances to a certain point X are located on edges of a square with the center in the
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point corresponding to the X and edges parallel to the coordinate axes (Figure 4.3). For
larger numbers of dimensions, equal-distance points are located on a cube (3 dimensions)
or a d-dimensional hypercube. L2 (Euclidean) metric defines distance in a way that is the
most natural and intuitive, corresponding to the way of measuring distances in everyday life.
Equal-distance points are located on a circle in 2-dimensional space, a sphere (3 dimensions)
or a d-sphere for a d-dimensional space.
If the Euclidean metric is used, the probability that a message may be routed to a node in
the neighborhood set may be calculated as a function of k = dr , where d is the distance left
to the destination node and r is the distance from the neighborhood set node to the current
node. It is the ratio of the number of points (possible nodes positions) that are in the distance r
from the current node and are closer to the destination than d, to the number of all points being
at the distance r from the current node. Because coordinates of nodes are integer numbers,
nodes may take only certain positions in the space. However, such accurate calculations would
obscure the picture. For simplicity, instead of the number of positions, let us consider lengths
of curves, areas of the surfaces and their equivalents for higher dimensional spaces, which is
a good approximation, because normally we are not interested in numbers of nodes within
exact distances, but rather in a more general estimation in a certain distance range. Figure 4.4
presents an exemplary visualization for a 2-dimensional space. If r is the distance to a certain
node R being considered as the next hop, R is closer to the destination than the current node
only if it is located on the dotted part of the circle of radius r (around the current node). The
situation is analogous for higher numbers of dimensions (circle → d-sphere). The probability
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Figure 4.5 Probability that a node in the neighborhood set is closer to the destination node than the current node.

that a node in the neighborhood set is closer to the destination (for 2, 3 and 4 dimensions)
equals (formulas derived by the author):
2d:

P (k) =

3d:

P (k) =

4d:

P (k) =

1
arccos( 2k
)
π
1
1− 2k
2
1
2 arccos( 2k
)−sin(2 arccos( 2k1 ))
2π

The calculated probability values are visualized in Figure 4.5. The calculations show that
the number of nodes in the neighborhood set, to which a message may be routed, strongly
depends on k = dr . The closer the message is to the destination node, the fewer appropriate
nodes in the neighborhood set. The phenomenon becomes more significant as the number of
dimensions increases. This fact has a great impact on static resilience - fewer node failures may
cause the message to be dropped in the final parts of paths.
L2 (Euclidean) is the only metric (from Minkowski distances) preserving distances between
nodes after space rotation. This causes some undesirable properties of metrics L1 and L3 to
L∞ . For instance, if these metrics are used, depending on the direction of the vector from the
current node to the destination, the expected numbers of nodes in the neighborhood set to which
the message may be routed are different. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 present examples of different
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current node

Figure 4.7 Matching nodes for next hop selection (L∞ metric).

scenarios of next hop selection (destination nodes located in different directions relative to the
current node) for L1 and L∞ metrics. The bigger squares represent the points being in the
same distance from the destination node as the current node, and the smaller squares represent
the points located in the distance from the current node, in which a certain node R, being
considered as the next hop, is located. The message may be routed to R, decreasing the distance
left to the destination, only if it is located on the fragment of the smaller square that is inside
the bigger square. It can be seen that the expected number of matching nodes (closer to the
destination than the current node) strongly depends on the direction. For higher dimensional
spaces, this becomes an even more serious problem, as there might be very few or no nodes
matching certain directions. Due to this fact, only L2 metric will be considered.
4.8.2. Pseudo-metrics, quasi-metrics and functions preserving routing convergence
Metrics, as defined at the beginning of Section 4.8, ensure that routing converges to the
destination node, and prevent routing cycles. However, not all conditions defining a metric
have to be satisfied to ensure routing convergence. The most critical, in this respect, is the
triangle inequality. Many functions, not being a metric, may be successfully used as the
distance definition. Some of such functions include pseudometrics and quasimetrics.
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A pseudometric on a set X is a function D : X × X → R which satisfies all conditions for a
metric, except the second condition, only D(a, a) = 0 for all x must be fulfilled:
1. D(a, b) ≥ 0
2. D(a, a) = 0, but D(b, c) may possibly equal 0 for some values of b and c, b 6= c
3. D(a, b) = D(b, a)
4. D(a, b) ≤ D(a, c) + D(c, b)
A quasimetric is a function that satisfies all the conditions for a metric, except for the symmetry:
1. D(a, b) ≥ 0 (non-negativity)
2. D(a, b) = 0 ⇔ a = b (isolation)
3. D(a, b) = D(b, a) (symmetry)
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4. D(a, b) ≤ D(a, c) + D(c, b) (triangle inequality)
Using some functions relaxing the metric conditions for defining distances between nodes
may result in positive impact on routing characteristics (higher level of flexibility in the next
hop selection, shorter path lengths, etc.). The following sections discuss one of such functions,
that provides extremely large influence on the flexibility in next hop selection.
4.8.3. Steinhaus transform
In [16] and [26], the authors present the Steinhaus transform. The terminology comes from
the fact that this distance was used in biological problems for the study of biotopes [57]. The
theorem presented says that if D is a metric on a set X, D0 is also a metric on X for any a ∈ X,
where:

D0 (x, y) =

2D(x, y)
D(x, a) + D(y, a) + D(x, y)

(4.10)

Applying a metric with the Steinhaus transform to every route, setting the value of a to the
ID of the source node, causes the next hops to be chosen in such a way that they are closer to
the destination node and more distant from the source node. Such an approach increases the
expected number of neighborhood set nodes to which messages may be routed in each routing
step - although some closer nodes (according to metric D) might be considered more distant
when the Steinhaus transform is applied, it allows sending messages using more roundabout
routes, while still being convergent to the destination node.
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One important remark should be made regarding the Steinhaus transform. In the case when
x = y = a, Equation 4.10 does not have a value (division by zero). Therefore, the value of the
distance should be considered 0 if x = y, regardless of the value of a.

4.8.4. Variable metric adopting Steinhaus transform
The use of the Steinhaus transform yields very good routing parameters and very high static
resilience for networks containing relatively few nodes. However, for networks containing
much more nodes (denser), in final parts of routes, the addend D(x, a) of the denominator in
Equation 4.10 (where x is the current node), has less influence on the value of the distance as
its changes in individual steps are very small compared to the value of the entire denominator.
Thus, the more nodes in the network, the lesser is the influence of the Steinhaus transform
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on the static resilience. However, a certain modification can be introduced - a variable metric
adopting the Steinhaus transform, where point a would be changed by intermediate nodes along
routes. The value of a would initially be set to the source node ID, and subsequent nodes,
before choosing the next hops, would check whether they are closer (in terms of the Euclidean
metric) to the destination than the current point a. In such a case, point a would be updated
- would be given the value of the current node. Such a way of changing point a ensures that
the routing is convergent to the destination (there will be no cycles on routes) and yields a
very high level of flexibility in the next hop selection along the whole route, regardless of the
network size. It is easy to notice that whenever the Steinhaus point has the value of the current
node ID, messages may be passed to any other node, decreasing the Steinhaus distance left
to the destination. With great probability the node closest to the destination in terms of the
Euclidean metric is chosen. It may however not be a node that is closer (Euclidean) to the
destination. Nevertheless, in such a case, the subsequent next hop selections would be more
restrictive and converge to the destination faster. The expected route length is still proportional
√
to d N , and, owing to the increase in the flexibility in the next hop selection, the static resilience
reached is even better than in systems using sequential neighbors, which can be seen in the
simulation results presented in Section 4.13. Figure 4.8 presents a comparison of simulation
results performed by the author - the probability that a message may be routed to a node in the
neighborhood set for different metrics for a 4-dimensional network containing 1’000 nodes.
The probability was calculated as the average fraction of neighborhood set nodes closer to
the destination node than the current node - gathered from nodes involved in routing 1’000
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Figure 4.8 Simulation results: Probability that a message may be routed to a node in the neighborhood set for
Euclidean metric, Steinhaus metric and variable Steinhaus metric (network containing 1’000 nodes) - basic routing
algorithm of HyCube.

messages between random pairs of nodes. The routing algorithm simulated did enforce the
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common ID prefix length condition. For comparison, if messages were routed using sequential
neighbors in one-dimensional space (ring geometry), the line would remain approximately at
the level 0.5, regardless of the distance left. With the variable Steinhaus metric, the level of
flexibility is higher than for sequential neighbors. Any message would be dropped only if all
the matching nodes failed, and the probability of such a case is significantly reduced with the
use of the variable metric.
It should be noted that whenever the Steinhaus point is equal to any of the node IDs between
which the distance is measured, the distance value equals 1, regardless of the second argument
value:

D0 (x, y)

=

2D(x, y)
=1
D(x, x) + D(y, x) + D(x, y)

(4.11)

=

2D(x, y)
=1
D(x, y) + D(y, y) + D(x, y)

(4.12)

a=x

D0 (x, y)
a=y

When calculating distances from multiple nodes to the destination node, if the Steinhaus point
is given the value of the destination node ID, it is impossible to differentiate the nodes, as all
the distances are then equal to 1. The routing algorithm is not exposed to such a situation the Steinhaus point value would be equal to the destination point only when the destination
is already reached. However, any other algorithm using Steinhaus distances, modifying the
Steinhaus point, should take that fact into account (e.g. search algorithm, described in Sec. 5).
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Figure 4.9 Simulation results: Static resilience (% failed paths) and average path length in the presence of varying
numbers of random node failures - basic routing algorithm with the use of closest neighbors sets only (without
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Steinhaus metric and sequential neighbors.
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Figure 4.10 Simulation results: Static resilience (% failed paths) and average path length in the presence of varying
numbers of random node failures - basic routing algorithm with the use of closest neighbors sets only (without
enforcing the prefix condition), network containing 10’000 nodes: Euclidean metric, Steinuaus metric, variable
Steinhaus metric and sequential neighbors.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 present simulation results of static resilience and path length increase
in the presence of varying numbers of node failures for Euclidean metric, Steinhaus metric,
variable Steinhaus metric, and 1-dimensional metric using sequential neighbors - with the use
of closest neighbors sets only, without enforcing the prefix condition (the routing converges
only in respect to the routing metric). The simulation was performed for 1’000 and 10’000
nodes.
The figures clearly show the advantage of adopting the Steinhaus transform. In particular,
using the variable Steinhaus metric yields significant decrease of failed paths rate. Routing
with the use of sequential neighbors yields very poor performance and resilience due to the fact
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Figure 4.11 Simulation results: Static resilience (% failed paths) and average path length in the presence of
varying numbers of random node failures - basic routing algorithm (with the prefix mismatch heuristic applied),
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1’000 nodes: Euclidean metric, Steinuaus metric, variable Steinhaus metric and sequential neighbors.
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Figure 4.12 Simulation results: Static resilience (% failed paths) and average path length in the presence of varying
numbers of random node failures - basic routing algorithm (with the prefix mismatch heuristic applied), 10’000
nodes: Euclidean metric, Steinuaus metric, variable Steinhaus metric and sequential neighbors.

that the average number of hops (path length), in this case, is proportional to the number of
nodes in the system. For larger systems, the results become much worse. For 10’000 nodes,
the path lengths (not covered by the figure) reach values exceeding 300 routing hops. Thus,
sequential neighbors should not be used for routing on their own without any shortcut routing
table support.
The simulation results of resilience and path length increase for the basic routing algorithm
(all routing tables being used) of the systems containing 1’000 and 10’000 nodes are presented
in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. The variable Steinhaus metric still has the best characteristics,
although a longer average path length is achieved, compared to the sequential neighbors variant.
However, for larger numbers of node failures, this increase is caused mainly by nonexistence
of direct short paths between pairs of nodes and forcing the messages to be routed using more
roundabout paths (for other metrics, many of these messages would be simply dropped).
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Because using the variable Steinhaus metric increases the average path length, especially
for higher node failure rates, another simulation was performed to test the behavior of the
system with the Steinhaus transform enabled only for the final routing steps, when the prefix
mismatch heuristic is already applied. Theoretically, such a modification could decrease the
path length, preventing messages from being routed to more distant areas (according to the
Euclidean metric) in initial steps, when the average hop distances are much larger. The use of
the Steinhaus transform is the most important when the message is already in the proximity of
the destination node, and the probability of finding the next hop in the neighborhood set drops
sharply with the use of the Euclidean metric. If the Steinhaus transform is used only when
the prefix mismatch heuristic is applied, it would be enabled when the message gets close to
the destination, or when no next hop is found (which would also enable the prefix mismatch
heuristic, allowing the Steinhaus transform to be used).
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Figure 4.13 presents the simulation results - a comparison of the system with the variable
Steinhaus metric used in every next hop selection with the variant enabling the variable
Steinhaus metric only when the prefix mismatch heuristic is already applied. The obtained
results prove that, indeed, the proposed modification decreases the average path length.
However, despite a significant decrease of the average path length, the modification did not
cause any static resilience decrease.

4.9. Euclidean distance versus Steinhaus distance - re-routing using
regular metric
The final steps of routing with the use of a metric with the Steinhaus transform applied may
cause a message to be sent to a node that is more distant from the destination than it would
be if the Steinhaus transform was not applied. Therefore, when, at some point, a node on a
route cannot find the next hop in its routing tables and neighborhood set, it is possible that the
route is ended in a point (node) that is not the closest one to the destination in terms of the
Euclidean metric. For some applications, if the destination node itself cannot be reached, it
is crucial to reach the closest possible node. Thus, HyCube introduces one more modification
- when a message cannot be routed by a node, the node tries to route it again, based only on
the Euclidean distance left to the destination. All consecutive next hops after that should be
chosen in the same way. Such an approach will cause that, in the case the message is dropped,
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Figure 4.13 Simulation results: Static resilience (% failed paths) and average path length in the presence of varying
numbers of random node failures - basic routing algorithm (with the prefix mismatch heuristic applied), 10’000
nodes, variable Steinhaus metric used only when the prefix mismatch heuristic is already applied.
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Figure 4.14 Simulation results: Comparison of static resilience and path length increase of routing using the
variable Steinhaus metric with and without the additional phase - routing according to the Euclidean metric
(network containing 10’000 nodes).

a relatively close node to the destination is reached. From the experiments (for a network
containing 10’000 nodes, with 50% failed nodes, routing using only neighborhood sets), it
appears that applying this phase in routing allows messages to be sent to a closer node in about
80% cases. Furthermore, as it can be seen in Figure 4.14, this additional phase of routing
increases the static resilience of the system.
There is, however, one drawback of such an approach - the failed path lengths (undelivered
messages) may possibly increase due to re-routing with another metric after the next hop is not
found. Nevertheless, messages usually get relatively close to the destination node, and, in most
cases, only a small number of additional hops (if any) are performed.
64

4.10. Uniform distribution of neighborhood set nodes
The neighborhood set should provide possibility to route messages regardless of the
direction in which the destination node is located. Therefore, it is important that nodes in
neighborhood sets be uniformly distributed in terms of directions. There might be a scenario
where some nodes would have more closest neighbors in one direction and no or very few
neighbors in other directions. In such a case, the nodes would not be able to route messages in
all directions (using neighborhood sets). The issue becomes more important in the presence of
node failures, when the number of matching next hops should be as large as possible. When
using sequential neighbors concept, the problem might be solved by splitting the set into two
equal size sets - successors and predecessors. In this case, half of the closest nodes matches
any message destination (successors or predecessors depending on the direction on the ring).
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In a multi-dimensional space, however, it is not trivial to ensure uniform distribution of the
closest neighbors set, ensuring that certain subset of these nodes would match any potential
direction (message destination). Uniform distribution of nodes in terms of directions may be
defined in a variety of ways, and many different algorithms may be employed to maximize
this uniformity. Both, proximity and even distribution, should be considered, because ensuring
uniform distribution of nodes in respect of directions may cause some more distant nodes to
be included in neighborhood sets and pass over some closer nodes. The key is to maintain the
good properties of neighborhood sets (as being the closest existing nodes), and to make these
good properties valid regardless of the direction. One of possible approaches is projecting the
coordinates of neighbors on a d-sphere (fixed radius, centered at the node whose neighborhood
set is considered) and choosing new neighbors in a way ensuring that neighbors are close to
the node, and maximize the distances between pairs of neighbors (projected). Two functions,
proposed by the author, were examined as criteria for neighborhood set node selection:

• MinDistUniformity - minimizing distances of the neighborhood set nodes, and maximizing
the minimum distance between any two neighborhood set nodes (projected)
• AvgDistUniformity - minimizing distances of the neighborhood set nodes, and maximizing
the average distance between all pairs of neighborhood set nodes (projected)

New nodes (replacing existing neighborhood set nodes) should be chosen in a way maintaining
the highest possible value of one of the following functions:
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d(n)ed
|N S|

P
FminDist (N S) = Cd ·

P
FavgDist (N S) = Cd ·

edf

n∈N S

d(n)
|N S|

n∈N S

euf
min dp (n, m)


+ Cu ·

n,m∈N S

P


ed edf
+ Cu ·

n,m∈N S

eu

dp (n, m)

|N S|·(|N S|−1)
2

(4.13)

euf
(4.14)

where Cd and Cu are constants scaling the distance and direction uniformity addends (Cd should
be negative, so that the distances are minimized), N S is the neighborhood set, d(n) is the
distance to node n, dp (n, m) is the distance between points n and m projected on an d-sphere.
|N S|·(|N S|−1)
2

is the number of all pairs of nodes in the neighborhood set N S. Additionally,

parameters ed , edf , eu and euf control the significance of the distance/uniformity factor by
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modifying the exponent of a single element, and the exponents of the distance and uniformity
factors. For example, setting the values ed = 2 and edf = 0.5 would make the function more
sensitive for distances of the most distant nodes, and setting values ee = 0.5 and eef = 2 would
very quickly eliminate pairs of nodes that are very close to each other in terms of directions
(projected to a d-sphere).
Projecting the IDs of neighbors and potential new neighbors on the d-sphere is necessary.
Otherwise, there might be cases (denser networks) when maximizing distances between
neighbors could cause the algorithm to start including very distant nodes, if their distances
are large enough compared to the distances of current nodes in the neighborhood set.
Such situations should not happen often if the parameter values are carefully chosen
(experimentally), but still, this phenomenon was observed several times during simulations.
Projecting nodes on the d-sphere limits the maximum value of a distance between neighbors,
and causes the distances to translate directly (and only) to the diversity of directions in which
neighbors are located.
Expected distances to the nodes in the neighborhood set strongly depend on the density of
the network (expected number of nodes within a given distance). The greater is the density
(number of nodes), the smaller is the average distance to a neighborhood set node, whereas
distances between nodes projected to a d-sphere with a fixed radius have the same expected
value regardless of the network density. In a dynamic system, this quickly leads to the algorithm
not being able to choose appropriate neighborhood set nodes, because the fine-tuned values of
Cd and Cu would no longer be valid. To overcome this problem, the radius of the d-sphere
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Figure 4.15 Simulation results: Influence of ensuring uniformity of neighborhood set nodes arrangement in terms
of direction (the algorithm ensuring balanced orthants compared to MinDistUniformity and AvgDistUniformity
techniques) on static resilience - routing using only closest neighbors sets without enforcing the prefix condition,
with the additional phase - routing according to the Euclidean metric, network containing 10’000 nodes.
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Figure 4.16 Simulation results: Influence of ensuring uniformity of neighborhood set nodes arrangement in terms
of direction (the algorithm ensuring balanced orthants) on static resilience (network containing 10’000 nodes).

or one of the values, Cd or Cu should be a function of the density, such that the ratio of
the expected neighborhood set node distance and the expected distance of two neighborhood
set nodes projected on the d-sphere remain at the same level, regardless of the density. A
simple and intuitive, but a very good approach is to project the neighbors on a d-sphere of
radius equal to the average distance of the neighborhood set nodes. Simulations proved that
this approach holds similar characteristic of the neighborhood set node selection algorithm for
varying numbers of nodes in the system.
Both techniques presented above yield very good properties in terms of ensuring uniform
distribution of nodes (simulation results presented in Figure 4.15). However, they require
extensive calculations for analyzing any single node. If the information about nodes is spread
intensively, nodes process a lot of potential neighbors, especially under churn or when running
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the recovery mechanisms. That is why HyCube adopts a simpler technique for ensuring uniform
distribution of neighborhood set nodes in respect of directions. The technique splits the space
into fragments (orthants3 of the system of coordinates with the center at the address of the node
whose neighborhood set is considered) and attempts to ensure that the number of neighbors is
the same in each orthant. Within individual orthants, nodes are chosen based on their distances.
Such a solution is very simple, efficient and does not require much computational overhead.
The simulations (Figures 4.15 and 4.16) proved the correctness of this technique. Moreover,
the results presented in Figure 4.15 indicate that its efficiency is comparable with the more
complex solutions presented, while being significantly less resource-demanding.
An interesting fact was observed when comparing the path length increase of results
obtained from simulations with the routing tables enabled and disabled (Figure 4.15 compared
to Figure 4.16). When the uniformity of neighborhood set nodes arrangement is forced, the
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average path length gets decreased when messages are routed using only neighborhood set
nodes. However, when the routing tables are used for finding next hops, the decrease is no
longer visible (only for higher node failure rates). For lower failure rates, we even observe
a slight increase in the path lengths. The obtained path length decrease (Figure 4.15) is
caused by larger distance decreases (to the destination node) in individual routing hops - the
average neighborhood set node distance is larger. However, it may also lead to performing
additional routing hops in the final part of the route, if the destination node is not included
in the neighborhood set despite being close enough to be included if the uniform distribution
was not forced. When most of the routing steps are found in the routing tables (routing tables
enabled, at low node failure rates), the path length decrease resulting from faster convergence
to the destination is lower than the average increase in the final part of the route. The observed
path length increase (Figure 4.16) is, however, insignificant.

4.11. Hypercube-aware next hop selection
When the routing algorithm cannot find a node sharing a longer ID prefix with the
destination node than with the current node, a node sharing the same long prefix, but closer to
the destination according to the chosen metric is selected as the next hop. When the message is
routed within a hypercube corresponding to the common prefix length according to the distance
3

An orthant is the generalization (in d-dimensional Euclidean space) of a quadrant (2-dimensional space)
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Figure 4.17 Simulation results: Influence of respecting the number of common bits in the first different group on
static resilience and path length increase (network containing 10’000 nodes).

only, it is completely independent of the hypercube hierarchy at lower levels. It is however
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possible to introduce one more criterion in next hop selection. If the message was routed to a
node sharing the largest possible number of common bits in the first different digit (group of d
bits), this would be the node in the closest possible hypercube at a lower level. If there were
more than one such nodes, the next hop would be then chosen by the remaining distance (among
the nodes with the same number of common bits in the first different digit). Theoretically, such
an approach would increase the probability of finding the next hop sharing longer prefix (in
terms of entire bit groups) by the next node(s) on the path - with the support of secondary
routing tables. The simulation results presented in Figure 4.17 confirmed that, indeed, the
static resilience is slightly increased (although a slight path length increase was also observed)
when the number of common bits in the first different digit of the next hop address is given a
priority over the distance left.

4.12. Routing table slots overlapping
Hypercubes corresponding to slots of primary and secondary routing tables may contain
nodes that are covered by a slot at a lower level in the secondary routing table. If multiple
different routing table slots contain the same node, when the node fails, all these slots become
unusable. That is why, ideally, the routing tables should contain references to different nodes
for all such overlapping hypercubes.
To overcome the overlapping problem, for the secondary routing table, it is enough to
consider a node as a candidate for a matching routing table slot only if the corresponding
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Figure 4.18 Simulation results: Influence of preventing routing table slots overlapping on static resilience and path
length increase (network containing 10’000 nodes).

adjacent hypercube is the lowest-level hypercube containing that node (for individual
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dimensions and directions). That would ensure that no secondary routing table slot would
contain nodes that are located in overlapping lower-level adjacent hypercubes.
As far as the primary routing table slots are concerned, it may also be easily verified whether
a certain node is covered by a lower-level secondary routing table slot (let us denote by Y its
identifier, and by X the ID of the node whose routing table is being considered). X and Y
are in adjacent hypercubes at levels l − 1 − j to l − 1 − i if and only if all k < i first digits
(d-bit groups) of X and Y are equal, and i-th to j-th digits differ on one (the same for all these
digits) bit - this bit corresponds to the dimension in which the two hypercubes are adjacent. l
is the number of levels, and d is the number of dimensions of the hierarchical hypercube. If
l − 1 − j is smaller than the corresponding primary routing table level of Y , lRT 1 , that means
that Y is located in an adjacent hypercube at a lower level than lRT 1 and is thus covered by a
lower-level secondary routing table slot. There might also be a case that Y is not in an adjacent
hypercube in any dimension at any level - if the first different digit (d-bit group) of X and Y
differs on more than one bit. Figure 4.18 presents the influence of preventing routing table
slot overlapping on static resilience. As expected, such a modification has a positive impact on
static resilience, as it avoids situations when a failure of a single node would cause multiple
routing table slots to become empty. A slight decrease in the average path length was also
observed, as there are more potential matching next hops (possibly closer).
This modification, however, should not be applied to the neighborhood set, because the
neighborhood set is crucial for maintaining high resilience and should always contain the
closest nodes (as discussed in the previous sections). Thus, the neighborhood set might
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contain some nodes that are also included in routing tables. Furthermore, when considering
a candidate for routing tables, no check whether the node is in the neighborhood set should
be performed. The neighborhood set is continuously updated, and such a check might very
soon be “out-of-date”, while still having left the routing table slot empty. Therefore, due to its
properties, the neighborhood set should be built independently from the routing tables.

4.13. Evaluation of static resilience and routing performance comparison with sequential neighbors (Pastry)
This section presents experimental results obtained in simulations of HyCube and Pastry.
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The properties evaluated were the static resilience and the average route length (based only on
successful routes). Figures 4.19 and 4.20 present the results for networks consisting of 1’000
nodes and 10’000 nodes (to present simulation results for the same sizes of routing tables,
results for HyCube with the secondary routing table switched off were also included). Because
Pastry is supported by sequential neighbors sets, and routing in HyCube is based on the variable
Steinhaus metric, for both DHTs, very high levels of static resilience were observed. Although
for lower rates of failures, Pastry achieves slightly shorter path lengths (due to HyCube applying
more roundabout routes with the use of the Steinhaus metric), HyCube achieves much better
resilience for higher failure rates. For higher failure rates, the path lengths achieved by HyCube
are significantly shorter due to the use of a multidimensional metric. It should also be noted
that for HyCube, a larger number of longer successful routes were included in the average path
length calculation - to nodes to which only roundabout paths exist. As the number of failed
nodes increases, next hops are more often found only in the closest neighbors sets, in which
case, the path lengths increase. As discussed at the beginning of Section 4.8, with the use of a
multidimensional metric, the average distance decrease (distance left to the destination node) is
much more significant with each routing hop. For sequential neighbors, the expected length of a
successful path grows sharply with the growth of the number of nodes, while the probability of
a message delivery decreases exponentially in relation to the expected path length - a sequence
of multiple independent experiments (binomial distribution). Furthermore, it was observed that
the superiority of the variable Steinhaus metric over sequential neighbors gets more and more
distinct with the growth of the network size (the number of nodes).
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Figure 4.19 Simulation results: Comparison of static resilience and average path length increase for varying rates
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of random node failures in HyCube and Pastry (1’000 nodes).
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Figure 4.20 Simulation results: Comparison of static resilience and average path length increase for varying rates
of random node failures in HyCube and Pastry (10’000 nodes).
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4.14. Chapter conclusion
This chapter presented the routing architecture and the routing algorithm of HyCube, which
were evaluated with the use of various routing metrics. The detailed study of routing metrics,
supported by experimental results, indicated that the use of the proposed novel variable metric
based on the Steinhaus transform yields extremely high flexibility in route selection, which
results in a significant increase of the static resilience. Moreover, under higher rates of
node failures, the average path length increase was significantly lower with the use of the
multidimensional metric with the Steinhaus transform than with the use of the sequential
neighbors sets. Furthermore, several additional enhancements were presented: the prefix
mismatch heuristic, falling back to the Euclidean metric when no next hop is found with the use
of the Steinhaus transform, uniform distribution of the neighborhood set in terms of directions,
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as well as an original neighbor selection technique based on node liveness information, instantly
reacting to node failures, marking nodes as unresponsive, and consequently preventing failed
routes. Further enhancements presented include: preventing routing table slots overlapping
and respecting the number of common bits in the first different bit group in next hop selection.
These modifications proved to have a positive influence on the level of static resilience
achieved, which directly translates to system properties under overlay structure changes. Thus,
further research will be based on the DHT design incorporating all these improvements.
The next chapter focuses on two very important DHT algorithms: lookup and search. The
lookup and search algorithms of HyCube are based on the HyCube’s routing algorithm and take
advantage of many of the enhancements presented in this chapter.

5. Lookup and search procedures
The previous chapter concentrated on the geometry and the routing algorithm of HyCube.
From the DHT perspective, two other algorithms are also of a great importance - lookup and
search. Instead of routing a message, in many cases, it is more adequate for a node to find a node
or nodes that are the closest ones in the system to a given key (node ID) and communicate with
these nodes directly. Because lookup and search algorithms are performed by multiple nodes,
the whole lookup/search process will be referred to as lookup/search procedures. Lookup is
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a procedure performed by a node that results in finding the node closest to a given ID, while
search results in finding a requested number of closest nodes to the given key in the system.
During the lookup/search procedure, the initiating node communicates with other nodes in
the system, retrieving information about their neighbors. Using the references returned, the
searching node makes decisions which nodes should be contacted next, until the closest nodes
are found. No message is routed further, and, in each step, the decision which nodes should
be contacted next is made locally. The lookup and search procedures are crucial for serving
fundamental DHT functions - storing and retrieving resources. This chapter describes the
lookup and search algorithms of HyCube DHT, proposed by the author, and presents the results
of performed simulations confirming their correctness.
In both, lookup and search procedures, the initiating node may require the requested nodes
to return multiple references to nodes closest to the specified key. The routing tables are
searched exactly as described in Section 4.3 - the next hop selection finds the requested number
of best next hops, according to the same criteria. If multiple references are supposed to be
returned by the next hop selection algorithm, the prefix mismatch heuristic (Section 4.7) or
falling back to Euclidean routing (Section 4.9) is applied only when no nodes are found at all.
Often, the next hop selection algorithm might not be able to find as many nodes fulfilling the
next hop criteria as requested. In such cases, if at least one node is found, the next hop selection
is considered successful, and the node/nodes found are returned to the requestor.
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5.1. Lookup procedure
In the node lookup procedure, as opposed to routing, next hop selection is made by the
initiating node. Nodes receiving the lookup request do not route the message, but they send
back (to the initiating node) a reference to a node or nodes that are the best next hop candidates.
However, the decisions regarding the next node selection are made locally. This is sometimes
referred to as iterative routing, as opposed to recursive routing. To ensure that the procedure
is convergent to the lookup node, next hops must satisfy the same conditions as in the routing
procedure, i.e. they must share a longer prefix with the destination node than with the previous
node or share the same prefix length but be closer to the lookup node than the current node.
The metric used is the same as the one used in routing, and the prefix mismatch heuristic also
applies whenever a node close enough is reached. When the lookup node is found, it may then
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be contacted directly, and application-specific operations may be performed. Although node
lookup requires more network traffic, and the overall lookup latency is greater (the number
of messages exchanged is at least doubled), the main advantage of such an approach is the
possibility of returning and sending the lookup request to another node whenever any node
requested does not return closer references. This reduces the risk of a route failure due to any
single node not being able to route the message, and additionally makes it possible to find the
lookup node using more roundabout paths. The node lookup procedure is initiated with three
parameters:
• key - the ID of the lookup node
• β - the maximum number of nodes returned by intermediate nodes
• γ - the number of temporary nodes stored during the lookup
During the whole lookup, the initiating node maintains a set Γ containing γ closest (Euclidean)
nodes found so far. The lookup procedure consists of two phases:
1. Initially, Γ is filled with at most γ closest nodes (to the lookup node ID) from local routing
tables and the neighborhood set (variable Steinhaus metric), and the initial lookup request
is sent to the closest node found. After receiving a response from the requested node
(max. β references), Γ is updated so that it contains γ closest (Euclidean) nodes from
the nodes currently stored in Γ and the returned nodes, and the next request is sent to the
node returned. If, however, no node is returned, the next request is sent to the closest node
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in Γ that has not been yet requested. For every node stored in Γ, virtual route information is
maintained - the Steinhaus point and flags indicating whether the prefix mismatch heuristic
has already been enabled for this virtual route and whether the Steinhaus transform has been
switched off (no closer nodes found with the use of Steinhaus transform). Initially, for all
nodes found in local routing tables, the Steinhaus point is set to the ID of the initiating node,
and the prefix mismatch heuristic flag is set based on the analysis of the local neighborhood
set. These values are included in every lookup request, and the requested nodes should
take these parameters into account during next hop selection (local closest nodes search).
Every requested node, during the next hop selection, updates the Steinhaus point for the
virtual route if it is closer to the destination (Euclidean) than the current Steinhaus point,
determines (based on its neighborhood set) whether it is close enough to the lookup node
to enable the prefix mismatch heuristic (which then remains enabled for this virtual route),
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and whether the Steinhaus transform should not be applied any more (no closer nodes found
with the use of Steinhaus transform). The updated parameter values are sent back to the
requestor within the lookup response message. The procedure continues until the lookup
node reference is returned, or until no new nodes are returned.
2. When the lookup node is not found (the lookup request has been sent to all the nodes in
Γ and no closer nodes were returned), the lookup procedure is repeated on the current set
Γ, but is based on the Euclidean metric (no Steinhaus transform), and the prefix mismatch
heuristic is enabled. Because for certain nodes (virtual routes) in Γ, the prefix mismatch
heuristic might have already been enabled and the Steinhaus transform might have already
been disabled, there is no need of sending additional requests to them. The closest node
found after this phase is considered to be the closest node in the DHT.
The initial lookup (local), in addition to the closest nodes found in the local routing tables,
should also consider adding the initiating node (itself) to Γ, as it may be one of the closest
nodes to key. If the initiating node ID is one of the γ closest nodes found locally, it should
be placed in Γ. Furthermore, the initiating node ID may be returned by any intermediate node
(for any virtual route after changing the metric to Euclidean, the initiator node ID may become
closer than the current node). No additional local search is however required in the first phase,
as it was already performed initially. However, when this node ID (self) is still in Γ after
switching to the second phase (Euclidean metric and prefix mismatch heuristic in use) a local
search should be performed with the prefix mismatch heuristic enabled and based only on
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the Euclidean distances. Otherwise, some potential references to closer nodes (stored locally)
might be omitted.
When β = 1 and γ = 1, the node lookup procedure creates one virtual route that is exactly
the same as if the message was routed. By increasing β and γ, in case of failures, the procedure
is capable of returning and creating alternative routes, and allows sidestepping inconsistent
fragments of the connection graph.

5.2. Search procedure
The purpose of the search procedure is locating k nearest nodes to a given key (identifier)
in terms of the Euclidean metric. Search is a basic functionality of a distributed hash table it is used for storing and retrieving resources and when a new node joins the network. The
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closest nodes search, like the node lookup procedure, is managed locally by the initiator, which
sends search requests to nodes and analyzes the responses. The decisions to which nodes next
requests should be sent, are made by the initiating node. The search procedure is initiated with
the following parameters:
• key - the ID for which k nearest nodes should be found
• k - the number of closest nodes to be found
• α - the number of closest nodes to which search requests are sent (parallelism factor)
• β - the maximum number of nodes returned by intermediate nodes (β ≥ k)
• γ - the number of temporary nodes used during the search (γ ≥ k; γ ≥ α)
• IT N - “ignore target node” - determines whether the set of k nodes should contain the
exact match (the node with the identifier equal to the requested key) or not
During the whole search, the initiating node maintains a set Γ containing at most γ nodes,
closest (in terms of the Euclidean metric) to key found so far. The initiating node sends search
requests to the closest nodes and processes the responses received. After receiving a response
from any node (to which a search request has been sent), the set Γ is updated so that it contains
at most γ nodes closest to key (Euclidean). The search procedure consists of two phases:
1. In the first phase, the set Γ is initially filled with maximum γ nodes from local routing
tables and the neighborhood set, that are the closest to key (variable Steinhaus metric). In
the consecutive steps, the initiating node sends the search request to nodes in Γ which have
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not yet been requested and are within α closest nodes to key found so far. After receiving
a search request, the receiving node looks for at most β nodes closest to key in its routing
tables and neighborhood set. As opposed to the lookup procedure, the closest β nodes
returned in the search procedure do not have to satisfy the prefix condition, and do not
have to be closer to key than the current node. However, the routing tables are searched
for β nodes sharing the longest prefix with key, and among the nodes sharing the same
prefix length, the choice is made based on the distance to key (with the use of the variable
Steinhaus metric if the prefix mismatch heuristic is already switched on). Upon receiving
a search response, the initiating node updates Γ with the nodes returned, so that it contains
the closest (Euclidean) nodes to key from the nodes currently stored in Γ and the newly
returned nodes. For every node in Γ, the current Steinhaus point is stored, as well as a flag
indicating whether the prefix mismatch heuristic has already been applied for finding the
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node. These values are included in search requests sent to nodes, and the local searches
are performed based on these parameters. These parameters may be modified by the nodes
processing search requests (updating Steinhaus point if the current node ID is closer to key
than the current Steinhaus point, and enabling the prefix mismatch heuristic based on the
local neighborhood set), and the updated values are included in the search responses. The
first search phase finishes when none of α currently closest to key nodes returns any node
closer to key than the most distant node in Γ - all α closest nodes in Γ have been already
requested and returned the responses (or the requests timed out).
2. The second search phase is a repetition of the first phase, however, requests are sent to all
the nodes in Γ, the prefix mismatch heuristic is enabled, and only the Euclidean metric (no
Steinhaus transform) is used in local searches. The search is finished when none of the
nodes in Γ returns any node closer to key than the most distant node in Γ. The result of the
procedure is k closest nodes to key from the set Γ.
The second search phase (without the use of the Steinhaus transform) is extremely
important, because during the search, nodes are allowed to return also more distant nodes to the
key than themselves. There would never be a situation in which no node is found in the routing
tables (unless the routing tables are empty, in which case switching to Euclidean routing would
as well return no nodes). Thus, the routing tables would never be searched for nodes closest in
terms of the Euclidean metric (finding no nodes is the condition for switching off the Steinhaus
transform), which could lead to omitting some nodes that are close to key.
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The initial search (local), in addition to the closest nodes found in the local routing tables,
should also consider adding the initiating node itself to Γ (if the initiating node ID is one of
the γ closest nodes found locally), as it might be one of the closest nodes to key in the system.
Furthermore, a reference to the initiating node may be returned by any requested node, in which
case, no additional local search is required in the first search phase, as it was already performed
initially. However, when this node ID (self) is still in Γ after switching to the second phase
(Euclidean metric and prefix mismatch heuristic in use), a local search should be performed
again with the prefix mismatch heuristic enabled and based only on the Euclidean distances.
Otherwise, some potential references to closer nodes (stored locally) might be omitted.
The value of γ should be at least equal to k. However, it may be greater than k to allow more
roundabout search paths. Especially, for small values of k, such roundabout paths are important
so that the procedure finds also the nodes that are located in the hierarchical hypercube on the
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opposite side of the point key than the initiating node.
Whenever a local search (next hop selection) is performed by a certain node for the
key equal to its own identifier (which would update the value of the Steinhaus point to the
value of key - it would be the closest point reached so far), the search should be continued
without the use of the Steinhaus transform (all virtual routes starting from this node). If
the value of the Steinhaus point is equal to the key (destination), as described in Section
4.8.4, D0 (x, y) =

2D(x,y)
D(x,a)+D(y,a)+D(x,y)

=

2D(x,y)
D(x,y)+D(y,y)+D(x,y)

= 1, regardless of the distance

D(x, y). This fact would make it impossible to differentiate nodes based on the distance to
key. Such a scenario would never happen during the lookup procedure, as finding the exact
match would immediately return it, and no further lookups would be performed. However, it is
very important when considering the search procedure.
If the parameter IT N is set to true, the value of this parameter is included in every
request message, and all local searches (next hop selections) should skip the exact match.
This parameter is useful when a node performs a search for closest nodes to its own identifier.
In such a case, returning a reference to itself would make no sense. There is also no need
to re-check local routing tables after switching to the second search phase, because when the
distance equals 0, the initial local search would be performed with the prefix mismatch heuristic
enabled, and the Steinhaus metric would not be applied anyway.
As opposed to the lookup procedure, in the search procedure, the initial values of the
Steinhaus points (for initial nodes in Γ found locally) are not set to the initiating node ID,
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Figure 5.1 Simulation results: Accuracy of the lookup procedure in the presence of varying rates of random node
failures, 1’000 nodes.
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Figure 5.2 Simulation results: Accuracy of the lookup procedure in the presence of varying rates of random node
failures, 10’000 nodes.

but to the IDs of the initial search nodes themselves. If the initiating node is closer to key than
the requested node (at one extreme equal to key, in which case the Steinhaus transform would
never be applied), the influence of using the Steinhaus transform could possibly be reduced.

5.3. Resilience of the lookup and search procedures
The results of performed simulations show that both, lookup and search procedures
presented, are able to find the closest nodes to a given key even in the presence of many
node failures. Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 present the results obtained from simulations
of the accuracy of lookup and search procedures in the presence of varying rates of random
node failures, for varying values of α, β, γ, and k = 8 (for search procedure). During
the simulations, 1’000 lookups/searches for random node IDs were performed by randomly
selected nodes, and the number of closest nodes missed was saved for every lookup/search. For
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Figure 5.3 Simulation results: Accuracy of the search procedure in the presence of varying rates of random node
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failures, 1’000 nodes.
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Figure 5.4 Simulation results: Accuracy of the search procedure in the presence of varying rates of random node
failures, 10’000 nodes.
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the lookup procedure, the “missed nodes” value in the figures is the average number of closer
nodes existing in the system than the node returned by the lookup procedure. For the search
procedure, it denotes the average total number of nodes missed - nodes closer than the most
distant node found, not included in the search result. Two independent simulations have been
performed - for networks consisting of 1’000 and 10’000 nodes.
The simulations confirmed that increasing the value of γ has a great influence on resilience
of lookup and search procedures, especially for higher rates of node failures, which is caused
by allowing returns and continuing the lookup/search using different nodes. The changes of β
have less effect on the resilience, especially for β ≥ 2. Moreover, for higher values of γ (≥ 4),
the resilience achieved for the search procedure does not change significantly with the increase
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of the number of nodes, which proves very good scalability of the system.

5.4. Chapter conclusion
The algorithms presented in this chapter realize crucial procedures performed by nodes in
DHT systems, used also by the self-organization procedures. Lookup is a procedure resulting
in finding the node closest to a given key (identifier), while search results in finding a requested
number of closest nodes to the given key. Both procedures are performed locally by the
initiating node - in individual steps, references are returned by other nodes in the system, but
all decisions, which nodes should be contacted in subsequent steps, are made locally.
During simulations, both, node lookup and search algorithms proposed, proved their
correctness and a very high resilience to node failures. With high probability, both procedures
are able to find closest nodes to the specified key, even in the presence of many node
failures. The accuracy may be controlled by changing the lookup/search procedure parameters.
However, the use of the Steinhaus transform itself provides a significant improvement in finding
more roundabout paths to locate the requested nodes.

6. Self-organization
Previous chapters discussed the architecture of HyCube and its behavior in static conditions.
In practice, large-scale distributed hash tables are highly dynamic systems and should be
backed by the support of algorithms for joining/leaving the network, as well as maintenance
and recovery processes, maintaining good routing properties under dynamically changing
conditions.
The algorithms described in this section are based on nodes exchanging information about
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references stored in routing tables and neighborhood sets. When a node receives a notification
about existence of some other peer or receives references maintained by some other node
(requested for example in the recovery or joining process, or generated by the notifying node
itself), it should analyze the node and check if the reference should be stored in the routing
tables or the neighborhood set. Every node is analyzed as a candidate to the neighborhood set
and appropriate routing table slots. For the primary routing table, this is the slot at the level
calculated based on the common prefix length with the node (l − 1 − commonP ref ixLength,
l - the number of hierarchy levels) at the position equal to the first different digit (group of
d bits, d - the number of dimensions). For the secondary routing table, the slot corresponds
to the lowest-level hypercube containing the analyzed node, adjacent to the hypercube of the
analyzing node. A simple check may be performed to verify this condition: nodes X and Y are
in adjacent hypercubes at levels l − 1 − j to l − 1 − i if and only if i first digits (d-bit groups) of
X and Y are equal, and i-th to j-th digits (numbered starting from 0) differ on one (the same
for all these digits) bit - this bit corresponds to the dimension in which the two hypercubes
are adjacent, and only the slot at the lowest level should be considered (to prevent placing
the same nodes in overlapping routing table slots at different levels). Furthermore, depending
on settings, additional rules described in Section 4.12 may apply to prevent storing nodes in
the primary routing table slots overlapping with the lower-level secondary routing table slots.
For selecting nodes within individual routing table slots and within the neighborhood set, the
algorithms described in Sections 4.5 and 4.10 apply.
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6.1. Maintenance and recovery
Maintenance is a process of ensuring good system properties that takes place continuously
(ensuring the relevance of routing tables, updating information about neighbors).

The

maintenance mechanism used in HyCube is directly connected with the routing table neighbor
selection (described in detail in Section 4.5). Every node periodically sends keepalive messages
to all the nodes in its routing tables, and, depending on whether the keepalive response is
received or not, the node’s liveness value is updated. Based on the liveness value, the routing
table reference may be skipped in the next hop selection (to avoid failed paths), may be
replaced, or removed from the routing tables.
Recovery is a process of repairing the network topology and propagating necessary
information over the network on account of a topology change (new nodes joining/leaving
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the system), topology breakdown (node failures) or attacks. It is a crucial element of the
design of highly dynamic systems. There are two main approaches to the network recovery
- reactive and periodic recovery. The reactive approach immediately reacts to failures - loss
of a reference in the routing table, while, in contrast, periodic recovery simply processes the
recovery procedure every certain time interval, and the process takes place independently of
the routing table change detection. Both approaches yield different properties of the system.
Reactive recovery makes it possible to react quickly to changing conditions, but it may generate
much more network traffic under churn (high rate of nodes joining/leaving the system). The
authors of the study presented in [72] claim that reactive recovery may lead to network
congestion due to reacting to temporarily congested unresponsive links and injecting even
more recovery messages to the network. The authors also prove that there is little difference
in efficiency of periodic and reactive recovery. However, there is a large difference in the
bandwidth consumed under different churn rates. Reactive recovery appears to be very efficient,
and periodic recovery is wasteful if there is no churn - the reactive recovery uses less than
half of the bandwidth than the periodic recovery. However, as the churn increases, reactive
recovery becomes very expensive. Because it is crucial to maintain bandwidth consumption
at a reasonable level and not introduce unnecessary recovery overhead, the reactive recovery
techniques will not be explored further in this work.
The proposed recovery technique, employed by HyCube, is a periodic procedure, run
every specified time interval (parameter value). The value of the interval should be adjusted
depending on the DHT nature. The higher is the level of churn, the recovery should be run more
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often, while if the system has a very stable nature, this interval might be larger. The recovery
algorithm in HyCube proceeds in two phases:
1. In the first phase, the node sends a recovery request to all nodes in its routing tables, which
it turn return their routing tables to the requesting node. Upon receiving the responses,
the requesting node processes the references returned and updates its routing tables and
neighborhood set.
2. In the second recovery step, the node performing the recovery sends a notification (NOTIFY
message) about its existence to all nodes in its neighborhood set and routing tables
(immediately after sending the recovery requests). The notification is also sent to the
routing tables nodes to spread the information about the node to more distant parts of the
hypercube. However, to limit the overhead, the maximum number of the routing table
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nodes to which notification is sent should be limited - the message would be sent to certain
maximum number of nodes (random selection from all routing table nodes).
Because such an approach may lead to exchanging a large number of messages and also
increase processing overhead at the node level, neighborhood set recovery - a variant of the
recovery was introduced. Nodes performing the neighborhood set recovery send the recovery
requests only to nodes in their neighborhood sets, which dramatically decreases the network
traffic and processing overhead. In addition to the recovery interval, HyCube allows defining
the recovery plan - determining a sequence of recovery variants (for individual recovery runs,
successive recovery types from the recovery plan are performed - following a cyclical pattern).
Full recovery has better properties in terms of keeping the routing tables up-to-date. However,
especially for larger networks, the overhead is significantly larger. Although there might be
situations in which the neighborhood set is completely corrupt, and sending recovery requests
to the routing table nodes would return much more nodes, usually it is sufficient to repeat the
neighborhood set recovery instead. Therefore, the neighborhood set recovery is the default
recovery method used in HyCube.
To spread the information about the node in an even greater degree, it is possible to
send a notification also to every node to which a reference is returned in recovery responses.
However, this approach proved to generate enormous network traffic, as well as very high
nodes’ processing overhead. Performed simulations proved that notifying all neighborhood
set nodes and 16 random routing table nodes during every recovery does not significantly
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Figure 6.1 Simulation results: Recovery procedure efficiency - numbers of failed routes for a network initially
containing 10’000 nodes in the presence of varying numbers of random node failures, after processing the recovery
procedure by every node: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 times.

increase the overhead, and, if the recovery procedure is run frequently enough, it is sufficient
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to properly propagate the information about the node’s existence. Furthermore, depending on
configuration, nodes may process the recovery request messages as notifications (analyze the
sender as a routing table candidate), in which case, a notification message does not have to be
later sent to the nodes to which the recovery requests were sent.
Figure 6.1 presents the simulation results (numbers of failed routes) for a network initially
containing 10’000 nodes in the presence of varying numbers of random node failures (routing
messages between the nodes left in the DHT), after processing the recovery procedure by every
node 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 times. The results obtained prove the correctness and very good
efficiency of the recovery mechanism.

6.2. Joining the system (connecting to the DHT)
When a new node joins the existing DHT, it should have knowledge about any node already
connected to the system. HyCube implements two different approaches for joining the system.
One of them is based on routing a JOIN message through the system to the node closest to the
new node’s ID, and the routing tables are formed by the references returned by intermediate
nodes along the path (including also themselves), as well as the closest node. The second
method is based on searching for the nodes closest to the new node’s ID, which form initial
routing tables for a new node. The routing approach requires much less overhead - a smaller
number of messages are exchanged. However the search method is not vulnerable to any single
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node possibly causing the join message to be dropped. This section presents both techniques
as well as the evaluation of their efficiency.

6.2.1. “Route-join” procedure
The route-join procedure is based on the joining mechanism presented in [74]. To initiate
the route-join procedure, the joining node should send a “join” request (JOIN message) to any
node already participating in the system. The message is routed to the closest possible node to
the joining node’s ID (however, omitting the exact match, as the message would be possibly
routed back to the joining node). All intermediate nodes send back (directly to the joining
node) JOIN_REPLY messages that contain all references stored by them in their routing tables.
Every node returned is analyzed by the joining node and its routing tables are updated based
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on the criteria described in Sections 4.5 and 4.10. As the message gets closer to the new
node ID, references returned are more likely to be good candidates for the neighborhood set.
Furthermore, as the common prefix length with the joining node ID increases, more and more
routing table slots correspond to the same hypercubes as the one of the joining node, so more
and more references returned by the intermediate nodes might be also used for building the
routing tables. For that reason, it is a good idea to disable the prefix mismatch heuristic for
JOIN messages (the behavior is configured by a system parameter).

6.2.2. “Search-join” procedure
In the search-join procedure, the joining node initially retrieves all references from routing
tables from a known node connected to the system. The references returned are used to perform
a search (Section 5.2) for the closest nodes to the joining node ID with certain values of
parameters α, β, γ: αjoin , βjoin and γjoin (system parameters), and the IT N (ignore target
node) parameter set to true. The value of k is not important, because all nodes returned by
intermediate nodes are processed (updating the routing tables). Initially, the set Γ is filled with
γ closest (Euclidean) nodes retrieved in the initial phase - from the bootstrap node. Afterwards,
the search procedure proceeds as described in Section 5.2.
Because the node performing the search is the node whose identifier is being looked for, to
allow the use of the Steinhaus transform, the initial values of Steinhaus points should not be
set to the joining node ID (Euclidean metric would be then used for local next hop selections),
but should be given the values of IDs of the initial nodes themselves (only for the initial nodes
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returned by the bootstrap nodes - for any nodes added to Γ later, the Steinhaus point is updated
based on the information contained in the response message that contained the node reference).

6.2.3. Evaluation of the join procedures
Figure 6.2 presents the static resilience (simulation results) obtained for the system built
using the route-join and search-join procedures. The join procedures in these simulations were
supported by a single run of the recovery procedure (by every node after joining), because
join mechanisms themselves are usually not able to provide enough nodes to properly fill the
routing tables. The closest nodes found are useful to serve as an initial neighborhood set and
may match several routing table slots, but the recovery is still required to obtain additional
references. Furthermore, the recovery procedure spreads the information about the joining
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node in the network. In real systems, the levels of resilience are much higher due to the fact
that the recovery procedure is executed in the background at certain time intervals, which
helps populating routing tables and spreading the information about new nodes. However,
stopping the recovery background process (executing it only once by every node after joining)
allowed an accurate comparison of both joining techniques. The comparison, however, didn’t
indicate significant difference between the route-join and search-join procedures in terms of
static resilience (a very slight advantage of the search-join technique), and slightly shorter
path lengths were achieved for the route-join. However, the search-join technique has been
chosen as the default join mechanism in HyCube because of its resistance to a single node
possibly causing the join message to be dropped. With the background recovery mechanism
switched on, the differences in path lengths would be quickly eliminated. With one or more
additional runs of the recovery procedure, the simulations show no differences between the
two techniques. Detailed simulations of the search-join showed that very good properties are
reached (while still limiting the unnecessary overhead) for the values of β and γ equal to the
size of the neighborhood set size, and α = γ/2. These values may be decreased if the recovery
process is conducted in a regular time interval after joining.

6.3. Leaving the system (disconnecting from the DHT)
The maintenance and recovery mechanisms should be able to maintain connection graph
consistency and keep routing tables of nodes up-to-date, ensuring good routing and searching
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Figure 6.2 Simulation results: Efficiency of route join and search join procedures - static resilience simulated after
creating the system with the recovery procedure run once by every node after joining - 10’000 nodes.

properties. However, these algorithms have certain “inertia” and react with a certain delay. A
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simple solution to overcome this problem is sending the leave information (LEAVE message)
to all neighbors in the leaving node’s neighborhood set. Such LEAVE messages should contain
the list of neighborhood set nodes of the leaving node, and the nodes receiving it should
remove references to the LEAVE sender from the routing tables and the neighborhood set,
and process all the nodes included in the message to immediately fill the lost routing table
or/and neighborhood references.

6.4. Chapter conclusion
This chapter presented essential elements of dynamic DHT designs - maintenance and
recovery processes, algorithms allowing new nodes to join the system, as well as the node
leave procedure. The maintenance process, which is directly connected with the routing
table neighbor selection, instantly marks references to nodes disabled when they become
unresponsive, avoiding failed paths.

The recovery mechanism periodically updates the

relevance of routing tables by retrieving new references from current neighbors, at the same
time propagating necessary information and repairing the network topology on account of
churn, node failures or attacks.
Two techniques for node joining were presented and compared. The first is based on routing
a message over the network, making all nodes along the path to return references stored by
them. The references are then used to form the new node’s routing tables. The second approach
uses the search procedure to locate nodes that would form initial routing tables. The routing
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approach allows building the routing table faster and introduces significantly less network
traffic. However, this technique relies on a single message being sent through the network.
If the message is dropped by any node, the join procedure may fail or populate the routing
tables only partially. The search method is based on sending requests to multiple nodes, which
makes it resistant to a failure of a single node.
Based on the simulation results and profiling the library during the simulations, the
presented techniques are efficient, scalable, and do not introduce much overhead, neither at
the network level, nor at the node (processing power) level. The correctness of the proposed
join procedures was proved, and simulations of the recovery process confirmed that it is able to
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quickly restore good routing properties of the system.

7. Managing resources
Storing/allocating resources in a distributed manner is the main functionality of DHT
systems. In distributed hash tables, resources are usually stored in nodes determined based
on the resource keys. The resource key is typically a result of a hash function on the resource
and allows determining which node(s) are responsible for it. Various DHT systems present
different approaches for storing resources. Usually, the resource key space is isomorphic with
the node identifier space, and nodes responsible for resources are those whose identifiers are
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the closest to the resource keys among all nodes in the DHT, and the DHT supports efficient
node (resource) lookups.
This chapter focuses on the resource storage architecture of HyCube and describes
individual DHT operations. Possible operations on the resources in HyCube include inserting
resources to the DHT (PUT) and retrieving resources (GET). Additionally, HyCube supports
refreshing resources (REFRESH) - updating resource expiration times, removing resources
from the DHT (DELETE), and resource replication among nodes. In HyCube, the nature
of resources, as well as the way of calculating the resource key depends at the application
- HyCube provides generic support for any resource type. The key (hash) is expected to be
within the node identifier space - (d · l)-bit number (d - the number of dimensions, l - the
number of levels of the hierarchical hypercube), and the node responsible for resources with
the hash value key is the closest node to key (Euclidean metric) among all nodes existing in
the system. However, to increase the availability and provide load balancing, the resource may
be replicated to other nodes (certain number of closest nodes to key).
There are two main approaches for storing resources - one is based on storing the actual
resources (for example files) by the DHT nodes to which the resource keys are mapped,
while the second approach is based on storing pointers by the DHT nodes - the information
where individual resources are stored (for example from which nodes particular files may be
downloaded). The technique adopted by HyCube is universal and the choice which approach is
used is made at the application level. The resource entries in HyCube (stored by nodes) consist
of a resource descriptor (metadata) and resource data. However, the data may be empty, and
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the pointer to the actual data might be stored within the resource descriptor, or within the data
field. The resource descriptor consists of a certain number of key-value pairs (both keys and
values are text strings). There are four predefined keys for resource descriptors:

• resourceId - should be a unique identifier of the resource, allowing to unambiguously
distinguish it from any other resource
• resourceUrl - determines the location of the resource, allowing to unambiguously locate
the resource copy among possible multiple copies/instances of the same resource (having
the same value of resourceId)
• resourceName - the name of the resource
• resourceType - resource type (possible values, as well as the way the type is used, are
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application-specific)

Specifying values for resourceId and resourceUrl is mandatory, because these values
are used by the resource management algorithms (storing, refreshing, getting, deleting and
replication). A resource key may theoretically be the same for multiple different resources
(usually it is the result of a hash function on the resource name or content), and resourceId is
essential to unambiguously distinguish the resources. If the resource entries stored in the DHT
are used only as references to nodes storing actual resources, resourceUrl value should make
it possible to uniquely locate the resource copy that the entry points. Depending on a system
parameter value, nodes may store multiple copies of the same resource if the resourceUrl values
are different.
In addition to four predefined resource descriptor keys, at the application level, additional
keys may be defined. The resource metadata might then be used to apply additional query
criteria on the resources returned by nodes - only resources matching all criteria specified in
queries (GET) would be returned to the requesting node. The criteria might also be used when
deleting resources from the DHT.
The following sections describe the operations supported by HyCube DHT. The discussion
focuses on operations on resource entries and assumes that they contain the resource data. If the
data is, in fact, located somewhere else, and resource entries are only pointers, it is assumed that
the actual data insertion, retrieval and deletion is handled by the external application, beyond
the scope of HyCube.
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7.1. Storing resources in the DHT
The PUT operation allows a node to store a resource in the distributed hash table. A node
initiating a PUT operation routes a PUT message containing the resource descriptor (and data)
specifying the resource key as the message recipient. The message is routed to the closest
node to the specified key (until no further routing is possible), which saves the resource in
its local storage and sends the status of the operation (PUT_REPLY message containing the
information whether the resource was saved in the node’s local storage or not) directly to the
requesting node. Before storing the resource, the closest node checks whether it is one of the
kstore closest nodes to the specified key (kstore is the system parameter). Based on this check,
the node decides whether the resource should be accepted or not. The check is made based
on analyzing the local neighborhood set. For that purpose, a local estimation of the network
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“density” ρ (the author’s definition) is calculated as follows:
Pt

i=0

ρi
t+1

(7.1)

|{N ∈ N S : dist(N ) ≤ dist(Ni )}|
dist(Ni )d

(7.2)

ρ=
where ρi is defined as follows:

ρi =

where N S is the neighborhood set, dist(N ) denotes the distance to node N , d is the number
of dimensions of the hierarchical hypercube, and t ∈ [0, |N S| − 1] is the node index (in the
neighborhood set ordered ascending by distances) calculated as follows:


t = max 0, round(ϕ · |N S|) − 1

(7.3)

where ϕ ∈ (0, 1] is a system parameter - the quantile function threshold, determining what
number of closest neighborhood set nodes should be taken into account for calculating the
density. Each density ρi represents the number of nodes in a unit d-sphere calculated based
on (i + 1)-th node (the value dist(Ni )d in the denominator is proportional to the volume
(d-dimensional volume) of a unit d-sphere, so ρi is proportional to the real local density). ρ
is the average density - based on all t + 1 nodes. Calculating the average value makes the
density estimation less vulnerable to fluctuations of single node distances.
Based on ρ, it is possible to estimate the number of nodes in the system in a d-sphere of any
given radius r:
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n = ρ · rd

(7.4)

Thus, the estimated radius of the d-sphere containing k closest nodes to any given key may be
calculated as:
  d1
k
rk =
ρ

(7.5)

Having calculated rk for k = kstore , it is possible to estimate whether the node is one
of the kstore closest nodes to any given key - the node should check if the distance to the
key is less than or equal to rk . However, such en estimation might not be accurate enough.
The radius used for the density calculation is the minimum radius covering the number of
nodes considered (distance to Ni ), which may cause nodes to incorrectly estimate the density,
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resulting in the number of nodes accepting resources being smaller than kstore . Taking this
problem into account, it is necessary to scale the estimated value rk , and the node should rather
check whether the following condition is met:

dist(key) ≤ rk · ξ

(7.6)

ξ is the system parameter - estimated distance coefficient. The value should be adjusted for
the chosen value of ϕ. The higher is the value of this parameter, the more nodes will accept
resources, considering themselves as one of kstore closest nodes to the resource key. The value
should be large enough to ensure that resources will be accepted by at least kstore nodes in the
system, regardless of their key. Because for certain nodes, the locally calculated density may
be smaller than the average density, for certain keys, more nodes than kstore could potentially
accept the resource. This is however not a serious issue, meaning that the resource will be more
likely to be accepted in less dense areas, which would have positive impact on replication under
churn (replication is discussed in Section 7.7).
Figure 7.1 presents the distribution of numbers of nodes accepting resources - simulation
results for a DHT consisting of 1’000 nodes, with the density calculated based on the distance
to one neighbor only (ρt ), as well as based on t + 1 neighbors (the average value ρ), for
balanced/unbalanced (closest) neighborhood sets. The simulation was performed for kstore = 8,
ξ = 1, for varying values of ϕ. During the simulation, 1’000 random resource keys were
generated, and all nodes in the DHT were checked whether they accept individual resources or
not. When the neighborhood set nodes selection forces the diversity of directions in which the
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Figure 7.1 Simulation results: Average numbers of nodes accepting resources and standard deviations - for 1’000
randomly generated keys, for a DHT containing 1’000 nodes, kstore = 8, ξ = 1 and varying values of ϕ (quantile
function threshold), density calculation based on the distance to one neighbor only, as well as based on t + 1
neighbors, for balanced/unbalanced (closest) neighborhood sets.
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nodes are located, the most distant neighbors might not reflect the real closest existing nodes
(omitting some close nodes). In such a case the real density could be higher than estimated.
As can be seen in Figure 7.1, in such a case, the numbers of nodes accepting resources start
growing rapidly for ϕ > 0.5. Because forcing uniform distribution of neighborhood set nodes
is the default behavior in HyCube, ϕ should be given a value smaller than 1 to achieve better
accuracy (skipping the most distant nodes). However, too small values of ϕ would cause the
density to be calculated taking only a very small number of nodes into account. Although the
density estimation may skip some close nodes even for smaller values of ϕ, the performed
simulations indicated that the value ϕ = 0.5 provides good and relatively stable density
estimation (relatively small variance of the numbers of accepting nodes). Although the problem
is less apparent when the density is calculated as the average of the densities for individual
neighbors, because the most distant nodes may make the density estimation inaccurate, the
value ϕ = 0.5 will be used in all further simulations.
Figure 7.2 and Table 7.1 present the distribution of numbers of nodes accepting resources
and the distribution of numbers of resources that were accepted by varying numbers of nodes
- simulation results for a DHT consisting of 1’000 nodes, kstore = 8, ϕ = 0.5 and varying
values of ξ. The simulations showed that, for ϕ = 0.5, values of ξ ≥ 1.1 allow resources to
be accepted by at least kstore nodes for great majority of randomly generated keys. For values
ξ ≥ 1.2, almost for all tests, at least 8 nodes accepted the resources. ξ should be given a higher
value if the nodes should be accepted by more than kstore nodes, for example to force accepting
resources by each of kstore closest nodes to the key (which is a different condition than accepting
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Figure 7.2 Simulation results: Average numbers of nodes accepting resources and standard deviations - for 1’000
randomly generated keys, for a DHT containing 1’000 nodes, kstore = 8, ϕ = 0.5 and varying values of ξ
(estimated distance coefficient).
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Table 7.1 Simulation results: Distribution of numbers of resources accepted by varying numbers of nodes, for
1’000 randomly generated keys, for a DHT containing 1’000 nodes, for kstore = 8, ϕ = 0.5 and varying values
of ξ (estimated distance coefficient).

resources by any kstore nodes1 ). It may, however, cause resources to be potentially accepted by
a larger number of nodes. When resources are required to be accepted by a certain number
of closest nodes (by all of the closest nodes) with high probability, it may also be ensured by
increasing the value of kstore , leaving the value ξ equal to 1.1 or 1.2, which would also cause
the resources to be accepted by more nodes, at the same time, increasing the probability of
accepting resources by the closest nodes to the resource keys. The values of these parameters
should be adjusted to actual needs, depending on the application.
When a node accepts a resource, it stores the resource in its local storage, making it
accessible for other nodes to retrieve (GET). Because potentially, there might be many resource
entries with the same key, but not representing the same resource (different resourceId), such
1

Because the local density may be different in the proximity of the estimating node, and the resource key,

certain more distant nodes may accept the resource, while some close nodes may reject the resource.
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resources are considered separate entities and are stored separately. Furthermore, it is possible
for a node (depending on the value of a system parameter) to store multiple resources with the
same resourceId, but having different values of resourceUrl. Such resource entries represent
the same resource located physically in different locations. The maximum number of resource
entries stored for any resourceId is determined by the value of another system parameter.
When resources are being stored by nodes, they are assigned expiration times (the resource
validity time is determined by a system parameter). After the expiration time elapses for any
resource, the resource is deleted from node’s local storage.
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7.2. Refreshing resources in the DHT
As described in the previous section, every resource is given an expiration time, and
the resource entry contains the last refresh time. After the expiration time (refreshTime +
expirationTime), the resource is deleted from the storing node’s local storage. To prevent
deleting resources, the node placing the resource in the DHT may send a REFRESH_PUT
message to the node storing the resource, which would renew its refresh time. The new refresh
time is sent within the refresh message. However, if the refresh time received is greater than the
current local time, the new refresh time is given the value of the current local time. To avoid
problems caused by two nodes potentially located in different time zones, the refresh time
should always be converted to the UTC (Coordinated Universal Time). The REFRESH_PUT
message is routed towards the resource key, and when no next hop is found (closest node was
reached), a check is made whether the resource with the specified resourceId and resourceUrl
is present in the local storage and whether the node is one of the kstore closest nodes to the
resource key. If both conditions are met, the node updates the refresh time for the resource
entry and sends a REFRESH_PUT_REPLY message directly to the requesting node. The
REFRESH_PUT_REPLY contains the status of the operation. If at least one of the checks
fails, a negative response is sent.
This mechanism is supposed to prevent maintaining resources inserted to the DHT
when they are no longer current. Nodes publishing resources in the DHT should therefore
periodically refresh their validity time, and the refresh interval should be smaller than the
resource expiration time.
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7.3. Retrieving resources from the DHT

In order to retrieve (GET) resources from the DHT, a node sends a GET message containing
the requested key and additional criteria, specifying the requested key as the message recipient.
Depending on the value of the request parameter GetFromClosest, the message is either routed
to the node closest to the resource key, which searches its local storage for the resources
according to the specified criteria, or the resource(s) are returned by the first node on the route
that is able to return the resource(s). The returning node sends back (directly) a GET_REPLY
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message containing the results, or an empty result, depending whether the resources were found
or not. If GetFromClosest equals false (the resource is supposed to be returned by the first
node on the route storing it), every node on the route (including the initiating node itself) first
makes a check, whether the node is one of kstore closest nodes to the resource key, and whether
the resource requested is stored in the local storage. If both conditions are met, the result
is immediately returned directly to the requesting node. Otherwise, the node tries to route the
message. If, however, the message cannot be routed because no next hop is found in the routing
tables (the closest node is reached), the node returns the results found locally (if any), even it
is not one of the kstore closest nodes to the resource key. This method of retrieving resources
yields very good properties in terms of load balancing if the resource is replicated to multiple
nodes (Section 7.7). When the message reaches one of the kstore closest nodes, this node is
likely to contain all published copies of the resource, while if the route is broken before one
of the nodes maintaining the resource (considering itself as one of the kstore closest nodes) is
reached, this node may return only partial result or not return anything at all (resources might
have been stored in that node in the past, and, in some cases, resources may be replicated to
more than kstore nodes).
Every GET request, in addition to the resource key, contains additional resource search
criteria (key-value pairs). The criteria key set should be a subset of the resource descriptor key
set. Before returning the GET result, nodes filter out the resources, and only resources matching
the criteria are returned (matching resource descriptor values for all the keys specified in the
criteria).
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7.4. Resource removal from the DHT
In certain applications, it would be desirable to allow nodes to remove (DELETE) resources
that have been earlier inserted into the distributed hash table. HyCube provides such a
possibility. A node willing to delete a resource should send a DELETE message addressed
to that node (or to the resource key, in which case the message would be routed to the node
closest to the resource key), specifying the exact criteria for deletion - key-value pairs (the key
set should be a subset of the resource descriptor key set: resourceId, resourceUrl, . . . ). The
resource entry should be deleted only when all key-value pairs specified within the criteria
match those of the resource entry descriptor. For instance, a node might decide to delete a
resource copy published by itself, while still leaving other copies of the resource accessible.
In this case, the node would specify the resourceId and resourceUrl, which unambiguously
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identifies that particular instance of the resource. Every node processing a DELETE message
is supposed to send a DELETE_REPLY message directly to the requestor, containing the status
of the operation (true is the resource was deleted, false otherwise).
When a resource is removed from one node’s local storage, it may still be accessible through
other nodes, and may be again inserted to the node that removed it through the replication
mechanism. That is why the resource being removed should be deleted from all nodes storing
the resource at the same time. It is however never guaranteed that the resource is entirely
deleted from the DHT, as it is difficult to track to which nodes the resource was replicated. All
resources are however assigned the expiration time (mentioned earlier), which causes resources
to be deleted after certain amount of time if they are not refreshed. This mechanism is able to
eventually remove outdated resources from the DHT completely.

7.5. Storage access control
By default, in HyCube, it is possible to perform PUT, REFRESH_PUT, GET and DELETE
operations on any resource by any node. In many cases, this behavior might not be desirable.
The design of HyCube allows introducing an additional (application defined) component that
would control which operations are allowed and which are not, based on the resource descriptor
and the node performing the operation. For example, such a mechanism might be enabled
to allow REFRESH_PUT and DELETE operations to be performed only by the nodes that
originally put the resource in the DHT. Such a check could be based for example on the
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resourceUrl value. Another example could be limiting access for resources for certain nodes
based on the resource metadata.

7.6. Routing requests vs sending requests directly to nodes
As described in the previous sections, PUT, REFRESH_PUT, GET and DELETE messages
are routed towards the resource key, and the responses are returned directly to the requesting
node. However, another approach may be taken if the request should be sent to a certain exact
node (known to the requesting node). In such a case, this exact node’s ID should be set as the
recipient of the message and the message should be sent directly to the recipient. The message
would then not be routed further, even if it is not the closest node to the resource key. Specifying
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the exact recipient for resource operation messages allows placing resources in multiple nodes,
updating the refresh time (REFRESH) for resources stored in multiple nodes, and retrieving
the resources from several nodes at a time. Usually, to increase resource availability, the
resource is stored in several nodes - the closest nodes to the resource key. Moreover, as already
mentioned, the DELETE operation would successfully remove a resource from the DHT only if
the resource is removed from all the nodes storing it. To determine the set of closest nodes, the
search procedure may be performed, and the messages may then be sent directly to the nodes
found. Depending on the application, other techniques may be employed - for instance, if the
resource should be put to only one node (for example allocation of subtasks in a distributed
computing system), a node lookup might be used to find the node closest to a certain identifier.
In majority of applications, the resources are stored by multiple nodes, and the PUT
operation should usually be preceded by the search locating the closest nodes, to which the
resources are then inserted. However, retrieving the resources from the DHT, in most cases,
may be done more efficiently, without the use of the search procedure. In the routing approach
(towards the resource key), it is possible to limit the number of messages exchanged between
nodes to the minimum, finding the resource with high probability in the closest node to the
resource key. If additionally, the value of the option GetFromClosest is set to false, the check is
made by all nodes on the route, increasing the probability of finding the resource requested.
Furthermore, such a way of retrieving resources would provide simple, but effective load
balancing - the first node containing the resource would be different depending on the path
(direction from which the request comes).
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7.7. Resource replication and load balancing
It was already mentioned that, to increase availability of resources, they may me replicated
to multiple nodes. A number of replication techniques have been proposed in the literature. A
survey of DHT replication strategies is presented in [49], and several exemplary approaches are
presented in [36], [44] and [46]. In HyCube, resources are replicated among a certain number
of nodes (let us denote this number by krep ) that are the closest ones to the resource keys
(krep is a system parameter). However, in dynamic systems, the set of krep closest nodes may
change very quickly, making resources difficult to locate. At one extreme, all nodes responsible
for some resource key may leave the system, making the resources unavailable. Therefore, it
is crucial that the resources get constantly replicated among krep currently closest nodes. krep
may be larger than kstore , but in this case, some nodes may not return the replica when receiving
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a GET message (with the GetFromClosest option set to false) - instead they would route the
message further towards the resource key.
The replication procedure is run periodically by all nodes. Every node sends information
about all resources it maintains to all the nodes in its neighborhood set (REPLICATE
messages). To keep the message sizes at reasonable levels, the resources stored for different
keys should be sent in separate REPLICATE messages. The number of nodes to which the
replication information is sent may be limited to a certain maximum number of nodes by
setting the value of the system parameter maxReplicationNSNodesNum, in which case the
REPLICATE messages will be sent only to maxReplicationNSNodesNum closest nodes in the
neighborhood set. However, to allow resources to be replicated towards all directions in the
Euclidean space, the value of this parameter should not be too low. The replication information
contains only the resource descriptors (metadata) and the last resource refresh time. Upon
receiving a REPLICATE message, for every replicated resource, the receiving node should
check if it is one of the krep closest nodes to the resource key. If the node is one of the closest
nodes, for each resource corresponding to that key, the node should check if it maintains this
resource in its local storage. If the resource is already stored (resourceId and resourceUrl
are compared), the refresh time of the resource should be updated (if the refresh time for the
resource in the replication message is greater than the local refresh time). If the resource is,
however, not stored in the local storage, the node should perform the GET operation (GET
messages routed towards the resource key, the value of GetFromClosest flag used in replication
is set by a system parameter), and, upon receiving the GET_REPLY, insert the resource to
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its local storage, setting the refresh time to the one received in the REPLICATE message.
However, if the refresh time received is greater than the current local time, the refresh time is
set to the current time.
A good replication mechanism, in addition to increasing resource availability, should also
provide load balancing for most popular resources. HyCube is designed to realize this approach
by allowing an external (application-specific) module, implementing an appropriate interface,
to be registered - a replication spread manager, which may analyze all PUT, REFRESH_PUT,
GET and DELETE operations and calculate the replication spread factor ψ for each resource
stored. Based on ψ, the node performing the replication calculates to how many nodes the
resource should be replicated:
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kbal = ψ · krep

(7.7)

where krep is the default number of replication nodes. The value of kbal for every resource
is included in the REPLICATE messages sent to nodes. The nodes receiving replication
information accept the replicas only when they determine that they are within kbal closest nodes
to the resource key. For more popular resources, the replication spread manager may increase
the value of ψ, which would cause the resource to be replicated to more nodes. When combined
with retrieving (getting) resources with GetFromClosest option set to false, such a replication
mechanism provides very good load balancing - in a multidimensional space, the increase of
the replication radius would cause more nodes handling GET requests coming from different
directions. As already mentioned, the value of krep (and thus kbal ) may be greater than the
system parameter kstore . However, in this case, some nodes, although accepting the replica,
would not return the resource when receiving a GET message with the GetFromClosest option
set to false. The implementation of the replication spread manager is application-dependent
and is beyond the scope of HyCube. The default implementation returns the value ψ = 1 for
every resource.
One more remark should be made regarding replication and updating refresh times for
resources. Whenever there is a time difference between any two nodes, the refresh time sent
within a REPLICATE message may be inadequate when the message is received by another
node. That could potentially cause the refresh time to be automatically increased just by the
replication process, which is not a desired behavior. However, the new refresh time assigned
to resources is always the smaller of the two values - the refresh time received and the current
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local time, meaning that the refresh time will never be increased by exchanging REPLICATE
messages to a larger value than the current local time. The refresh time may also be increased as
a result of receiving a REFRESH_PUT message, when a larger refresh time value is specified
by the refreshing node. Although there is also a possibility that the refreshing node’s time is
shifted (relatively to the node receiving the refresh request), the refresh time will never be set
to a greater value than the receiving node’s local time. Thus, the only potentially problematic
situation may occur when both, the refreshing and the refreshed node have their local clocks
going faster. In such a case, the refreshed node would potentially send a wrong refresh time
in replicate messages (potentially far in future). However, as other nodes would then set
the refresh time to their current local time value, and the replicating node (the one with the
clock going faster) would stop replicating the resource after it is outdated according to its local
time, the excess storing time at the whole DHT level would, at one extreme, be equal to the
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resource expiration time (the worst case), and the resource would then be considered outdated
and removed by all other nodes.
The replication mechanism employed by HyCube is able to maintain replica availability in
the presence of many node failures, as well as under high rates of churn. Although in such
situations, it may happen that certain resources are replicated to more nodes than needed, this
anomaly would be only temporary - the excess replicas would be removed after their expiration
time (the resources stored by the excess nodes would not be refreshed).
Although replicating resources is performed every certain time interval, the algorithm does
not introduce much overhead, because only a small number of REPLICATE messages are
exchanged, and nodes physically transfer the resources only when it is needed.

7.8. Experimental results
This section briefly presents the simulation results confirming the correctness and resilience
of the procedures described in this chapter. During the simulations, in a DHT consisting of
1’000 nodes, 1’000 resources (randomly generated keys) were stored in the closest nodes to
the resource keys, with the parameter kstore = 8. The resources were stored in either 1 or 8
closest nodes. After storing all resources, various numbers of nodes were removed from the
network (node failures), and, for every resource, it was checked, from how many nodes (among
8 currently closest nodes to the resource key), the resource may be retrieved - with and without
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Number of replicas found within 8 closest nodes
% Failed nodes

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0%

618

228

115

35

4

0

0

0

0

10 %

271

364

219

105

34

6

1

0

0

20 %

125

273

274

196

96

30

6

0

0

30 %

48

152

237

270

169

90

32

2

0

40 %

10

58

194

225

266

149

69

25

4

50 %

3

12

82

196

238

260

148

48

13

60 %

0

6

26

104

203

265

244

117

35

70 %

0

2

9

40

98

244

279

234

94

80 %

0

0

2

8

30

141

267

337

215

90 %

0

0

0

0

4

22

94

342

538

Table 7.2 Simulation results: Distribution of numbers of retrieved replicas from 8 closest nodes to the resource key
(search procedure), after inserting resources to 8 nodes closest to the resource keys by another node, for varying
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numbers of random node failures. ξ = 1.2 (estimated distance coefficient), kstore = 8.

the use of the replication mechanism. The simulations were performed without the use of the
recovery mechanism after node failures. As can be seen in Table 7.2, the resources stored in
the DHT can be retrieved by other nodes even at high rates of random node failures. Table 7.3
presents the effect of replicating the resources before the failures. As the resources are, in this
case, stored by more nodes (more distant), they are found by the search procedure when closer
nodes fail, and thus, the resilience achieved is higher.
The simulations also confirmed (Table 7.4) that the replication mechanism is able to
successfully replicate resources to appropriate numbers of nodes when the resources are
initially stored only in a single node. However, there are situations when a resource is not
properly replicated and cannot be found within 8 closest nodes, even with no node failures
present. Detailed analysis revealed that these situations happen when the route (of PUT
message) ends in a node that does not consider itself as one of kstore closest nodes to the key,
and thus, the resource is dropped. Normally in such a case, however, a negative response
would be sent, and the PUT operation could be repeated. However, to minimize the risk
of such situations, when nodes are stored using the routing approach, either the kstore value
or the the estimated distance coefficient ξ should be given higher values. Keeping the value
of krep unchanged would prevent the replication mechanism from significantly increasing the
total numbers of nodes storing the replica, although the number of nodes potentially accepting
resources would be increased.
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Number of replicas found within 8 closest nodes
% Failed nodes

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0%

618

228

115

35

4

0

0

0

0

10 %

571

256

119

44

8

2

0

0

0

20 %

482

290

146

65

14

3

0

0

0

30 %

381

301

189

89

34

6

0

0

0

40 %

265

305

211

132

66

16

5

0

0

50 %

168

248

242

182

100

42

16

2

0

60 %

86

172

222

214

160

85

45

16

0

70 %

40

68

156

205

202

152

108

60

9

80 %

6

19

75

110

188

204

203

138

57

90 %

0

0

4

14

45

110

212

326

289

Table 7.3 Simulation results: Distribution of numbers of retrieved replicas from 8 closest nodes to the resource
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key (search procedure), after inserting resources to 8 nodes closest to the resource keys by another node and
processing the replication procedure 2 times, for varying numbers of random node failures. ξ = 1.2 (estimated
distance coefficient), kstore = 8, krep = 8.

Number of replicas found within 8 closest nodes
% Failed nodes

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0%

659

251

74

9

3

0

0

0

4

10 %

574

288

106

23

4

1

0

0

4

20 %

497

328

124

32

12

3

0

0

4

30 %

409

326

174

58

23

4

1

0

4

40 %

289

353

201

95

40

15

2

1

4

50 %

194

282

255

165

58

31

9

2

4

60 %

104

200

246

222

125

66

26

5

6

70 %

31

103

187

210

199

160

82

21

7

80 %

3

5

55

131

215

227

214

105

45

90 %

0

0

0

8

54

131

263

286

258

Table 7.4 Simulation results: Distribution of numbers of retrieved replicas from 8 closest nodes to the resource
key (search procedure), after inserting resources to 1 node by routing PUT messages towards the resource keys
(by another node) and processing the replication procedure 5 times, for varying numbers of random node failures.
ξ = 1.2 (estimated distance coefficient), kstore = 8, krep = 8.
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7.9. Chapter conclusion
Resource storage/allocation, presented in this chapter is one of the fundamental
functionalities of DHT systems. The design presented provides means for storing/allocating
resources in the DHT, locating and retrieving resources, as well as refreshing resource validity
and deleting resources. The operations on resources were designed to be versatile and provide
generic support for any possible resource types. The replication mechanism presented, proved
to be able to maintain high resource availability within a dynamically changing overlay
structure. Furthermore, the replication model, in combination with the resource retrieval
method, provides simple, but efficient load balancing for most popular resources or most
overloaded nodes by increasing the replication spread radius based on the analysis of incoming
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requests.

8. Security and privacy
DHT overlays provide efficient routing and node lookup, a high level of resilience
and self-organization. However, as already mentioned, due to their open nature, they are
vulnerable to a variety of attacks. In fact, even a small fraction of malicious nodes may
prevent correct message deliveries if a proper level of security is not guaranteed.

The

following sections discuss the security enhancements employed by HyCube, which are essential
elements of real peer-to-peer systems, as well as the privacy features that provide anonymous
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request-response communication, maintaining the identities of both communicating parties
secret. The enhancements proposed by the author extend existing solutions presented in the
literature, and do not introduce major modifications of the core architecture of the system. All
the solutions presented were implemented in the created HyCube library.
Section 8.1 presents two routing security enhancements - introducing the secure routing
tables concept and randomized next hop selection. Section 8.2 discusses access control
and authentication mechanisms - it is explained how application-specific access control and
authentication mechanisms may be incorporated into the presented HyCube architecture.
Section 8.3 describes the congestion control mechanism employed by HyCube, preventing
overloading nodes with processing large numbers of messages, at the same time limiting nodes’
vulnerability to DoS/DDoS attacks. Section 8.4 discusses privacy issues - data encryption and
anonymity. The section presents the registered and anonymous routes concept, allowing the
communicating parties to retain their identities secret.

8.1. Secure routing
Secure routing tables
In [8], the authors propose secure routing tables - additional constrained routing tables
maintained by nodes, which may be used when messages are not delivered with the use
of regular routing tables. The constrained routing tables are created based on some strong
constraint on the set of node IDs that can fill each slot of the routing table. The constraint
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should be strong enough to make it difficult to be manipulated by potential attackers. The
authors suggest that each entry in the constrained routing table be the closest to the desired
point P in the ID space. In the extension of Pastry DHT, they define point P as follows: for
a routing table of a node with identifier X, the slot j at level i (the routing table slot may
contain nodes with IDs that share the first i digits with X and have value j in the i + 1-th
digit), P shares the first i digits with X, it has the value j in the i + 1-th digit, and it has the
same values of remaining digits as X. Nodes closest to meeting this condition (the remaining
digits closest to the ones of X) would be chosen for the secure routing tables. This approach
is a good heuristic for limiting attacks based on propagating false information about possible
routing table candidates, because the probability of any node’s ID meeting that condition for
large number of peers is very low.
The above strategy (with modifications) has been adopted by HyCube. For each routing
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table slot (primary or secondary routing table), the point P is defined as follows: it has the
first i digits equal to the address of the hypercube corresponding to the routing table slot and
remaining digits equal to those of X. Such a formulation is equivalent to the original definition
but expressed using the hierarchical hypercube terminology and extending the definition to
cover also the secondary routing table. However, the process of calculating the constraint for
routing table nodes in HyCube is different. In the original solution, the distance from the point
P to the ID of the routing table slot candidate is minimized. In HyCube, the value being
minimized is the distance between P and the point being the result of the XOR operation on
the candidate’s ID and a certain secret key, maintained by each node. This secret key may be
randomly re-generated after analyzing every nchange candidates (nchange is a system parameter).
Additionally, to avoid replacing the constrained routing table nodes every time the secret key
is changed, every routing table slot contains the value of the distance calculated when the node
was added to the routing table. The node is replaced only if the distance to the new node ID
(result of the XOR function on the ID and the new secret key) is smaller than the distance stored
in the routing table slot. Such an approach makes it even more difficult for any attacking node
to track the criterion (the secret key) used to make the node selection, i.e. to determine a way
to be included in another node’s routing tables, especially in routing tables of a large number
of nodes, which makes it a very good protection against the Eclipse attack (see Section 3.3).
Combined with the received message acknowledgment mechanism (Section 4.3) and
resending, it is possible to configure HyCube to switch to secure routing after a given number of
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unsuccessful trials. It is therefore possible to use the regular routing tables for efficient routing,
and fall back on the secure routing tables only when needed. Furthermore, HyCube allows
forcing the use of secure routing tables explicitly (for routing, lookup, search, as well as for the
operations on resources).
The existence of secure routing tables introduces additional maintenance overhead on
nodes - routing table candidates should also be processed as potential secure routing table
references. However, the calculations being performed are simple, and profiling the library
during simulations didn’t indicate that it could be an issue, neither in respect of the memory
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consumption, nor the processing power.

Random next hop selection

In addition to the use of secure routing tables, HyCube may enable one additional heuristic
when regular routing fails - skipping a certain random number of the best next hops found in
the routing tables (next hop selection). The same behavior may be forced on subsequent nodes
along the path by specifying an appropriate flag in the message header. The number of nodes to
be skipped is generated based on the normal distribution with the mean and standard deviation
(scale) specified by system parameters. Either absolute values of the generated numbers are
used, or for the negative values, no nodes are skipped (the behavior is controlled by a parameter
value). Additionally, the number of randomly skipped nodes may be limited by an upper bound
(also defined by a parameter value), and another system parameter defines whether the nodes
skipped should include the exact match (message recipient) or not. The parameters of the
distribution should be chosen in a way that would prevent skipping too large numbers of nodes
in individual steps (0, 1 or 2 next hops should be skipped in most cases). Otherwise, such an
approach may increase the expected path length.
The technique of skipping a random number of next hops in route selection provides a very
good way of resending messages using different routes every time (with certain probability),
still retaining comparable expected path lengths. However, to avoid potential route length
increases, this mechanism should be applied only when a message is not delivered when using
normal routing (the best next hops).
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8.2. Access control and authentication
Access control
A great majority of distributed hash table systems have an open nature (there are no
restrictions on nodes that are allowed to connect to the DHT). In certain cases, however,
it would be desirable to employ some application-specific restrictions to access the system.
By default, the access to the DHT is open and any node can connect to the system by
contacting any node already existing in the DHT. However, the architecture of HyCube allows
implementing any application-specific access control mechanism. The implemented HyCube
library architecture supports defining external modules implementing certain interfaces, which
process all messages being sent, as well as all received messages (message send processors
and received message processors). Each message processor (either message send processor or
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received message processor) implements a method taking the message object as an argument.
The method returns a boolean value indicating whether the message should be processed further
or should be dropped. The access control mechanism may be implemented by registering
additional message processors, which, depending on the access control logic, could allow or
prevent further processing. The library architecture is presented in Appendix A.
Authentication
Although in most cases, the identities of the communicating parties are not important,
in certain applications, it may be crucial to verify senders of messages. Authentication may
be realized, for example, by public key cryptography - by providing digital signatures of the
messages being sent, or by encrypting (with the private key) certain content specified by the
verifying party. This verification data may be exchanged either within application specific
messages, or may be included in message headers (HyCube protocol allows extending the
message header with application-specific data) and processed by message send processors and
received message processors.
To restrict nodes from using any arbitrarily chosen identifiers (and to prevent malicious
nodes from using other nodes’ identifiers), it is possible to base the node identifiers on nodes’
public keys in a way that would make it easy to validate the node ID based on its public key,
and very difficult to find two different keys resulting in the same node ID. Thus, the node ID
may be, for example, equal to the public key itself, or, if the public key is longer than the node
identifier, a cryptographic hash function - digest of the public key may be used.
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It is also possible to verify message senders on the network level (e.g. IP addresses), for
messages that are supposed to be sent to the node directly (not routed) from the sender (e.g.
LEAVE or NOTIFY messages).

8.3. Congestion control
HyCube employs a simple congestion control mechanism - limiting the maximum number
of messages processed in a specified time interval. When receiving a message, the node checks
whether the message limit is not already exceeded. If the message is within the specified limit, it
is processed normally, and the process time is saved for future checks. Otherwise, the message
is dropped. HyCube allows defining a general limit - for all received messages (regardless of
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the message type), as well as limits for individual message types (for individual message types,
the expected numbers of messages received may be different). These limits should be adjusted
to the application and configuration (for example the expected number of keepalive or recovery
messages).
Such a simple approach is able to prevent congestions on the node level, and partially
protect against DoS attacks. The solution would also limit overloading certain nodes by too
many nodes being connected to them (storing references in their routing tables). If a node
is overloaded (has too many incoming connections), at some point, it will start dropping
the keepalive messages received from the requesting node, which will eventually cause the
reference to be removed from the routing table, decreasing the overhead.

8.4. Privacy
Another aspect of security in distributed systems is privacy - ensuring that the contents of
communications, as well as identities of the participants, are hidden from anyone that may
access the data. In many applications (communication, exchanging confidential data . . . ),
ensuring a high level of privacy is of a great importance. While public key cryptography can
be used to provide encryption, data validation and authentication, the anonymity in distributed
hash tables is usually not provided. This is because messages are routed based on the node
identifiers, and their network locations are required to be publicly known in order to maintain
the routing tables. Moreover, by design, it is very easy to identify nodes responsible for
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individual resources. The following sections discuss the mechanism used in HyCube for
ensuring a high level of privacy by allowing data encryption and retaining anonymity.
8.4.1. Data encryption
Data encryption in HyCube may be carried out in two ways. In the simplest scenario, the
message data may be encrypted on the application level. However, the mechanism of message
processors (message send processors and received message processors) also allows registering
separate application-specific modules that could automatically encrypt the message content
before sending and decrypt the content before processing by subsequent message processors.
The encryption may be symmetric or asymmetric, depending on the application (which should
also define the methods for secure key exchange).
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8.4.2. Anonymity
Interest in anonymity in peer-to-peer networks has increased in recent years for many
reasons - from the desire for sharing resources without revealing peers’ identities and risking
legal consequences, through entities willing to anonymously express their opinions, to general
concerns about mass surveillance and data retention. Furthermore, anonymity helps making
large-scale distributed systems immune to any form of censorship (filtering, forcing peers to
remove resources, tracing data sources and requesting nodes). Anonymity is very important
in respect of privacy, but it is also crucial in respect of resilience to targeted node attacks.
However, in DHT systems, nodes’ network identities are usually publicly known.
Several solutions for providing anonymity were proposed in the literature, like [4], [79]
or [90]. HyCube employs another technique (discussed in this section), similar to the one
presented in [15], to provide anonymous request-response functionality, where neither the
requestor, nor the responding node are known to any other node that may access the messages
being exchanged (even the requestor does not know to which node the request is eventually
delivered, and the node receiving the request does not know which node is the actual requesting
node).
Registered routes
When routing a message, normally, nodes on the route find next hops and pass the message
to them, not saving any information about the message. However, HyCube also allows
routing messages using registered routes, in which case, every node routing the message saves
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information about the message: a reference to the node from which the message was received
(or information that the node is the original sender of the message) and a reference to the
node to which the message was routed. The information is stored by nodes for a certain time
(defined by a system parameter). Additionally every message is given a number routeID, which
is modified by the nodes along the route. For every message routed, every routing node should
also store the routeID value received in the message, and the new value of routeID assigned by
the node. The purpose of storing the information about routes is to make it possible to send
responses back along the same routes. Based on the routeID, and the direct sender, every node
along the path should be able to determine the node that originally delivered the message, and
pass the response to this node, with the original value of the routeID.
To indicate whether the message should be routed via a registered route or whether the
message is a response being routed back along the registered route, in addition to routeID
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nodes set values of two flags in the message header: RegisterRoute and RouteBack. Based on
these values, nodes are able to determine how the message should be routed.
To retain the anonymity of the requesting node, every node along the route should replace
the sender fields (message header) by its own node ID and network address. In such a case,
any node receiving the message would only see the information about the direct sender of
the message, making it impossible to determine whether the node sending the message is the
original sender of the message, or just an intermediate node routing the message. The same
procedure should be followed when routing back responses.
Using the technique described above, it is possible to realize any response-request services
in an anonymous way. For example, considering inserting resources (PUT), or retrieving the
resources (GET) from the distributed hash table, PUT/GET and PUT_REPLY/GET_REPLY
messages would be routed in such a way that no node (including the node storing/returning the
resource) would know the identity of the node that initiated the request, and no node (including
the requestor) would know the identity of the node sending the response. However, to achieve
such anonymity, one more modification should be made - nodes should ignore any message
having their own ID specified as the recipient of the request message. Otherwise, routing the
message to the node matching its recipient field would mean that the message would not be
routed any further, and would suggest that the response is returned by that particular node. The
decision regarding handling exact-match messages should be taken at the application level.
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Registered routes may also be used for routing application-level messages, in which case,
the node receiving the message would be able to retrieve the RegisterRoute flag value and the
routeID from the message, and, despite not knowing the identity of the sending node, would
be able to continue communicating with the sender. Setting the RegisterRoute flag would also
affect the way the message delivery acknowledgments (ACK messages) are sent. Normally,
acknowledgments are sent directly to the sending node. In case the flag RegisterRoute is set to
true, the ACK message would be sent back to the sender along the registered route, setting the
RouteBack flag value to true and setting the value of routeID to the value received within the
original message.
For security reasons, HyCube provides a possibility of blocking registered routes (by setting
a system parameter value). Appropriate configuration should be chosen depending on the
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requirements of the application.
Hiding the hop count and time-to-leave information
Because the message header contains the TTL field (number of hops after which the
message is dropped), as well as the number of hops the message already passed, to retain
anonymity, this information should be somehow hidden. Otherwise, it would be possible to
determine the sender of the request or the response by the node receiving the message directly
from the sender. To prevent such situations, for the anonymous messages (AnonymousRoute
message header option set to true), the number of hops should be set to the maximum possible
value, which will make it unable to determine the actual number of hops passed and prevent
increasing this value by consecutive next hops. There might be many possible techniques for
concealing the TTL field, while still limiting the maximum number of routing hops for the
message. These techniques must, however, take into account the fact that the TTL field has
a certain upper bound, and, for example, adding a random number to the initial value of TTL
would not be a good solution. At one extreme, the TTL field could be given its maximum
possible value, which would indicate that the node sending such a message is the original
sender. Even if the random number has an upper bound, the TTL could, in some cases, be
given the maximum possible value that only the source node may assign. Thus, there should
not exist any potential value of the TTL that could be generated only by the source node.
The technique for concealing the TTL employed by HyCybe relies on concealing the
TTL value by every node along the path.

Two different approaches were implemented

(configurable). In the first scenario, any node routing the message, decrements the TTL value
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only with certain probability (normally, the TTL is decremented by each routing node). In the
second scenario, every node along the route, after decrementing the TTL, adds a certain random
number to the current TTL value. The distribution of this random number should, however,
ensure a limited expected number of potential hops. Both approaches make it impossible for
intermediate nodes to determine whether direct senders of received messages are the original
senders, or routing nodes.
Steinhaus transform and anonymity
An important remark regarding the Steinhaus point (see Sections 4.8.3 and 4.8.4) and the
anonymity should be made. Let us consider an extreme situation, where a node routes (via a
registered route) a message to a certain recipient ID (key) that is the furthest possible ID in the
address space (in terms of the Euclidean metric). In such a case, when routing with the use
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of the Euclidean metric, any node receiving such a message (directly from the sender) would
be certain that the direct sender is the original sender of the message. Otherwise, the message
would have already be routed to a closer node. On the other hand, with the use of the Steinhaus
transform, even the most distant node (Euclidean) may be closer to the destination than the
previous node. This fact makes it impossible to prove, based on the sender ID field, whether
the direct sender is the original sender of the message.
However, when routing a message using a metric with the Steinhaus transform applied, the
value of the Steinhaus point (message header), is set to the ID of the closest (Euclidean) point
reached so far. In the case of a message routed between two most distant nodes, initially, the
Steinhaus point would be given the value of the sender ID, which would at the same time
expose the original message sender. To overcome this problem, for anonymous messages
(AnonymousRoute header option set to true), if the sending node determines that it is likely
to be the most distant existing node to the recipient, the initial Steinhaus point value is given
the value of the ID of the second best next hop found in the routing tables (using the original
Steinhaus point). In such a case, the only node that could determine that the sending node is
the original sender would be the node that was set as the new Steinhaus point (normally, the
message should not be routed again to the Steinhaus point). However, the message would not
be routed to this node, because the value of the Stainhaus distance using the new Steinhaus
point value would be the largest among all neighborhood set nodes (and self). For any value of
the Steinhaus point, different than the initiating node, it is difficult to determine the source of
the message, because the message might have been routed from many possible nodes.
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The sending node X determines whether it is likely to be one of the most distant nodes to
the recipient Y by checking the following condition:

|{N ∈ N S : d(N, Y ) ≤ d(X, Y )}| ≥ |N S| · ζ

(8.1)

where N S is the sending node’s neighborhood set, d is the Euclidean distance function, and
ζ ∈ (0; 1] is a system parameter. For values of ζ close to 1, whenever the condition 8.1 is
satisfied, almost all neighborhood set nodes are closer to Y than X, which would normally
happen only when X is the most distant node to Y (or one of the most distant nodes). The
sensitivity of the check may be controlled by changing the value of ζ. For smaller values of ζ,
the Steinhaus point anonymity will be enabled for larger number of distant nodes. However,
the value should not be too small, to limit the number of false positives (in certain cases, the
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neighborhood set may be not uniformly distributed in terms of directions). The default value is
ζ = 0.9375 (for fully populated neighborhood sets, the condition 8.1 is satisfied for at least 15
closer nodes of total 16 neighborhood set nodes).
If the Steinhaus transform is used for calculating distances only when the prefix mismatch
heuristic is already applied (Section 4.8.4), the prefix mismatch heuristic should be switched
on immediately if the condition 8.1 is satisfied. Following the same rule by all nodes eliminates
the possibility of detecting the original message sender based on the Steinhaus point value.
Anonymous routes
The registered routes mechanism may be used for realization of anonymous
request-response services or for routing data messages that may be processed by the
application, allowing sending responses to the anonymous sender. However, in some situations,
the response may be not needed, in which case, storing the registered route information
by individual nodes is not necessary. The flag AnonymousRoute in the message header is
used to determine whether the message is anonymous. When a message is sent with the
AnonymousRoute flag set to true, every node along the route should replace the message’s
original sender node ID and network address with its own node ID and network address.
Additionally the option forces concealing the “TTL” and the “Hop count” header fields, and
modifies the initial Steinhaus point if the sending node determines it is one of the most distant
nodes to the recipient in the hierarchical hypercube. This option can be set to true together
with the RegisterRoute or RouteBack option, in which case, the message will be routed along
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a registered route, and additionally, concealing the “TTL”, “Hop count” and “Steinhaus point”
fields will be forced.
When an application-level message is sent using an anonymous route, and the route is not
registered, the message delivery acknowledgment should not be sent to the sender, because the
original sender is unknown, and the ACK message would not be delivered. Thus, for such
anonymous messages, the senders should not expect the delivery acknowledgments.
Whenever an anonymous DHT request (PUT, REFRESH_PUT, GET, DELETE) is
received, the response should also be sent anonymously.

However, GET requests sent

anonymously, with the route not being registered, should be immediately dropped by any node
receiving it. Because the original request sender is unknown, it would be not possible to return
the result to the sender. For PUT, REFRESH_PUT and DELETE requests sent anonymously
without the route being registered, the requests should be processed, but no responses should
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be sent, as the original request senders are unknown.
Every node routing an anonymous message updates the original message sender, which
may cause messages sent by different nodes to be detected as duplicates. Thus, HyCube
allows disabling message duplicate detection mechanism for anonymous messages (anonymous
routes).

For security reasons, HyCube also provides a possibility of blocking routing

anonymous messages (by setting a system parameter value). Appropriate configuration should
be chosen depending on the requirements of the application.
Anonymous resource replication
REPLICATE messages are normally sent directly to nodes that the resource is replicated
to, which reveals the content of the storage of the node performing the replication. However,
the nodes receiving the REPLICATE messages do not contact the sender directly to retrieve
the resource, but get the resource by routing a regular GET message, possibly receiving
the resource from another node. Thus, if the GET/GET_REPLY messages are sent using
anonymous registered routes, and the TTL is concealed, the actual transmission of resources
is completely anonymous. Nevertheless, if retaining the storage content secret is required,
depending on a system parameter value, the REPLICATE messages themselves, instead of
being sent directly, may be routed anonymously to the destination node (anonymous routes).
However, as the destination node is stored in the sending node’s neighborhood set, normal
next hop selection would send the message directly to the replication node anyway. Thus, the
direct recipient of the REPLICATE message should be randomly selected among all nodes
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to which the replication information is being sent (or among all neighborhood set nodes).
Such an approach would conceal the information about the actual node storing the resource
(nodes would only be informed about the fact that the resources exist), and there would be no
confirmation whether the node receiving the replication info eventually retrieved the resource
or not.

8.5. Chapter conclusion
Several security features, incorporated to the design of HyCube, were outlined in this
chapter. Most of the discussed enhancements are the author’s extensions of existing solutions
presented in the literature, adapted to the HyCube architecture. The techniques described
improve the system resistance to various types of attacks. The secure routing tables design
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was presented, which limits the possibility of malicious nodes being included in routing tables,
a technique of skipping a random number of next hops in route selection, a generic means for
authentication, data encryption and access control, as well as a congestion control mechanism,
preventing nodes from becoming overloaded as a result of processing too many requests.
Furthermore, the support for anonymous routing and request-response communication was
discussed, which allows nodes to retain their identities secret, providing a high level of privacy,
as well as limiting targeted node attacks.

9. Conclusion
This work focused on improving efficiency and resilience to node failures of distributed
hash table systems. During the study, a novel distributed hash table model, based on the
hierarchical hypercube geometry was created - HyCube. The thesis presented a detailed
analysis of the routing algorithm with the use of different routing metrics and employing
various enhancements. The most crucial design factor, in terms of routing efficiency and static
resilience, was the choice of the routing metric (defining logical distances between nodes in
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the system). The novel approach employs a variable multi-dimensional metric adopting the
Steinhaus transform.
In the literature, presented in Chapter 3, it was proved that maintaining so-called sequential
neighbors sets (a certain number of successors and predecessors of a node on a logical
one-dimensional ring) dramatically improves the static resilience, as they provide a very high
level of flexibility in next hop selection. On average, half of the sequential neighbors are able to
route any message, regardless of the destination, meaning that the message would be dropped
only if all successors/predecessors failed. As the flexibility in route selection directly translates
to the level of static resilience, systems incorporating the sequential neighbors concept to their
designs (for example Pastry) present extremely good routing properties and very high resistance
to node failures and changes of the overlay structure. The use of the variable Steinhaus metric,
discussed in the thesis (Section 4.8), results in an even higher level of flexibility in next hop
selection than provided by sequential neighbors - the number of the neighborhood set nodes to
which messages may be routed (maintaining routing convergence), in most cases, significantly
exceeds the number of matching sequential neighbors (simulation results presented in Section
4.8.4). The experimental results presented in Section 4.13 clearly confirmed that the new
approach results in a much higher level of resilience to node failures, as well as a significantly
shorter average routing path length than the use of sequential neighbors sets (Pastry).
Although static resilience characterizes the system tolerance to node failures without the
use of any recovery mechanisms, it also directly influences the behavior of the system under
churn, as well as the efficiency of the maintenance and recovery processes, which are very
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important aspects of real-life large-scale dynamic systems. Self-adaptation to changing overlay
structure (joining and leaving the network, maintenance and recovery) was discussed in Chapter
6. The experimental results demonstrated the correctness of the presented techniques, as
well as proved that they do not introduce significant maintenance overhead, both, in terms
of the network bandwidth use, and the nodes’ processing power. Furthermore, the designed
distributed hash table provides means of efficient key/identifier lookup and search (lookup
and search procedures presented in Chapter 5), as well as means of storing and retrieving
resources in a distributed way (Chapter 7), including the resource replication mechanism. The
proposed lookup and search algorithms proved to be efficient and accurate even in the presence
of high node failure rates, and to properly support resource insertion/retrieval. The design of
the operations on resources, together with the replication mechanism, ensures high resource
availability and provides load balancing functionality by increasing the replication radius for
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popular resources (the increase of the replication radius would result in more nodes handling
GET requests coming from different directions).
Several security enhancements were studied and successfully incorporated to the design
of HyCube (Chapter 8), making it resistant to the most important security threats concerning
structured peer-to-peer systems. A secure routing mechanism was proposed, a technique of
skipping a random number of next hops in route selection, a generic means for authentication,
data encryption and access control, as well as a congestion control mechanism. Furthermore,
HyCube supports anonymous request-response communication model (discussed in detail in
Section 8.4.2), allowing nodes to retain their identities secret.
The thesis presented individual components of the proposed system architecture and the
processes of determining optimal solutions. Individual design decisions were supported by
extensive simulations (a specialized simulator application was created to support performing
large-scale experiments). The experimental results indicated that HyCube is efficient (route
lengths), scalable and much more resilient to node failures than solutions exploiting the
sequential neighbors concept, at the same time, confirming the thesis formulated at the
beginning of the work. During the study, a library implementing the protocol (all presented
concepts) was created (see Appendix A), resulting in a ready to use, efficient and credible
implementation of a distributed hash table.
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Future work
Although a lot of distributed hash table aspects have been considered in the scope of this
thesis, and the DHT systems are already a mature research area, there are still many open
issues and possibilities for investigation. These include generic distributed trust/reputation
management, built-in support for multidimensional range queries, keyword and metadata
search, as well as approximate search. Another important research direction may focus on
proper handling of different error types (node failures) - transient, intermittent, permanent,
as discussed in [83].

Further research can also be conducted regarding the replication

mechanism. The technique provided by HyCube is generic, and controlling the replication
radius is delegated to an external module, defined at the application level. However, certain
application-independent decisions can be made based on analyzing requests for resources,
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resulting in a decent general-purpose replication mechanism.
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Appendices

A. HyCube Java library and simulator
To support the work presented in the thesis, HyCube library (Java implementation),
realizing the techniques discussed, has been created, as well as a distributed simulator allowing
large-scale simulations to be performed on multiple machines. The library (a jar file) consists
of core classes and interfaces (generic - allowing creating different implementations of a
DHT), and HyCube-specific classes, implementing the algorithms used by a HyCube node.
The jar file contains the compatibility information (Java version) and a default configuration
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file (hycube-default.cfg).

Individual configuration properties may be overwritten in the

application-specific configuration files.
Details of individual classes/interfaces are provided in the HyCube library documentation
and the Javadoc documentation attached to the library. The document presents the API, the
architecture of the library and describes configuration of individual modules. The following
sections are supposed to provide an overview and explain the main concepts being used.

A.1. The API
The library API is provided by several node service classes:
• HyCubeSingleQueueNodeService, HyCubeSingleQueueNodeServiceNonWakeable
• HyCubeMultiQueueNodeService, HyCubeMultiQueueNodeServiceNonWakeable
• HyCubeSchedulingMultiQueueNodeService
• HyCubeSimpleNodeService, HyCubeSimpleSchedulingNodeService
Node services should be considered as the main API entry point, unless certain
customizations are required, in which case other publicly accessible classes may be used. All
node services implement the HyCubeNodeService interface (defining operations performed in
the node context). Individual node services realize various approaches for event processing and
managing threads. Because individual node services manage threads differently, they expect
different configuration parameters - specified in the configuration file, as well as parameters
132

passed to the node service initializer method call (initialize), and they may define additional
service-specific methods (in addition to the HyCubeNodeService interface methods).
This

section

focuses

on

the

HyCubeNodeService

interface

and

the

HyCubeSimpleNodeService node service implementation, which may be used for majority of
applications. Other node services are described in detail in the HyCube library documentation.
HyCubeSimpleNodeService is a node service automatically determining the number of threads
needed for processing events, based on the parameters specified upon the node service instance
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creation (initialize method) - described in Table A.1.
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Method

Description

Environment environment

The environment object represents the external environment, defines the time
provider and contains node configuration read from the configuration file.
In the simplest case, the DirectEnvironment class instance (providing the
system time time provider and scheduler) and the default parameter file may
be used (used by default when the configuration file is not specified in the
DirectEnvironment.initialize method).

String nodeIdString / NodeId nodeId

The node ID - a String representation or a NodeID object (HyCubeNodeId
instance is expected with the default configuration).

String bootstrapNodeAddress

The bootstrap node network address. With the default configuration, the UDP/IP
protocol is used, and the address format is: IP_ADDRESS:PORT. If the null
value is provided, the node does not perform the JOIN procedure and forms a
DHT containing only itself (other nodes may connect to it).

JoinCallback joinCallback

The callback object that is notified (by calling the joinReturned method) when
the JOIN operation terminates (the node joined the DHT). In most cases, the use
of an instance of JoinWaitCallback (providing blocking waiting for the JOIN to
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finish) is sufficient.
Object callbackArg

An argument that will be passed to the JoinCallback.joinReturned method.

int blockingExtEventsNum

The number of custom blocking events processed by nodes. For the default
configuration, value 0 should specified (this the default value used in case the
value is not specified).

boolean wakeup

A flag determining whether blocking events should be interrupted when
non-blocking operations are enqueued to be processed. The mechanism is
described in detail in the HyCube library documentation. The value true may
be specified by default, in which case the node may be served by a single thread.
Otherwise, at least two threads should be defined, as one of the threads would be
blocked for most of the time by blocking waiting for incoming messages.

EventProcessingErrorCallback errorCallback

Specifies the error callback object that will be notified (errorOccurred method
called) when a critical internal error occurs in a thread different than the API
caller thread. When such an error is raised, the further processing should be
terminated and the node instance should be discarded.

Object errorCallbackArg

An object passed to the EventProcessingErrorCallback.errorOccurred method
when an error is raised.

Table A.1 HyCubeSimpleNodeService.initialize method parameters
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A node service represents a DHT node (connected to the DHT system), and the operations
defined by HyCubeNodeService interface may be performed in the node context (Table A.2).
Method

Description

Node getNode

Returns the Node class instance, representing the node

NetworkNodePointer createNetworkNodePointer

Creates a network node pointer object from its string representation

void setPublicAddress

Sets the node’s public network address (in case the network address
translation is used) - this address will be exposed to other nodes in messages

MessageSendInfo send

Sends a message to the specified recipient from the local source port to the
recipient’s destination port. The method expects the following arguments:
the message recipient ID (NodeId), optional direct recipient (String or
NetworkNodePointer representation of the network address), the message
data (byte[]), the ack callback object (AckCallback) notified when the
delivery confirmation is received, optional routing parameters (Object[]),
and a boolean flag indicating whether the call should be blocking or sending
the message should be enqueued and performed in the background. The
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recipient ID, recipient network address, source port, destination port and
message data may be aggregated in a DataMessage class instance.
LookupCallback lookup

Initiates the node lookup procedure, for the specified node ID. The method
arguments include the lookup node ID (NodeId), the lookup callback
object (LookupCallback) notified when the lookup procedure terminates,
passing the result of the operation to the lookupReturned method, a callback
argument (Object) that will be passed to the lookupReturned method call,
and optional lookup parameters (Object[]).

SearchCallback search

Initiates the search procedure, for the given number of closest nodes to
the specified node ID. The method arguments include the search node
ID (NodeId), the search callback object (SearchCallback) notified when
the search procedure terminates, passing the result of the operation to the
searchReturned method, a callback argument (Object) that will be passed
to the searchReturned method call, optional set of initial node pointers
(NodePointer[]) to which initial search requests should be sent, an optional
flag indicating whether the exact match node should NOT be returned by
any intermediate node (default value false), and optional search parameters
(Object[]).

PutCallback put

Initiates the PUT operation, storing a resource in the DHT. The method
arguments include the message recipient (NodePointer) - the argument
is optional (if not specified, the message will be routed), the resource
key (BigInteger), the resource object (HyCubeResource), a callback object
(PutCallback) notified when the PUT operation is finished, passing the
status of the operation to the putReturned method call, and optional put
parameters (Object[]).
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RefreshPutCallback refreshPut

Initiates the REFRESH_PUT operation, refreshing the validity time of the
resource in the DHT. The method arguments include the message recipient
(NodePointer) - the argument is optional (if not specified, the message
will be routed), the resource key (BigInteger), the resource descriptor
(HyCubeResourceDescriptor), a callback object (RefreshPutCallback)
notified when the REFRESH_PUT operation is finished, passing the status
of the operation to the refreshPutReturned method call, and optional
parameters (Object[]).

GetCallback get

Initiates the GET operation, retrieving resources from the DHT. The method
arguments include the message recipient (NodePointer) - the argument
is optional (if not specified, the message will be routed), the resource
key (BigInteger), the get criteria (HyCubeResourceDescriptor), a callback
object (GetCallback) notified when the GET operation is finished, passing
the results (resources) to the getReturned method call, and optional get
parameters (Object[]).

DeleteCallback delete

Initiates the DELETE operation, deleting a resource from a node in the DHT.
The method arguments include the message recipient (NodePointer), the
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resource key (BigInteger), the delete criteria (HyCubeResourceDescriptor),
a callback object (DeleteCallback) notified when the DELETE operation is
finished, passing the status of the operation to the deleteReturned method
call, and optional delete parameters (Object[]).
void join

Performs the JOIN procedure, connecting to the specified bootstrap node,
and notifying the specified join callback object when the procedure
terminates

void leave

Performs the LEAVE operation - should be called before the node is
disconnected from the DHT and discarded.

LinkedBlockingQueue<ReceivedDataMessage>

Registers an incoming messages port and returns a queue to which the

registerPort

received messages will be inserted.

void registerMessageReceivedCallbackForPort

Registers a callback object for a port (the callbeck object will be notified
when a message is received)

void unregisterMessageReceivedCallbackForPort

Unregisters the message received callback for port

void unregisterPort

Unregisters the port

void registerMessageReceivedCallback

Registers a callback for incoming messages (when ports are not used configuration). The callback object is notified when a message is received.

void unregisterMessageReceivedCallback

Unregisters the message received callback (when ports are not used)

int getMaxMessageLength

Returns the maximum allowed message length

int getMaxMessageDataLength

Returns the maximum allowed message data length

boolean isInitialized

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the service instance is initialized

boolean isDiscarded

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the service instance is discarded

void recover

Explicit execution of the recovery procedure

void recoverNS

Explicit execution of the neighborhood set recovery procedure

void discard

Discards the node service instance

Table A.2 Operations defined by HyCubeNodeService
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A.2. Example of a node life cycle
The listing below presents an exemplary application creating a node instance using the
SimpleNodeService service, registering an incoming messages port, sending a test message to
itself, receiving the message, leaving the system and destroying the node instance.
public static void main(String[] args) {
Environment environment = DirectEnvironment.initialize();
JoinWaitCallback joinWaitCallback = new JoinWaitCallback();
SimpleNodeService sns = HyCubeSimpleNodeService.initialize(environment,
HyCubeNodeId.generateRandomNodeId(4, 32),
"192.168.1.9:5000", "192.168.1.8:5000", joinWaitCallback, null, 0, true, null, null);
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LinkedBlockingQueue<ReceivedDataMessage> inMsgQueue = sns.registerPort((short)0);

sendTestDataMessageToSelf(sns, "Test string");
try {
ReceivedDataMessage recMsg = inMsgQueue.take();
} catch (InterruptedException e) {}
System.out.println("Message received!: " + new String(recMsg.getData()));

sns.discard();
environment.discard();
}

public static void sendTestDataMessageToSelf(NodeService ns, String text) {
MessageAckCallback mac = new WaitMessageAckCallback() {
public void notifyDelivered(Object callbackArg) {
super.notifyDelivered(callbackArg);
System.out.println("Message DELIVERED.");
}
public void notifyUndelivered(Object callbackArg) {
super.notifyUndelivered(callbackArg);
System.out.println("Message UNDELIVERED");
}
};
byte[] data = text.getBytes();
DataMessage msg = new DataMessage(ns.getNode().getNodeId(), null, (short)0, (short)0, data);
try {
MessageSendInfo msi = ns.send(msg, mac, null);
System.out.println("Message send info - serial no: " + msi.getSerialNo());
} catch (NodeServiceException e) {}
}
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A.3. Library architecture, core library classes and their implementations

The core of the HyCube library is a set of configurable classes allowing implementation of
any DHT algorithm. The architecture is based on exchangeable components implementing
certain interfaces, realizing individual system functions.

HyCube library provides

implementation of these components, realizing the HyCube algorithms, described in the thesis.
Figure A.1 presents the core of the library, and individual classes/interfaces are described in
the HyCube library documentation. The document also presents the realized solutions for event
processing, node services, which are wrapper classes for node instances, additionally providing
event processing mechanisms.
The main class of the library is Node. An instance of this class represents a DHT node
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and exposes the node interface to node services - operations such as join, sendMessage,
lookup, search, put, refreshPut, get, delete, leave, as well as methods registering incoming
message queues (ReceivedDataMessage instances) and callbacks (MessageReceivedCallback
instances). This class gathers the logic of all operations performed by nodes explicitly, as well
as the processes taking place in the background. Node is instantiated by calling one of the
variants of its static method initializeNode.
Most of the logic is realized by defining modules (classes) implementing certain interfaces
(Figure A.1), which are instantiated and initialized during the node initialization. Most of these
modules (implementations) are defined in the configuration file, but some of them are explicitly
passed to the node initialization method upon creation (initialize). Using the abstraction of
individual modules, the node calls configured implementations as a result of the API, as well
as internal calls. The HyCube library documentation contains the complete specification of the
modules used.

Physical network (transport) layer
The network adapter module (implementing the NetworkAdapter interface) represents the
the network (transport) layer of the node. A HyCube node may operate upon any underlying
network protocol, and the network adapter module is supposed to send messages through
the physical network (transport layer). The network adapter maintains the network address
of the node. Three address representations should be supported by the network adapter: a
String representation, byte[] representation and the NetworkNodePointer representation - the
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Figure A.1 Node library architecture
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implementations of this interface is network adapter dependent. All three representations may
be used by any modules, maintaining the abstraction of the actual network layer in use.
The NetworkAdapter interface declare the method messageReceived, which is supposed
to be called when a message is received by the node. The method should be called by a
separate module - the message receiver (implementing MessageReceiver interface), which is
responsible for receiving incoming messages and passing them to the network adapter. Upon
receiving a message, the network adapter is supposed to pass the message received and the
direct sender to the Node instance, which would then process the message. The message
receiver implementation should be compatible with the network adapter used and may use
functionalities implemented by the network adapter.
By design, a single message receiver is able to deliver messages to multiple network adapter
instances (multiple node instances served by the same message receiver). The MessageReceiver
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interface specifies methods for registering and unregistering network adapters. The message
receiver may listen for messages coming from multiple sources and dispatch them to
appropriate network adapters, based for example of the network addresses of individual
network adapters (of individual nodes).

Thus, the message receiver is not initialized

automatically by the Node instance, but should be created outside, and the node’s network
adapter should then be registered for the message receiver.
The default implementations of the network adapter and the message receiver delivered with
the library are based on the UDP/IP protocol (the library documentation provides a detailed
description of the available network adapters and message receivers).
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A.4. HyCube Protocol specification
Individual algorithms used by HyCube have been described in detail in the thesis. However,
to allow various implementations to work with each other, it is necessary to establish a formal
protocol, defining the messages exchanged between nodes, their contents, as well as formatting
and encoding details.
The complete specification of the HyCube protocol is presented in the attached HyCube
protocol documentation (Chapter 6), including the default network (transport) layer
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description (UDP/IP).
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A.5. Simulator architecture
The implemented simulator consists of two main components:
• Simulator
• Simulator master
The simulator component is a container running multiple node instances, providing an
interface for performing operations on the simulator instance and on individual nodes. The
operations include creating new nodes (joining the DHT), dropping nodes (simulating failures)
and running operations in individual nodes’ contexts (sending messages, performing lookup,
search and the DHT operations, as well as calling nodes’ extensions, background processes,
running the recovery procedure and leaving the system). The simulator also maintains a number
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of counters: the total number of messages sent, the number of messages delivered/lost, and the
route lengths.
Multiple simulator instances may be connected to each other, and the nodes maintained
by individual simulators may form a common DHT system, using virtual network addresses,
determining on which simulator instance nodes are located, and identifying the nodes within
individual simulators. The communication method (virtual network layer) between nodes
located within the same simulator instance, as well as located in separate simulator instances,
is defined by implementing a simulator-specific network proxy.
Figure A.2 presents the architecture of the simulator.

The central object is the

simulator master (an instance of the SimulatorMaster class).

The simulator master

provides methods establishing connections to individual simulator instances and performing
operations on them, using an internal simulator service proxy object (implementing the
interface SimulatorServiceProxy) and an appropriate service (stub) passing requests to the
simulator object.

The simulator instances are identified by the simulator ID and the

connection information is determined by the connection string provided to the simulator
master (the interpretation is SimulatorServiceProxy implementation dependent).

The

simulator service proxy object is created by the simulator master through a factory object
(SimulatorServiceProxyFactory), passed to the initialize method of SimulatorMaster. The
proxy object connects to the simulator (an instance of Simulator class implementing the
SimulatorService interface) through a stub object (on the simulator side), which maintains a
reference to the simulator instance and passes requests to the simulator object.
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A message being sent is passed by node’s network adapter to the simulator network proxy
object, maintained by every simulator (implementing SimNetworkProxy interface), which
transfers the message to the appropriate simulator instance (the communication method is
determined by the network proxy implementation). The message receiver of the receiving
simulator also retrieves the message using the abstraction of the network proxy, and upon
receiving the message, passes it to the network adapter of the appropriate node.

The

simulator network proxy instance is defined upon the simulator object initialization and
is responsible for establishing connections between simulator instances, as well as for
sending messages to nodes and receiving messages - the network proxy object is bound to
simulator network adapter and simulator message receiver instances - SimNetworkAdapter
and SimMessageReceiver - the network adapter and message receiver implementations that
use the simulator network proxy object for sending and receiving messages. The simulator
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network proxy implementation defines the network layer (how simulated nodes communicate
with each other), and the simulator logic is independent of this implementation. The node
network address is defined by SimNetworkAdapter and SimMessageReceiver as a string in the
following format: SIMULATOR_ID:NODE_SIM_ID, where SIMULATOR_ID is the simulator
ID (4-character string) and the NODE_SIM_ID (16-character string) is the simulation identifier
of the node. The simulator ID is specified when the simulator object is created, and the
simulation node ID is specified when the node is created (passed through the simulator service
proxy to the simulator instance). Based on the simulator ID, the simulator network proxy of the
sending node (simulator instance maintaining the sending node) should be able to determine
to which simulator instance messages should be transferred, and, upon receiving a message,
the SimMessageReceiver instance (of the simulator maintaining the recipient) is responsible
for determining the node (network adapter instance) to which the message should be passed.
SimNetworkAdapter and SimMessageReceiver operate on network addresses represented by
SimNodePointer class (implementing NetworkNodePointer), and the binary representation of
the address is the concatenation of byte representations of simulator id and simulation node
id, encoded in ISO-8859-1. Connections between individual simulators are established by
calling the simulator master’s methods, specifying simulator network proxy specific connection
strings, defining the connections. The simulator master passes connection requests to individual
simulators, which pass the requests to their simulator network proxy objects, responsible
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for establishing and maintaining connections (the simulator master uses the network proxy
abstraction, the connection realization is network proxy implementation dependent).
The simulator service proxy implemented in the simulator is based on the Java RMI
technology. The RMI proxy connects to the stub object, which simply passes the calls received
to the simulator object.
The simulator network proxy implementation provided with the library is based on the JMS
queues (ActiveMQ implementation). Instances of the network proxies establish connections
to the local ActiveMQ queue (consumer), and to the queues of all connected (including self)
simulator instances (as a producer). Whenever a message is sent, the node proxy object sends
it to the ActiveMQ queue (packed in the instance of the SimMessage class) of the appropriate
simulator, and message receiver instances, through the abstraction of the network proxy, receive
the messages from the local ActiveMQ queues.
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The simulator application (service) - class SimulatorRemoteServiceApp1 creates an instance
of JMSActiveMQSimWakeableNetworkProxy, initializes a Simulator instance and creates an
instance of RMISimulatorService, passing the reference to the simulator to it and exposing the
remote object through RMI.
The master application (SimulatorMasterApp1 class) creates a simulator master
(SimulatorMaster class) instance and runs a simulation script - a class implementing the
Simulation interface specified as a command line argument (by calling its runSimulation
method, passing the simulator master object and the remaining command line parameters to it).
The simulation script (implementation of the Simulation interface) may connect to individual
simulator instances and realize any possible simulation scenarios.
The detailed specification of the simulator architecture (as well as the service proxy and the
simulator network proxy implementations) is included in the library documentation.

B. Contents of the attached CD
The CD attached to the thesis contains the following items:
1. The HyCube library:
• hycube-1.0.jar (compiled)
• hycube-1.0-src.jar (source code)
• hycube-1.0-javadoc.jar (javadoc)
2. The HyCube simulator:
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• hycube-simulator-1.0-src.jar (source code)
• hycube-simulator-1.0-javadoc.jar (javadoc)
3. HyCube library documentation
• HyCube_library_documentation.pdf
4. HyCube protocol documentation:
• HyCube_protocol_documentation.pdf
5. Values used in figures and tables presented throughout the thesis
• thesis_attachments/figures directory
• thesis_attachments/tables directory
6. Mathematical calculations
• thesis_attachments/calculations directory
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